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ln 1946, Charles and Ray Eames presented a system of customizable
plywood cabinets and benches called "Casegoods". The system was never
manufactured for sale.

lnspired by this modern design classic, the No Name Woodshop presents its
Modular Cabinet System. Designed to accomodate the storage needs of
today, MCS Cabinets hold books, magazines, records, laserdiscs, CD's,
videocassettes and audiocassettes.

Custom built to your order in any configuration or finish.

Write, callor FAX for free information and special introductory prices.

vry

N

Mooular
Cabinet
System

?

No Name Woodshoo
Custom Woodworking'

1018 Morse Avenue, Suite 23
Sunnyvale, CA 94089

(408) 734-2315
FA)( (408) 730-e872

lhnnall Pnq I bsko
2Crol Centrrry Decoratlve Arts
PO Box 1 6099
Rocky River, OH 44116-0099
By Appointment Only

Specia
Italian

list ni

1 920
Glass

1 970a)

Barovier ca.1933

P WANTED (ry

Ven in i, Marti nuzzi, Scarpa, Seguso, Barovier, Frattel I i Toso,
A. Toso / Dino Martens, MVM Cappelin, CVM, Avem, Salir,
Nason, Cenedese, Salviati, Vistosi, A. Barbini, etc.

We aggressively pursue the best examples of these producers
and artists. Top prices paid.

CALL: 21 6-356-0275
2

CONTACT CHARLES ECKHARDT

OR GEORGE MATSON

405.525.5060 405.748.3838

ECKHARDT-MATSON
CI.ASSIC MODERN IURNITURE
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here is modern furnituro
whose simple bosic design

mokes for eosier housekeeping

ond flexibility of use
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Featuring the largest selection of Heywoocl-Wakefield furniture in the country
Total restoration avaitable o Buy, Sell, Trade

2820 Gilroy Street o Los Angeles, CA gOOBg o SOO-7TS-SO78
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ECHOES
DECO ECHOES. PUBLICATIONS

PO Box 2327
Mashpee, MA 02649

Tel: 508 428-2324
Fax: 508 428-0077

PUBLISHER
Wm. Scott Cheverie

The Echoes Report is a quarterly
publication focused on Mid-20th
century style & design. Specific

emphasis is placed on the 1920s, '30s,
'40s, '50s and '60s eras, including Art

Deco, Streamline Moderne,
Biomorphic '50s and Abstract '60s

styles and movements, from
kitsch to high-end.

Annual subscriptions are available in
the U.S. for $16.50, or two years for
$30; in Canada $19.95 for one year,
$34.95 for two years; Foreign $26.50
for one year, $47.50 for two years.
(foreign subscribers add $20 per

year for air mail delivery).
All subscriptions payable in advance.
Subscriptions include four quarterly

issues of The Echoes Report plus
Supplemental mailers between issues.

Single copies, $3.50 in the United
States, $4.95 in Canada. For subscrip-
tions or address changes, write to The

Echoes Report, PO Box 2321, Mashpee,
MA 02649, or call (508) 428-2324 for
credit card orders. Visa, MC, Dis-

cover and Amex accepted. Subscrip-
tions commence with the next issue
mailed by Deco Echoes Publications.

All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced

without written permission from
Deco Echoes Publications.

Printed in the U.S.A.
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CONTRIBUTORS
lint Sweeney
Ciles Kotcher

Shau,n Brndutny
Mark lespersen

Howard l. Lockzoood

Bnrbnrn Endter

LETTERS

Proud And Popular
"WOW, am I glad that I came across a copy of
The Echoes Reportt Not only do we now enjoy
our own subscription, but the write up you
did on Smart Company made us very proud.
And popular. The inquiries are still on going.
Again, thank you very much, and come see

us when you come to New York."
Andren Mnntel, Smart Cttrupnny
Neu, York

Don't Miss Out
"I love your mag! I used to always pick it up
at the vintage shows, but I can't always rely
on them having it - so I want to subscribe!"
Vnnessa Rnrusey

Hollywood, CA

Happy Hermits
"What a great magazine! This one would
please a hermit or a celibate monk. I'm
originally frorn Lowell, Mass., never heard of
Mashpee, but whatever - continue publishing
the magazine! At 82 and collecting still, I find
so much in this magazine of interest as I
collect nearly everything."
V. Fnieta

Detroit, MI

Have Some Fun!
"I decided to write you in response to one
particular letter in your Summer 1995 issue
regarding the article on Fiesta.

Your magazine can still maintain a high
standard and encourage the fun part of this
business which includes those special "yard
sale" finds. How rnany of us out there spend
an hour or more talking with our friends or
trusted customers about the fantastic and/or
cheap find we make at a yard sale or even
thrift store? For me, the electricity of such
finds is still there after dealing in antiques
and collectibles for 17 years. I have found a

considerable number of high quality pieces at
yard sales.

Before I had a store front, I may have been
a source of similar finds. I had little overhead
and could therefore cut my sale price below
those with permanent locations.

Personally, your magazine is not only a

very entertaining one but a tool for rne to
build my knowledge base in areas that I feel I
need further education.

I, for one, left my corporate life to start my
permanent business for the fun of selling
decorative arts, collectibles, vintage clothing,
and furniture. I am fully capable of doing
other things and making more money but I
am happier than I have ever been in my
current situation. This business is nothing if
not FUN!

With regards to pricing in the market, I
have customers who comment on my items
and how they either own one or have
recently found one for a fraction of the cost I
arn selling it for. I use this opportunity to

bolster an excitement for similar items and
"educate" the customers. This usually results
in future purchases by these customers.

Both the dealers and the customers realize
that a profit is being made. How much profit
is dependent on the availability of items and
the ability of the dealer to make a profitable
deal. The fact is that these finds still occur
and some of our customers frequent not only
our shops but yard sales and flea markets. A
large part of a successful business is customer
relations, anct we neecl to bite our tongue
when getting comments on our prices. The
wrong response rnay not only lose a customer
but also spread bad press for your business.

Price guides exist for everyone to get an
idea of the current market. Anyone who
reads a piece of an article or hears a blip on
the radio as to values and utilizes only that in
the market needs an education regarding the
rnass amount of misinformation in the non-
antique/collectible media ancl the idea that
price guides need to be scrutinized with
regard to the prices quoted (e.g. actual results
vs. prices asked, regional considerations,
where purchased, etc.) and the motivation of
the person/people writing the guide (some
have been known to write with the idea of
liquidating their collection at exaggerated
prices).

Keep up the great work! Putting a

magazine together must take a great deal of
work and time. You can't possibly have a

staff large enough to verify every piece of
information in your magazine and mistakes
will be made from time to time - rest assured
that we in the marketplace will correct those
occassional mistakes (hopefully with a smile
on our face)."

leffrey Elmendorf , Funk I Junk
Alexnndria, VA

f,lodernist Movement Devoured
"First, I'cl like to thank you for such a terrific
publication dedicated to the Modernist
Movement. I am thrilled with my subscrip-
tion and devour it each month!

The other thing I was thrillecl at was the
response I got from my classified ad. It
resulted in sales and in ongoing inquiries, so

I'm submitting a carnera-ready display ad.
Would you also send me your submission

guiclelines as I am fairly well versed in 20th
Century Scandinavian ceramics and would
like the opportunity to contribute to The
Echoes Report."
Robin Hecht, Scantik
Herttdtttt, VA

Send us your letters - we'd love to hear
from you! Send us your comments, sug-
gestions, or article ideas! The address: The
Echoes Report, PO Box 2321, Mashpee,
MA02649; or Fax us your thoughts 24hrs.
a day to 1 (508) 428-0077.

4

EDITOR
Suzanne Cheverie
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CONTENTS

10 Greenbelt: A Deco community
by lim Sweeney

One of America's few planned Deco
communities is located just outside
Washington, D.C.

24 American Modernist Textiles
by Giles Kotcher
In the aftermath of the 1925 Paris
Exposition, the American textile industry
strived to provide their version of the
sophisticated French Art Deco designs.

27 Vintage Viewpoint
by Shazun Bradway

Collectible skirts of the late '40s and the
'50s are the newest stars to ascend in the
international vintage clothing market.

32 An lnterview with Jens Risom
by Mark lespersen

Jens Risom, the first designer with Knoll,
shares his thoughts on modern Scandina-
vian furniture design and much more.

34 Modern Quarters
Sheila Steinberg's Manhattan apartment
reveals her love affair with 1950s design.

38 Venini: The Post-War Years
by Howard l. Lockwood

In the years following the end of WWII,
Venini utilized bright, primary colors
and new designers to create a fresh look
for the company.

42 Chasing The Centaur
by Barbara Endter
The line of chromium housewares
introduced by the Chase Brass & Copper
Company has become highly sought
after within the Art Deco collecting field.

Rare Murrina
oase by
Paolo Venini,
c.1953

On The Cover

The Pretzel Man
tlesigned by
Lurelle Guild
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METRoPoLITAN

?OTH IINTUNY IISIEN SHIW
New York's most dynamic modern design event.

Furniture, textiles, decorative objects,lighting, fine art (z
jewelry from 2|th-century design movements such as Deco,

Futurism, Moderne, Bauhaus, etc.

ocroBER 6-8, tgg5
FRTDAy orENING RECErTIoN, 6:oo-9:oopM, 915

SATURDAY, 11:OOAVI-6:OOPM, $5

suNDAY, 11:OOAM-5:OOPM, $5

Manhattan's most popular trendsetting fashion sale from vintage
sources, 1800's to 1970's.

Dresses' Suits' Coats' Shoes . Hats. Buttons. LAces . Linens. Paisleys.
and other textiles

SEPTEMBER 22-24, tggs
FRIDAY, NOON-6:OOPM, $15

SATURDAY, 11: ooAtvt-6:oopM, $5

suNDAY, 11:OOAM-5:OOPM, $5

UNTAEI TASHIIN & ANTIIUI TIXTITI S[[W

l1o wEST lgTH STREET, NEW yORK, NEW yORK lOO1l

rEL 2L2.+6 3.OzOO FAX 2t2 +61.7o99
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ART & ANTIAUES
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shades of The Past >
Retrospect of Tennessee
offers reproduction
fiberglass lampshacles in a

b".ry of styles and colors
guaranteed to give your
lamp a reason to shine!
(800-276-3723)

Modern shopping r
Don't let the holidays
catch you by surprise -

order your copy of the
Echoes catalog today!
It's filled with gifts,
furnishings and
accessories reminiscent
of the 1930s-'60s eras
which are perfect for
holiday gift giving!
Send $3 to Echoes,
PO Box 2327,
Mashpee, MA 02649

Slumberella >
From the Smart Co. of America comes
Slumberella - a nelv collection of retro-
inspired girlie lingerie, print sleepwear
and home clothes designed for the
customer with wit and an appreciation
for the Hollywood hey days of the
1940s and '50s. Available in four prints
- "Party Dogsr" "Love Birdsr" "How to
Get a Husband," and "Boudoir" from
fine department stores starting in No-
vember 7995. For more information or
the location of a store near you call
(272-7 25 -7272 ext.206) .

t c;fi? r@
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< Paperback Postcards
PC Design has recently
issuecl a series of 54

postcards featuring
classic paperback book
covers from the 1940s,

1950s and early '60s -

the golden age of
paperback book
publishing. For a

catalog of all designs
offered, send $2 to PC
Design, PO Box 782,

Palo Alto, CA 94301.

x

Rocket Cloclt v
This streamlinecl'50s-
style clock looks ready
to soar into the sky,
$99. From Modern
Artifact (PO Box 233,
Crand Leclge, MI
48837; 577-622-7295).
For a brochure of all
the clock models
Modern Artifacts
offers, senct $2.00 to
the address above.

< French '40s
Ken Smith found the
inspiration for his
Horseshoe chair from
French furniture of the
1940s. The Kingswood
end table was clesigned
by Eero Saarinen in
1930. Both are available
through Arkitektura in
New York (272-334-
ss70).
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OCTOBER 2I & 22
WEST 52ND STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER, NYCPTERS 90 & 92

SIIOIU lNFORilAf lOll: SAilFORD L. SmITH & ASSOCIATES 12l21 777 52 t a

The 20th Centuryo..
Streamline Furniture

Modern Lighting &

selected Highlights

from the 1930's-196O's

Featuring:

Heywood-Wakef ield

Herman Miller

Knoll, Uoyd and

anonymous talents

.?
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* D?niel Donnelly*
Decorntiae Arts E Modern Desigtt Studio

703-549.4672 * 107 lt. FAYETTE STREET
CORI{ER OF KII{G & FAYETTE ST. * OtD TOWN, ALEX. VA.
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Greenhelt: A Planned Deco Community
Text by lim Sureeney Photographs courtesy The Marylnnd Nstionnl Capitnl Psrk nnd Plnnning Commission

ONE OF AMERICA'S FEW PLANNED
DECO COMMUNITIES IS JUST OUTSIDE

WASHINCTON, D.C. NOW IS A COOD
time to visit Creenbelt, Md. Many build-
ings have been renovated in the past few

years, and the commercial district is on the

upswing.
Greenbelt is rnore accessible since the

regional mass transit system, Metrorail,
reached the city. While the station isn't
walking distance to the downtown historic
district, it's only a 15-minute bus ride.

After that, everything you want to see can

be reached on foot.

Greenbelt was one of 25 greenbelt

towns planned by the federal National
Resettlement Administration. Three were

actually built: Greenbelt, Md.; Greenhills,

Ohio (near Cincinnati); and Creendale,

Wis. (near Milwaukee). Of the three,

Greenbelt is the most fully developed and

the most intact. The greenbelt project was

canceled when the Supreme Court ruled
that the government had no authority to

plan communities.

There were 885 dwelling units built on

the original 210-acre site: 574 attatched

units, 306 apartments and five experimen-

tal prefabricated detatched homes. The

government sold the city and most of the

surrounding land in 1953. The apartments

and the shopping center were sold to
private owners. The other housing is still
owned by a co-op, Creenbelt Housing Inc.

Greenbelt's design goals were afford-

able housing, preservation of natural fea-

tures, separation of automobile and pe-

destrian traffic and a village center within
walking distance of all homes. Greenbelt's

utopian ideals continue to influence
planned communities. It was "a very

historic event in urban planning," says

Prof. Stephan Kendall of Marymount
University, Arlington, Va. Prof. Richard

Striner of Washington College, Chester-

town, Md., calls Greenbelt "one of the

most fully realized examples of Art Deco

architecture synthesized with conserva-

tionist landscape ideals" in his new book

Art Deco (Abbeville Press/Archetype Press).

Greenbelt is now a town of 27,000

people. The newer areas, which don't
follow the original plan, are mostly apart-

ments, some single-family homes and sev-

eral commercial areas. Some of the

greenbelt was preserved in 1,100-acre

Greenbelt Park, run by the National Park

Service. Greenbelt Park is on Greenbelt

Road, across the Capital Beltway (I-95)

frorn downtown Greenbelt.

The original city center is intact. Most

of the original residential, commercial and

municipal structures survive. You can

walk through downtown Greenbelt and

easily imagine it's7937. AII around you are

Art Deco buildings. The apartment blocks

have glass-brick inserts in their facades.

The shopping center has elegantly curved

lines. The former school has dramatic but-
tresses and sculptures.

The city center is on the National
Register of Historic Places. Howard Berger,

Above: Greenbelt Center Elementary School, featudng limestone panels by Lenore Thoma6 which illustrale the preamble to lhe

Constitution Opposite page from top: The Greenbelt Shopping Center, now called the Roo6evelt Center, is one of the country's oldest

planned integrated shopping centers; Original apartment block with glass-block detailing; Bick homes display Streamline stylin8.
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GREENBELT WAS AN EXPERIMENT NOT ONLY IN PHYSICAL PLANNINC BUT IN SOCIAT

PLANNING AS WELL. FAMILIES WERE CHOSEN TO CREATE A MIX OF OCCUPATIONS,

INCOMES AND RELIGIOUS BACKGROUNDS. HOWEVER, NO ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO

INTEORATE GREENBELT RACIALLY . THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN TOO RADICAL FOR THE TIMES.

an architectural historian
with Prince George's
County's Planning Com-
mission, says a decision is

possible this year about

local historic district status

for the city center as well.
City residents are con-

cerned about preserving
the buildings from inap-

propriate remodeling, pre-

serving what's left of the

greenbelt and handling
traffic. A county historic

district designation would
require the review of all

plans for physical changes,

not only to buildings but
also roads, site plans and

the environrnent. National
Historic Landmark status

for Old Greenbelt will prob-
ably also be pursued.

Greenbelt was an ex-

periment not only in physi-
cal planning but in social

planning as well. Families

were chosen for a mix of
occupations, incomes and

religious backgrounds.
However, no attempt was

made to integrate Greenbelt

racially - that would have

been too radical for the
times.

Creenbelt was a pio-
neering city in many ways.

It was the first municipal-
ity in Maryland to adopt
the council-manager form
of government. It was also

the first municipality in
Maryland to have a recre-

ation department.

Kendall, an architect and

professor of interior design,

has been informally study-
i.g Creenbelt for years.
While many elements of
Creenbelt's design were
ahead of their time, he cau-

tions against idealizing or
romanticizing the plan.

The rowhouse design

causes confusion as to the

location of the main entrance,

Kendall says. The main door
was intended to face the in-
terior of the "superblock,"

the parking/garden side. The

street door was supposed to
be the back door. But many
residents use the street door
as their front door, forcing
them to walk through the

first floor living area to reach

the stairs.

Also, in the original
plan, there were no side-

walks along many streets;

pedestrians were expected

to use separate paths that
cut through blocks and un-
der roads. Residents had to
walk in the street to go be-

tween some points. (Side-

walks were later added).

Creenbelt was intended
as a model of co-operative

living. The original co-op

became a retail chain that
owned a variety of busi-
nesses, including gas sta-

tions, supermarkets and fur-
niture stores. Today, aside

from the housing, the drug
store, food store and nurs-
ery continued on page 12
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Metrobus access to downtown
Greenbelt from the Greenbelt
Metrorail station is provided by
these routes: C2, R12 (weekdays,
weekends), T75, T15, T77
(weekdays, Saturdays). For
schedules, call (202) 637-7000.
By car, downtown Greenbelt is
best reached from the Baltimore-
Washington Parkway. Take the
Greenbelt Road exit and head
west, then, after crossing over the
parkway, turn right onto South
Way, which crosses Ridge Road
and ends at Crescent Road.

(continued from page 11) school are all mem-

ber-owned co-ops. [E

THE TOUR:
Take the Metrobus frorn the Greenbelt Metrorail
station to Crescent Road in front of the Roosevelt
Center. The shopping center, Iibrary, Greenbelt
Center School and recreation facilities share a

superblock on this road. Across the street are
original rowhouses and apartments. Most of
the original buildings are on two parallel streets,
Crescent Road and Ridge Road, that curve to
your left and right.

Greenbelt Shopping Center, now Roosevelt
Center, is one of the country's oldest planned
integrated shopping centers. Now privately
owned, it originally housed not only shops but
also city offices and the police and fire stations.
The open mall features a sandstone statue by
Lenore Thomas, titled "Mother and Child."

The shopping center underwent renova-
tions in 1991, and, in contrast to many more-
recent shopping centers, the parking was kept
behind and to the side of the buildings. This
feature keeps the shops closer to the street and
more visible. The movie theater once again
shows films, after having spent some time as a
community theater. Unfortunately, the original
deco marquee is now gone.

The 1938 swimming pool building, behind
Roosevelt Center, has been rebuilt several times,
erasing any trace of the original design. It was
the state's first public pool.

The former police/fire station still stands
to the northeast of the shopping center. Lo-
cated at 151 Centerway, it is now a video store.
The original co-op gas station is at the intersec-
tion of Centerway and Crescent Road. It has
been heavily altered and is now a Mobil station.

West of Roosevelt Center is the L963 Mu-
nicipal Building, at 25 Crescent Road. Visitors
can stop here during weekday business hours to
pick up handouts on Greenbelt history.

Greenbelt Center School is on the west
side of the parking lot next to Roosevelt Center,
set back from Crescent Road. The school fea-
tures sculpted Indiana limestone panels by
Lenore Thomas, illustrating the preamble to the
Constitution. The building originally served as

a school and community center. In recent years,
it had been put to use as an elementary school.
In 1983, the Art Deco Society of Washington
saved the building from demolition by the
county school system. Classes were moved to
another site in 1993, and the building is being
renovated for use once again as a community
center. The renovations are scheduled to be
completed this September.

The city library was originally housed
within the school. Now located in a 1970
structure on Crescent Road , the library contains
the Rexford Guy Tugwell Room, named for the
head of the Resettlement Adrninistration. This
reference room contains materials on the his-
tory of Greenbelt and planned communities.

The city museum, across Crescent Road
from the library, is located within one of the
original Greenbelt houses and is open Sundays
from 1 to 5pm. The displays include a videotape
presentation on Greenbelt. While most homes
were renovated and upgraded with new win-
dows and appliances a decade ago, the museum
has been furnished as true to period as possible.
Included is the Scandinavian-style furniture
which was available for sale to residents - a

houseful of which cost $300 in mid-1930. The
streamline design of the furnishings matched
the city's Art Deco/International Style architec-
ture, and many of the sturdy pieces are still in
use by the descendents of the original residents.

The midblock path across Crescent Road
from the school places you among the original
homes. They are grouped in clusters, called
courts. Off-street parking is provided in lots
and garages. Homes were originally white,
with varying trim colors. Much of the green
space is common area; private yards are marked
by hedges.

If you walk through the middle of the block
and cross Ridge Road, you'll be among the
"defense hornes," built in 7941 to house defense
workers. These homes generally ring the origi-
nal housing and are also clustered to the north
of downtown Greenbelt. The government built
1,000 defense homes; most are still standing.

The trail between Center School and the
pool takes you to Greenbelt Lake, which has a

two-mile loop trail. The lake was one of the
city's first recreation projects, and a wonderful
spot to end your tour!
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Exhihitions
Craft in the Machine Age 1920-1945,
opening at the American Craft Mu-
seum in New York on October 19, is
the first exhibition to examine the
influence of European Modernism
on American craft and craft's role in
the spread of Modernism in the
United States.

The various stylistic aspects of
Modernism, including Scandina-
vian, French art moderne, and the
Bauhaus, came to the United States
through the influx of European art-
ists, American artists who traveled
to Europe, and exhibitions. This
was a time of great technological
and industrial development, when
the machine was affecting every
aspect of American life. Many
American craf tspeople created
modernist one-of-a-kind and lim-
ited production objects. Others,
seeking a larger market, worked
with industrial designers, who
sought the knowledge and skills of
craftspeople to increase the aesthetic
appeal and efficient production of
industrial products.

The approximately 150 objects
showcased represent the spectrum

of developments within each of the
craft media - clay, fiber, rnetal, and
wood - and range from one-of.-a-
kind pieces to those designed to be
executed in the factory. Among the
items included in the display are
functional ceramics, such as vases
and bowls by Maija Grotell, and
dinnerware by Russel Wright and
Eva Zeisel, as well as sculptural
ceramics by Alexander Archipenko,
Sargent Johnson, and Isamu
Noguchi; textiles by Ruth Reeves,
Loja Saarinen and Marianne
Strengelli glass sculptures by
Frederick Carder; cocktail shakers,
cups and candelabra by Erik
Magnussen and Peter Mueller-
Munk; jewelry by Harry Bertoia
and Alexander Calder, and furni-
ture by Donald Deskey, Charles
Eames, Paul Frankl, Eliel Saarinen,
and Frank Lloyd Wright.

Craft in the Machine Age 1920-

1945 is on view at the American
Craft Museum from October 19,
1995 to February 25, 1996. Museum
hours: Wed.-Sun. 10-5pm; Tues.
until 8pm. Admission is $5. (212)

956-3535.

Top left:
empire
cocktail
shaker,
c.1938
center Left:
Paul Frankl
skyscraper
bookcase,
c.l926, part
of the Craft
in the
Machine Age
exhibition
Bottom !eft:
Georgia
Engelhard, a
gelatin-silver
print by
Alfred
Stieglitz,
c.1921.
Bottom right:
x-ciw
presented as
the united
ilations
Heaclquarters,
a drawing by
wallace K.
Harrison,
c.1946.
Photos (from top left):
Courtesv Collection of
Stephen Visakay;
Collection of High
Museum of Art, The
American Craft
Museum, New York;
Collection of The
Museum of Moc'lern
Art, NY, The Alfred
Stieglitz Collection,
Gift of Georgia
O'Keeffe; (right) From
the Hugh Ferris
Collection in the
Division of Drawings
and Archives, Avery
Architectural and Fine
Arts Library,
CoIumbia, University
in the City of New
York, The Museum of
Modern Art, Nerv York
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Alfred Stieglitz At Lake George, cur-
rently on view at the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, includes photographs
from the artist's serial portrait of Georgia
O'Keeffe, along with images that record
his responses to the landscape at Lake
George and to the family and friends who
vacationed with him - some 100 photo-
graphs in all, mostly made during the
1920s and 1930s.

After World War I, Alfred Stieglitz
began to feel increasingly isolated from the
contemporary art world he had helped to
define. In the decades following the war,
he redesigned his life and art along leaner
and more private lines, and concentrated
anew on his own photography. Stieglitz's
most radical work of this time, as well as
his most personal, was created at his
family's summer home at Lake George,
New York, where he was removed from
the tumult of the political and artistic
arenas that had previously occupied him.
This is the first exhibition to focus exclu-
sively on Stieglitz's work at Lake George
and consider it as a coherent whole. The
exhibition will remain on view until Janu-
ary 2, 7996. MOMA (272) 708-9400.

The United Nations In Perspectioe
exhibition, also currently on view at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York,
explores the architectural development of
one of the most important symbolic struc-
tures built after World War II. The four
buildings (constructed 7947-52) that make
up the United Nations headquarters com-
plex also constitute the architectural apo-
theosis of modernism's functionalist aes-
thetic, which attempted to prevail over
established national traditions and preju-
dices. The exhibition includes approxi-
mately 35 original drawings (many dis-
played for the first time), 15 contemporary
color photographs by Adam Bartos, as
well as several books and pamphlets.

An international board of design - ten
architects, including renowned modern-
ists Le Corbusier (France), Oscar Niemeyer
(BraziI), and Sven Markelius (Sweden),
directed by Wallace K. Harrision (Ameri-
can) - developed the concept for the United
Nations headquarters. Hugh Ferris, one of
America's most gifted architectural drafts-
men, translated the architect's sketches
and ideas into beautifully rendered per-
spectives. 25 of these idiosyncratic draw-
ings, including the final scheme endorsed
by the board of design, form the center-
piece of the exhibition.

The United Nations ln Perspectiae re-
mains on view until September 26, 1995.
MOMA (212) 708-9400.

At Shaken, Not Stirred, an exhibition
of cocktail shakers opening September 29
at the Milwaukee Art Museum, the glam-
our lives on, evoking memories of sophis-
ticated martini-and-manhattan parties,

novels, and filrns of the 7920s,'30s and
'40s.

More than 70 sterling silver, silver-
plate, chromium-plate, aluminum and glass
cocktail shakers from the turn of the cen-
tury through the 1930s will be on view at
MAM's Segel Gallery. The exhibition,
drawn from the extensive collection of
Stephen Visakay, will showcase machine-
age cocktail shakers by such noted design-
ers as Russel Wright, Norman Bel Geddes
and Lurelle Guild and by influential manu-
facturers such as Gorham, Reed & Barton,
International Silver Co., Revere Copper &
Brass Co. and Chase Brass & Copper Co.

Although early cocktail shakers closely
resembled traditional coffeepots and tea-
pots, designers soon provided the cocktail
crowd with incredible variety. The many
modern designs in Shaken, Not Stirred in-
clude Bel Geddes' chromium-plated "Man-
hattan" cocktail shaker with matching
glasses and tray, which recalls the city's
stark vertical skyline, and Russel Wright's
clean, goemetric "Cocktail Hour" set in
spun aluminum. Novelty cocktail shakers
reflecting the playfulness of this distinc-
tive form of entertaining - like golf bags,
tuxedo suited penguins and roosters (the
cocktail's original namesake) - are also
well-represented in the exhibition.

The cocktail party culture that emerged
in the 7920s was dramatically different
from Victorian styles of sumptuous enter-
taining, reflecting both the changing
economy of post-WWI and Prohibition.
Reduced immigration and rising wages
rneant that most middle-class households
could no longer afford to hire domestic
servants, and the dining rooms in most
modern homes were often too small to
accornmodate elaborate formal dinners.
Cocktail parties, which could be staged
with little help in all but the smallest
apartments, were a natural solution.

The modern cocktail really came into
its own at the speakeasies and house par-
ties of the jazz age, where it was needed
both to stretch a meager supply of liquor
and to mask the rough taste of iltegal
bathtub gin. Outlaw culture had a power-
ful allure, and for many Americans cock-
tail parties came to symbolize high society
and jazz age sophistication. New attitudes
about women's freedom to drink and smoke
in public encouraged convivial mixed gath-
erings, and urban "moderns" revelled in a
stylized, fashionable decadence.

Cocktail shakers in the new "modern-
istic" style represented luxury, Ieisure and
the prornise of the future - or at least an
effervescent evening.

Shaken, Not Stirred will remain of view
at the Milwaukee Art Museum until Janu-
ary 7, 1996. (414) 224-3220. E
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Confronti ng Modernity
at The wolfsonian Museum's lnaug,ural exhibition

ON NOVEMBER 77, 7995 THE WOLFSONIAN, a new cultural institution and
museum, will open in Miami Beach, Florida. The Wolfsonian has a vast collection
of artifacts, including furniture, industrial design, glass, ceramics, metalwork,
books, works of art on paper, painting and sculpture, as well as library, research and
education facilities. The Wolfsonian oversees the Mitchell Wolfson, Jr. Collection of
over 70,000 examples of American and European art and design from the period
1885-1945. P"ggy A. Loar, formerly of the Smithsonian Institution, is founding
director of the new museum.

"The Wolfsonian is a unique cultural institution; its mission is to place art and
design in their cultural, social and political contexts, as well as to

give visitors access to and knowledge about some of the world's
most intriguing and beautiful objects," said Ms. Loar, who
joined The Wolfsonian in 1987.

The Wolfsonian's inaugural exhibition, The Arts of Re-

form and Persuasion, L885-L945, will feature over 280 works
drawn from its permanent collection, focusing on art move-
ments in Europe and America that either embraced or
rejected modernity. Curator Wendy Kaplan organized the
exhibition into three distinct sections: "Confronting Moder-
nity," "Celebrating Modernity," and "Manipulating Moder-
nity: Political Persuasion." The sections have a unifying theme

- how design was used to help people adjust to the modern world.
Each is arranged chronologically, with the first section focusing on

works from 1885 to World War I, and the latter two sections examining the
period between the World Wars.

The modern era can be characterized as one of profound and sweeping change.
The industrial revolution with its development of mass production brought about
major upheavals in all aspects of society - economic, social and political. While
modern transporation and communications transformed the sense of time and
distance, new political ideologies reshaped the sense of identity shared by social
classes, nations and ethnic groups. The artists, architects and designers whose work
is represented in this exhibition were actively engaged in promoting, shaping or
challenging the ideas of modern experience. The primary purpose of the exhibition
is to explore how these ideas were translated into design and their many stylistic
manifestations. Whether conservative or avant-garde, classical or futurist, all the
styles can be considered "modern" - the exhibition will examine this seeming
contradiction.

As Marshall Berman observed in All That is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience

of Modernity, "to be modern is to live a life of paradox and contradiction...it is to be
both revolutionary and conservative." "Confronting Modernity," the first section of
the exhibition, analyzes the conflicts between modernist and anti-modernist design
movements. Most influential was the Arts & Crafts movement, which originated in
Britain as a reaction against an increasingly mechanized society. Its ideals led to
three other movements examined in this section: "Romantic Nationalism," "Nature
and New Art" (also known as Art Noveau) and "Art and Industry."

Romantic Nationalists used design to express a country's identity. Therefore,
they borrowed the Arts & Crafts advocacy of native architecture, folk crafts and local
materials. Advocates of the Arts & Crafts, Romantic Nationalist and Art Noveau
movements all looked to nature as a primary source of inspiration and preferred the
hand-made. The designers discussed in "Art and Industry," however, were
different. While they embraced the values of simplicity and "fitness for purpose,"

Left from top: Plate, "Le attivita gentill, t progenitori" (Itoble activities, Our ancestors),
c.1g2a, designed by Gio Ponti; Gerald Summers blrch plywood armchair, c.1934;

tudwig Hohlwein color lithograph poster "Reichsnarhrstands Austellung" c.1937;
,'Depero Futurista" c.1927i Walter Dorwin Teague's ]locturne radlo, c.1956.
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they believed that the machine had to be
used to create a more democratic art, and
if used correctly, could actually enhance
design.

While the conflict between machine
and hand-made, standardization and indi-
viduality, remained unresolved in the 7920s
and '30s, the idea of the modern tended to
be embraced. The second section of the
exhibition, "Celebrating Modernity," ex-
amines this "celebration" by looking at the
ways in which objects and advertising
were used to prornote industrial progress.
Oceanliners, trains, skyscrapers and ap-
pliances ranging from irons to phono-
graphs were some of the .r"* *ur,ifesta-
tions of the modern world - all projected a
positive image of change.

Both democratic and totalitarian soci-
eties needed to domesticate, or familiar-
ize, the disruptive influences of the ma-
chine age. Artists were called upon by
governments and corporations to help
persuade ambivalent populations that new
modes of living still retained traditional
values while they increased prosperity. As
economic and political chaos overtook
Europe and the United States in the 7920s
and '30s, it became necessary for these
institutions to reassure jittery populations.
A variety of stylistic solutions to this para-
dox are represented by the works in this
section of the exhibition. These range from
the machine imagery of streamlining,
where aerodynamic forms were adapted
to cars, trains, radios and even cocktail
shakers, to the revival of the classical - the
application of columns, eagles, Roman
drapery and fasces to both furnishings and
buildings. All performed the same func-
tion: to use design to make modernity
seem normal.

The third section of the exhibition,
"Manipulating Modernity: Political Persua-
sion," demonstrates how designers and
artists adopted different strategies of per-
suasion to prornote political ends - in
fascist Germany and Italy, in New Deal
and wartime America, in the new Soviet
Union and in an unstable Europe alike.

Designers from all political spectrums
exploited the technologies of mass pro-
duction and modern communications to
integrate their governments' particular
beliefs into everyday life. This was equally
true of both totalitarian and democratic
propaganda, and although the set of ideals
and the vocabulary of symbols used to
represent them vary widely, they shared a
common purpose: to standardize a world
view. These ambiguities and conflicts, elo-
quently raised by The Arts of Reform and
Persuasion,1885-1945 remain with us as we
approach the millennium. The Wolfsonian
Museum, 1001 Washington Avenue, Mi-
ami Beach, Florida. (305) 531-1001. IE

Tiffany Studios zodiac pattern desk set

Rene Inlique FLORA BELA centerpiece

A Raymond Loewy
DF2000 cabinet,
Ettore Sottsass Val-
entine typewriter,
Art Deco fan, and
Italian floor lamp

L

Including Arts and Crafts, Art Deco and Modern furniture,
and fine and decorative arts by artists and designers such as

Mies van der Rohe o Spratling .
Eames o Saarinen o Platner o Paulin o

Loewy o Mouille o Evans o Handel o

Tiffaay o Lalique o Barovier o Taxco o

and many more

We are still accepting consignments for this auction. For a free confidential
evaluation of your 20th Cenfury items, please contact Marcus Tremonto at ldfZ; 670-0010,

extension 245. For information regarding buying and selling
at auction, please contact our offices.

The Midwest's Leading Auctioneers
215 West Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610

Telephone: (312) 670-0010 Facsimile: (312) 670-0010
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The Modern Eye
Facts, Details & Connections

Holes ln The House...
Before it became "Pegboard" this
WWII-era material was mar-
keted by the Masonite Corpo-
ration as a "sheet of holes."
The holes came in a 4x8 piece
of tempered masonite; they
were 1/4" in diameter and a

712" apart. This perforated product found
favor with the design trade for use as ventilating panels
in electronic and hi-fi gear, light diffusors in contempo-
rary lamps, and inexpensive cabinet components in
budget modern furniture such as the Planner Group
designed by Paul McCobb in 1946. It wasn't until early
1950 that the "sheet of holes" made the move to merchan-
dising. It acquired the name "Pegboard" and became the
foundation of the Masonite Peg System of display racks,
taking over the aisles of hardware, toy and novelty
stores. From there it was a short leap to the walls of dad's
garage workshop, the kid's playroom and mom's kitchen.
Frank Lloyd Wright On Holes..."You may see that walls
are vanishing. The cave for human dwelling PurPoses
is at last disappearing. Walls themselves, because of
glass, will become windows; and windows as we used
to know them as holes in the wall, will be seen no more."

Design Record Reviews...
what do Richard ileutra, Mies van der Rohe, Eero
Saarinen and Frank Sinatra all have in common?
They atl ma.le LP recordings during the 195os.

"The House of Good Taste" is a souvenir record'
ing from the 1964 world's Fair in llew York pub'

lished by Performing communications Ltd.
on it we hear Dode Draper and Ed'

r wilrd Durrell Stone tell us how to use
the design, decorating and landscap'
ing ideas from their three trend-set-
ting homes displayed at the ltew York
world's Fair.

"conversations Regarding the ru-
ture of Architecture" was pressecl in
1956 for the Metals company of Ken-
tucky. This album contains excerpts
from tape recordecl talks with seven
of the leading architects in the united
States. lncluded are the voices of Rich'
ard Neutra, walter Gropius, Eero
Saarinen, Philip Johnson and Mies van
der Rohe. Frank Lloyd Wright declined
to be recorded for this album, but this
record does come with a hole in the
center of it the same size as the original
Peg board hole...

Left: photograph "f Eero Saarinen, courtesy Knoll
lnternational, uhich offers Saarinen's Pedestal tables, Tulip
and Womb chairs, and Office Seating. Q12) 207-2200.

Modern Movies...
"Flve," filmed in 1951 by writer/Director Arch obler,
is an off-beat post-apocalyptic film about a small
group of survivors of a nuclear holocaust. obler
was smart enough to use his own Frank LIoyd
wright designed home for the interior and exte-
rior shots, lending "the end of it all" an air of high
style.

For a funny French film featuring fifties
furniture, find a copy of "Mon Oncle" made in 1958,
written, directed and starring France's funnyman
Jaques Tati. ilr. Tati plays a simple, easy-going guy
who collides head first with the
ultra-modern gadget-filled home
of his sister and her husband,
engaging in a fantastic battle
with an army of modern fur-
nishings. Form
follows function
ln this hilarious
academy award-
winning color
film, which wittily
critiques modern
design
and the
f oibles
of the
fashionable.

More Modern Movies...
"The Fountainhead" directed by King Vidor and star-
ring Patricia O'Neil and Gary Cooper, was produced in
1949. This controversial, steamy feature dramatizes the
struggle of an idealistic mod-
ern architect against the
compromises forced on his
work by big business and the
philistine masses. The issues
raised by this movie were hotly
debated on the editorialpages of
major architecture and design
magazines both here and abroad.
Architecture fans will be tanta-
lized and enthralled by the stun-
ning but oh-so brief scenes of the
fictional buildings of Cooper's
character Howard Roark, who is
loosely, very loosely, based on
Frank Lloyd Wright. See it.

The Modern Eye is compiled and

written by Steoen Cabella of
The Modern i Gallery, located

in San Anselmo, California
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e one of the first in America to take advantage of

are just a few of the services we

offer: Easy to Use Software P On

line classified ads for 50 cents per

item P As a subscriber, advertise 10

items for sale (per month) at no charge D Free Wanted to

Buy listings D Teleconference with other collectors who

share your interests E Search all classified ads for a spe-

cific item or category D Current price reports based on

items sold through Collector Online E View lists of

shows and auctions D and more!

For rnore information send a SASE or send 52.00 for software to:

Collector Online
P.O. Box 159, Burlington. \'T 05402-0159

E-rnail: ClctOnline@aol.com

g)
Collector Online, the nation's

biggest and best on-line mar-

ketplace, meeting place, and

information source dedicated

to collectors and dealers. Here

Advertising
Art Deco
Arts & Crafts
Sports Collectibles
Pre 1900 china

1900- 1960 glass

Dolls
Fifties Modern
Furniture
Pre 1900 Glass

1900- !960 Glass

lndian/Western ltems

Jewelry
Kitchenware ltems

Lamps

Miscellaneous
1960-present items
Music

Paper/Ephemera

Photography

Prints/Oil Paintings
Radio/Electronic ltems

Silver/Medal
I 900- I 960 Toys

! 960-Present Toys
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SHELLS WANTED

LOOKING FOR CHARLES EAMES FIBER GLASS SHELL,

ARMED SHELL, ARMLESS, AND ZENITH SHELL IN ANY COLOR.

wE ALso NEED orHER EAMES PRoDUcrs AND '30s - '60s

DESIGNER FURNITURE, GLASSES, CERAMICS,

LIGHTING FIXTURES, AND ART OBJECTS.

PLEASE CONTACT US AND SEND YOUR INFORMATION.

.O TEL:
FAX:

(er6)
(er6)

442-2962
452-4ggg
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Auction Highlights
LESLIE HINDMAN AUC.
tioneers sale of 20th Cen-
tury American and Euro-
pean Design was held on
April 23, showcasing a

wide selection of furniture
and decorative arts.

Top lot honors went to a
Frank Lloyd Wright leaded
glass window designed for
the Avery Coonley House,
Riverside, Illinois, c.1908,
which more than cloubled
its pre-sale estimate of
$4,000, achieving $8,800.

Other sales of note in-
clucled a Samuel Marx
maple and lucite end table
which sold for $2,400; a

Samuel Marx craquelaire
lacquerecl harclwood chest
with continuous lucite
pulls realized $4,200; a

Dansk silver flatware ser-
vice for twelve in the T jorn
pattern brought $4,800,
and a Mies Van Der Rohe
chaise lounge upholstered
in blue wool reached a fi-
nal bid of $1,400.

BIDDING WAS BRISK
on the fabulous selection
offered at William Doyle
Galleries'May 3 auction of
Important Estate Jewelry.
Several of the sale's most
spectacular pieces were
sold for the benefit of New
York University. One of
the most highly admired
lots in the sale was a pair
of Art Deco cliamond and
enamel dress clips signed
Cartier. Estimated at
$6,000-9,000, the elegant
pair brought $20,125 for
the University.

DEALERS AND PRI-
vate collectors alike bicl
fiercely for some of the

most ou tstancling examples
of Modern art to corne on
the market in decades at
Christie's Colin Collection
sale of May 10. "Tonight's
sale was nothing short of a
smashing success, totaling
an outstanding $38 million
with 100% of lots offered
sold," said Christopher
Burge, Chairman of
Christie's Inc.

The Colin Modern col-
lection was assemblecl over
a 50-year period with a dis-
cerning eye. Miro's Ln
Poetesse, c.7940 , acquired by
the Colins from the Pierre
Matisse Gallery in New
York in 7944, sold for
$4,732,500, setting an auc-
tion recorcl for a work on
paper by the artist.

Other highlights from the
Colin collection included
Pablo Picasso's Le c()q,

c.7938, which sold for an
incredible $1.1 million
against a pre-sale estimate
of $700,000, and Miro's Au
cirque, c.1925, which solcl
well above its high esti-
mate for $1.9 million.

BUTTERFIELD & BUT-
terfield's biannual sale of
Art Noveau, Art Deco and
Arts & Crafts was held in
its Los Angeles gallery on
May 15 and 16. European
sculpture was highlighted
by two French gilt-bronze
and ivory groups cast and
carved after models by
Demetre Chiparus. A
group of four children
playing blinclman's bluff
sold for $9,775, following a

duel by two telephone bid-
ders, while a group of
three girls under an um-
brella fetched $7,475.

Austrian and German
furniture and decorative
arts realized solid prices,
with a Hagenauer chro-
mium plated metal head of
a woman fetching fi4,025.
Art Deco highlights in-
cluded a wrought iron con-
sole with marble top,
c.1930, which exceeded
expectation to sell for
fi3,737.50, and a Muller
Freres wrought iron and
frosted glass chandelier
which sold for $1,840.

Twentieth century de-
sign featured such classics
as a George Nelson satin-
wood and green leather
desk, manufactured by
Herman Miller, c.7946,
which realized a solid
$11,500 and a Gilbert
Rohde maidou burl and
mahogany 14-piece dining
suite, also manufactured
by Herman Miller, c.7940,
which brought $8,050.

SOTHEBY'S SALE OF
Contemporary Art, which
took place on May 2 and3,
offered a strong group of
property from both muse-
ums and clistinguished cor-
porate collections which
had not been on the mar-
ket in many years.

Highlights of the sale on
May 2 included a maior
Roy Lichtenstein painting
The Nurse, which sold for
$7,652,500; Franz Kline's
7956 Figure, consigned by
the De Cordova Museum
and Sculpture Park of
Lincoln, Massachusetts,
which reached a top bid of
$1,047,500, and the top lot
of the sale, David Smith's
stainless steel sculpture
Three continued on pnge 22

Left from top: A Samuel Marx craquelaire lacquered hardwoo.l chest with continuous
Iucite pulls which sold for $4,200 at Leslie Hindman Auctioneers' April 23 sale; A s-piece
ilorman Bel Geddes enameled steel bedroom suite for simmons Furniture, c.195O, with
blue enamel finish and chrome trim, which sold for $1,725 at skinner's May 20 sale; A pair
of "Tongue Chairs" which sold for $1,1OO each at David Rago's June 10 & 11 sale; A Venini
Pez2ato vase, 11"H, realized S9,35O at Treadway's May 21 sa,e; A Thomas Molesworth
burled "Thunderbird" credenza, c.1935-37, achieved 979,500 at Christie's June 7 sale.
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ZtcZac
2oth C. FURNISHINGS

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

IRONWORK

BAKELITE

3419 NORTH LINCOLN AVENUE

cHtcAGo, tL 60657

wED - FRr 2-6 / SAT 1-6 / SUN 14
312-525-1060

TI
o

A qalleny-shop f earuaiNq

20rh cevruny amigues &

accrssonirs fon rke homa

Aprs & Cnafrc, Anr Dtco, Modrnryr,

50s - 60s & ConnupooAoy 6pcrs.

b
44 Main Street

Nantucket Island, Mass. 02554
(508) 228-2358

SHIPPING
AVAILABLE

ilIODCR 1I H IIIR]IIIRTTR ]t
A SERIES OF TWENTIETH CENTURY AUCTIONS IN NYC

DECORATIVE & APPLTED ART FROM 1920 ON

TS AND/OR OUTRIGHT PURCHASES
PRESENTLY CONSIDERED FOR OUR WINTE
CONSIGNMEN

R AUCTION

CHRIS KENNEDY and DAVID RAGO

?zzoeaz

CATALOGS
AVAILABLE

DECEMBER lOth 1995

CHRIS KENNEDY
3 OI.IVT ST. NORTHAMPTON, MA t)I06I

800-4- 1 930-60

DAVID RAGO
I7 SOUIH MAIN ST. I.AMBERTVITI-E. NJ 08530

609- 397 -937 4

NELSON BELI CTOCKS
Restored to Original Condition

with Batterv Mectranism

5350. + 515. shipping/handling

Send Cashier's Check or Money order to:
VanderHagen Interiors
17853 Santiago Blvd. #107-114
Villa Park, CA92667
u1q 445-8300

Choose natural Birch, Black, Orange,
Multi-Cotored Balls (Wbrass face and rods)
-or-

Red or Purple balls (w/chrome face and rods)

Hurrv! Quantities are limited!

Also have restored Noguchi
tables in walnut and Black
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SHOW & SALE

THE CHICAGO
ART DECO SOCIETY

PRESENTS.....

"A MARKET
OF 2TCENTURY

ANTIQUES"

OCTOBER 7 & 8,
I 995

FEATURING FURNITURE &

ACCESSORIES FROM THE

FIRST 70 YEARS OF THE 2F
CENTURY, INCLUDING:

ART NOUVEAU,

ARTS & CRAFTS,

MISSION,

ART DECO,

ART MODERNE,

& FIFTIES.

THE ARTS CENTER

2(l(l N. OAK PARK AVE.

OAK PARK, ILLINOIS

SATURDAY: 10.5;
SUIIDAY:12 - 5.

ADMISSION: $5

INFO: (708) 879.5603

WAYilE H. JORGENSEN

SHOW MA].IAGER
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Auction Highlights
(continued from page 20) Circles And Plnnes,

was purchased by an Asian dealer for
$1,982,500.

Highlights from Part II on May 3 in-
cluded Willem de Kooning's Untitled,
c.1967, which sold for $189,500; Lee
Krasner's Through Blue, c.7963 fetched
$173,000, and David Smith's Chinese Res-

taurant, c.7959, went for $145,500.

SOTHEBY'S SALE OF 19TH AND
20th Century and Modern Prints on May
77-12 featured Wassily Kandinsky's vi-
brant lithograph entitled Orange, c.1923,
considered the largest and most important
print by the artist. The print went to an
American dealer for $85,000.

The sale also featured a representative
group of Picasso's linoleum cuts - a type of
color print the artist did in the 1960s -

including Le Dejeuner Sur L'Herbe, c.1962,
which sold for fi87,750.

THE SELECTION AT SKINNER'S
May 20 auction of Art Glass and Lamps,
Arts & Crafts, Art Deco and Modern in-
cluded a broad range of items and attracted
American, European and Asian buyers.

The auction featured a fine selection of
Italian Studio Art glass which was very
well received. Highlights included a pair
of Venini Studio figural chickens designed
by Fulvio Bianconi which sold for $3,335
and a Barovier and Toso Studio glass Lenti
vase which overshot its estimate and gar-
nered $6,900.

Modern design furniture was led by a
George Nakashima walnut slab console
cabinet, c.1964, which realized $3,450. A
5-pc. enameled steel bedroom set in tur-
quoise blue with chrome, designed by
Norman Bel Geddes for Simmons in L930,
sold for the price of $7,725.

Mexican silver jewelry by primary mak-
ers, led by William Spratling pieces, is
enjoying a very strong market. A Spratling
sterling silver and amethyst pill box pen-
dant sold well above estimate at $1,035,
followed by 2-pc. jewelry suites from Hec-
tor Aguilar and Antonio Pineda, which
garnered strong results of $920 and $805
respectively.

AT DON TREADWAY AND JOHN
Toomey's May 27 auction of 20th Century
Design, rnore than 1,100 lots were put up
on the block. The evening session which
focused on Modern Design included a

c.7956 Marshmallow sofa by George
Nelson in original orange upholstery that
sold for $11,000. Another Nelson piece
was a six-drawer jewelry chest which
brought $2,750.

Donald Deskey's contributions included
a custom-made7927 steel and blackvitrolite
table which sold for $8,800. A walnut,

Wassily Kandinsky's lithograph "Orange"
c.1923, which sold at Sotheby's May 11 sale
of 19th & 20th Century Prints for $85,000

brass and rattan Robsjohn-Gibbings dresser
manufactured by Widdicomb tripled its
pre-sale estimate, hammering down for
$3,300. A classic Charles Eames ESU from
the 400 series in excellent condition sold
above estimate for $14,300, while a pair of
Le Corbusier Petit Comfort chairs in excel-
lent condition broug]i.t $2,750 and $2,530.

A great selection of Italian glass was
highlighted by an 11"h c.1950 Venini
Pezznttt vase designed by Fulvio Bianconi
that sold for $9,350.

ON SATURDAY, MAY 27, A PACKED
room of bidders, consignors and onlook-
ers watched as 482lots of movie memora-
bilia were auctioneed off at The Third
Annual Vintage Movie Poster Auction.
After the smoke settled, 424lots had sold
at the reserve or higher, with the top bid
going as expected to the beautiful Scarlet
Empress one-sheet for $13,800. Other high-
lights included a Things To Come lobby
card set which sold for $5,750; a Painted
Veil one-sheet fetched $4,945, and a Red

Hot Riding Hood one-sheet realized $8,050.

DEALERS AND PRIVATE COLLECTORS
bid fiercely at Christie's sale of western
furnishings from the OId Lodge, one of
Thomas Molesworth's most magnificent
cornmissions, held on June 6. The Dr. and
Mrs. George S. Bayoud Collection of Works
by Thomas Molesworth from the Old Lodge
in Glenwood Springs, Colorado, the larg-
est and most important intact collection of
the designer's work, soared above the pre-
sale estimate, indicating that the market
for top quality western decorative arts is
vibrant and strong.

Extraordinary prices were realized for
two credenzas from the Games Room and
the Thunderbird Dining Room, which
nearly quadrupled pre-sale estimates and
sold for $85,000 and $79,500, respectively;
a rare blue and white leather covered RCA
photograph/radio, the only known signed
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''WE ARE DELIGHTED WITH THE RE.
sults of today's sale which achieved the
highest total for an Animation Art sale at
Christie's since 1997," said Paul Jenkins,
head of Christie's Collectibles dept., of the
June 9 Animation Art sale. The highlight of
the sale was Walt Disney Studios, The Plout
Boy, 7929, which achieved the highest
price ever paid at auction for an animation
drawing, selling for 9101,500. Other sales
of note included the background depicting
the cottage from Snow White nnd fhe Seoen
Dwarfs, c.7937, which sold to a European
private collector for $50,600, achieving the
third highest price ever paid at auction for
an animation background.

CHRISTIE'S HELD THEIR IMPORTANT
20th Century Decorative Arts sale on June
9. Highlights of the sale included
Knmorna, a cold-painted bronze ancl ivory
figure cast and carved from a model by
Demetre Chiparus, which more than
doubled the low-end of its pre-sale esti-
mate, selling for $88,300; a lacquered wood
desk by ]ean Dunand, c.7925 realized
$66,300, and a wool carpet by Jutes Leleu,
featuring 12 ovals in blue and cream against
a brown ground, shot past the pre-sale
estimate of $8,000-10,000 to sell for 924,150.

THE 2OTH CENTURY DECORATIVE
Arts sale at Christie's East took place on
June 12. Garnering the top lot position of
the sale was a Hagenauer metal life-size
figure of a keyboard player, which realized
$12,650. Other notable sales included Bro-
A rare gold Cushion-Form Minute Re-
peating Patek Philippe wristwatch which
sold at the record-breaking price of
$519,500 at Sotheby's June 13 sale.

ken Heart, a bronze and ivory figure cast
after a model by Bruno Zachwhich fetched
$8,625; an upholstered, laminated wood
and metal Listen To Me lounge chair de-
signed by Edward Worrnley went for
$2,875, and a teak, leather and nickel-
plated swivel chair designed by Hans
Wegner c.1955 reached a final bid of $4,025.

DAVID RAGO'S FIRST THREE-SESSION
auction, featuring collections of Arts &
Crafts, Modern and Paintings, topped out
at $1,000,000 at New York City's Metro-
politan Antiques Pavilion on ]une 10 and
11. Nearly 500 people were in attendance,
joined by over 100 phone bidders and
nearly 1,000 absentee bids from another
300 bidders.

The inaugural Modern 20th Century
session was the first held by this firm to
feature its own catalogue and 20th century
specialist. Chris Kennedy from North-
ampton, Mass., assernbled the majority of
the material for the sale. Heywood-
Wakefield pieces were well represented
with a room divider soaring to 92,090
while a Sculptura set sold reasonably at
$880.

Other items of interest included an
early Florence Knoll desk which sold for
$605, a Warren McArthur dinette table
which realized $7,270, a Finn Juhl for
Baker end table which sold for $385, two
"Tongue Chairs" which garnered $1,100
each, and a large Edward Wormley exten-
sion dining table for Dunbar which was a
bargain at $330.

A STANDING.ROOM ONLY CROWD
at William Doyle Galleries'June 14 auction
of Lalique bid competitively for a selection
of over 300 stunning works designed by
three generations of the Lalique family.

The highpoint of the auction centered
around the sale of aOiseau de Feu clear and
frosted glass plaque. Dramatically pat-
terned with an intaglio image of the rnythi-
cal firebird, the plaque was designed by
Rene Lalique circa 7922. A Texas collector
secured the piece for a final price of
$28,750, landing it squarely within its
estimate of $25,000-35,000.

Early Rene Lalique vases were also
much in demand. Bncchnttfes, a circa 7927
clear and frosted glass vase patterned with
afrieze of female nudes in high relief went
above estimate at97,787 (est. 94,000-6,000).

Other collectible Lalique items in-
cluded Meries et Rnisirts, a clear and frosted
mirrored plaque which sold for $6,900 to
an Idaho collector, and Douze Figurines
aaec Boucon Figurirre, a cleat and frosted
glass bottle and stopper patternecl with
figurines in relief which sold for fi4,370.

oN IUNE 13 SOTHEBY'S OFFERED A
comprehensive sale continued on pnge 46
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piece of Molesworth furniture, sold to an
American museum for $20,700, and an
important fir and painted parchment van-
ity more than doubled its pre-sale estimate
and sold for $32,200. Beds were among the
most sought-after furnishings, skyrocket-
ing above pre-sale estimates: a pair of
"Indian Chief" single beds sold for 946,000
(estimate $6,000-8,000), and a pair of "Duck"
single beds sold for $57,500 (estimate
$4,000-6,000).
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Americ an Modernist Textiles
Text by Ciles Kotcher

In the aftermath of the 1925 Paris Exposition, American designs

suddenly appeared outdated and provincial. To the American

public, what was now perceived as chic, sophisticated - and most

importantly, modern - were sleel< French Art Deco designs.

decorators which were offering modernist
products to the public for the first time.

Two companies Park discusses,
Cheney Bros. and F.Schumacher and Co.,
were among the foremost American manu-
facturers of luxury textiles in the 7920s.
Cheney Bros. produced silks exclusively:
brocades, damasks, velvets and prints.
Schumacher used a wide range of fibers
with equally splendid results. Henri
Creange of Cheney Bros. and Pierre Pozier
of Schumacher each developed designs
and scouted artists for their respective
companies cluring the '20s. These two
men are probably the individuals most
influential in bringing Art Deco textiles to
America.

Traveling to France in the early 1920s,
Pierre Pozier observed the preparations
the French textile industry was making in
anticipation of the 7925Expo. He promptly
recruited Paul Follot (head of the design
studio, Atelier Pomone, at the Paris de-
partment store Le Bon Marche), Henri
Stephany, and E.A. Seguy for Schu-
macher's "Art Moderne" line launched in
7923. Schumacher's display room, the
only one in America featuring Art Deco
furnishings and textiles, was presented
simultaneously with the 1925 Paris Expo.

The Cheney Bros. Building erected on
Madison Avenue at 34th Street in the 7920s
was elaborately ornamented with superb
bronze and ironwork by Edgar Brandt to
advertize the company's espousal of French
modernism. During this past winter of
7994-95, the Wadsworth Atheneum held
an exhibition of Cheney Bros. silks with a

splendid selection of its Art Deco designs
by Charles Martin, Maurice Dufrene and
other French artists. The beautiful Cheney
Bros. "Fountains" damask illustrated in
photo 1 is closely associated with Brandt's
style and was first reproduced in Park's
New Background for a New Age.

The lavish French version of modern-
ism embodied in these Cheney Bros. silks
came to America, then, as a fait accompli.
For the nearly two decades previous,
through the transfer of production from
small crafts ateliers like those of Poiret and
Sonia Delauney, to industrialized mass
production by textile giants like Rodier
and Bianchini-Ferrier, Art Deco textiles
had proved their viability in European
markets. The timing of their import to
America by American industrialists who
sought more merchandise during the 1920s

boom was crucial to their fate. The "New

''HO\A/ YA GONNA KEEP 'EM
DOWN ON THE FARM AFTER
THEY'VE SEEN PAREE?''
This post-WWI song recalls a portion of
the legend of the 7920s when Josephine
Baker, Gertrude Stein, Man Ray and thou-
sands of less famous Americans strolled
the banks of the Seine. We were hicks
coming to the capital of European cosmo-
politan sophisticatron. Vogue and Hnrper's
Baznar sailed across the Atlantic to hire
Georges Le Pape, Erte, Georges Barbier
and other Parisian fashion illustrators to
transform the pages of these magazines -

so frumpy and provincial before and
during WWI - with a sleek French Art
Deco format.

During 7926 rn the aftermath of the

Paris Exposition des Arts Decoratifs, Ri-
chard Bach of New York's Metropolitan
Museum arranged a loan show of French
decorative arts (some drawn from the
exposition itself) by Ruhlmann, Siie and
Mare, Lalique, Brandt and others. This
exhibition, which toured America, and
two smaller 1926 shows of specifically
American modernist designs, are events
from the contemporary American deco-
rative arts scene reported in Edwin Avery
Park's important \927 book New Back-

grounds for a Nero Age.
Intoxicated by his visit to the Paris

Exposition, Park came home to prosely-
ttze for moderism; the result was a valu-
able record of American manufacturers,
department stores, shops and interior
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Ag"" heralded by Park in 1927 had in fact
only two more years before the folie de luxe
of those boom years crashed into an un-
precedented world Depression.

Cheney Bros. course of action in the
face of the Depression offers a paradigm for
the problems inherent in the deluxe French
version of modernism. Conservatively ad-
hering to its tradition of offering onty silk
textiles, Cheney Bros. management refused
to switch to the cheaper and more readily
available rayon or cotton fibers. The Japa-
nese War on China in 1935 and then WWII
itself completely interrupted silk supplies.
Its luxury trade doomed, Cheney Bros.
limped oh, making parachutes during
WW[. The company never recovered its
eminence and no longer exists.

Who, then, were the first actual Ameri-
cans to create modernist textile designs?
When did these textiles first appear? How
did our artists come by their schooling in
Modernism?

Rockwell Kent (1882 -1977),Ruth Reeves
(1,892-1966) and Donald Deskey (b.189a) all
created irnportant and beautiful textiles
around 1929 - either just before the Crash
or shortly thereafter on projects with a pre-
Crash inception. Kent, the oldest of the
three, trained in America as an architect,
produced enormous quantities of art in
several media, and punctuated his peripa-
tetic career with adventures like his 1923
attempt to sail around Cape Horn in a small
open boat with one other man. Through
the 1920s Kent worked as an advertising
illustrator for such major luxury product
companies as Rolls Royce, traveled in France
and Cermany, and embellished the pages
of Conde Nast's Vanity Fair with carica-
tures under the pseudonym Hogarth ]r.

- t\'.rS\. .rsl

Kent's advertising and magazine work
during the 1920s would have familiarized
him with the vernacular of French Art Deco
illustration so dominant then in fashionable
periodicals. Kent's human figures - stream-
lined, with smoothed and slightly
geometricized heads, torsos and limbs, in
both his commercial illustrations and "high"
art prints - are comparable to the chic
denizens of the Gazette de Bon Ton or even
(shock!horror!) the paintings of Jean Dupas
and Tamara de Lempicka - though without
the cynical sensualism of their European
counterparts.

Kent's first textilein1929 was designed
with a double function. Manufactured and
marketed by Waverly Prints - the economy
division of F.Schumacher - as a furnishing
fabric, this printed cotton was also used to
bind the cover of a special7929 edition of
Thornton Wilder's best seller The Bridge of

Ruth Reeves"'Manhattan"

shows us the Jazz Age

metropolis through the eyes

of a cubist

San Luis Rey (Kent also illustrated the text of
the edition). The textile features a series of
vignettes of human figures with stream-
lined, moderne silhouettes set against a
vast, deep landscape of the Andes Moun-
tains, succinctly and brilliantly drawn. [photo
2l The six different colorways masterfully
suggest different weather, times of day and
moods.The effect of these human figures
scaling and contemplating the vastness of

nature alone is as American as the
Herman Melville novel, Moby Dick, which
Kent would soon illustrate so wonder-
fully. The sources for the Andean land-
scape and its inhabitants were Kent's
illustrations for Voyaging - his autobio-
graphical account of the 1923 adventures
in the mountains and oceans of south-
ernmost Chile and Argentina.

Ruth Reeves and Donald Deskey
were each nearly as heroically adventur-
ous as Kent. Deskey roamed America
and Europe in a rapid succession of
trades and schools among which was the
atelier of Fernand Leger in Paris where
Deskey stopped for most of 1923. It is
unclear whether he met Ruth Reeves in
Leger's atelier at this time, but she also
left America to study with Leger in Paris
from 1923 to 7927. Certainly their stud-
ies with Leger were a bond cementing
their later work in tandem on the interior
decorations for Rockefeller Center and
other projects.

After Reeves returned to America
she designed in 1928-29 a series of
printed furnishing fabrics for the 5th
Avenue furniture and decorating busi-
ness W. & J. Sloane. Her "Manhattan"
from this series shows us the Jazz Age
metropolis through the eyes of a Cubist.
[photo 3] The angles and outlines of
New York's bridges, skyscrapers, ocean
liners, trains, airplanes and factories rise
and descend in diagonally raked vi-
gnettes. Incidentally, the Rhode Island
School of Design has a printed cotton
which uses photographs of Manhattan
from the early 1930s collaged diagonally
in a design very similar to Reeves'.

The decorations continued on page 44
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OPPoEite page: Rockwell Kent's "Harve6t Time" c. 1950/ designed for Bloomcraft In.. of New York This page ftom lefh Cheney B.others
"Fountains" damask c. 1930; Rockwell Kent's fir6t textile design "The Bridge of San Lui6 Rey" c, 1929, deeigned for Waverly prints;
"Manhattan" by Ruth Reeves c. 1928, a Cubist view of the Jazz Age metropolis designed foi the New Yotk firm of W. & J, Stoane
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Chasing Skirts
THE MID-'gOS ARE
rather a peculiar time.
Certain political leaders
and vast portions of the
populace seemingly long
to turn back the clock to
what they consider a

better, more idyllic time
and, of course, that time
is the '50s! What they
seek is not necessarily
the actual, factual '50s,

but the '50s of The Ad-
aentures of Ozzie and
Harriet, Leaae it to Bea-
oer, arrd Father Knours
Best. It hardly seems to
matter to these nostal-
gists that, as David
Halberstam points out
in his comprehensive
tome The Fifties, "mid-
fifties television por-
trayed a wonderfully
antiseptic world of ide-
alized homes in an
idealized, unflawed
America."

Nostalgia is a strange
and sometimes danger-
ous thing. To live, or
long to live, in the past
is to reject the present
and all its potential.
Many of us who collect
and wear '40s and '50s
vintage clothing do so
because of the clothings'
timeless modernity as
well as the beautiful fab-
rics and colors, not be-

cause we want to regress
to a sanitized version of
another time.

Because most collec-
tors do not want to look
like period pieces,
the trend worldwide
amongst numerous vin-
tage lovers is to focus on
one or two categories,
say Hawaiian shirts or
ZipCabs, or whatever,
collect the very best ex-
amples, and incorporate
those pieces into an ev-
eryday wardrobe, mix-
i.g new and vintage.
With the exception of a
group of English "rock-
ers" we know, very few
people can pull off a to-
tal period look without
looking dated, caught in
the sticky web of nostal-
gia.

Over the past decade
and a half, as collectors
worldwide have grown
ever more sophisticated,
tastes ever more fine-
tuned, stars have
emerged! Hawaiian
shirts from the '40s and
early '50s were the first
to ascend, followed by
such other, now popu-
lar collectibles as '40s

hand painted and air-
brushed ties, ZipGab
jackets, rock 'n roll
continued on page 28

Clockwise from top teft: A rare itartha Sleeper mutti-
constructecl hand printed skirt; Fotk afr apptiqued
cotton skirt by Hermine Jamaica; Blact( cotton Fiesta
skirt with stunning Aztec hand painting; ,,King & t,,
multi-appliquecl quitted skirt by Marguerite of Catif.;
Black felt circle skirt with fett poodte apptiques with
rhinestone collars; Unusua! fett apptiqued skirt
with sea horse theme and rhinestone accents

TEXT BY SHAWlT BRADWAY
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MODERNE

FURNITURE &
OB.JECTS OF SryLE

1920 - r960

I59 NORTH THIRD STREET

PHILA., PA I9I06
2r5-627-t299

R. Michoel Glotfelter
lVlichoel Wilson

CLASSIC MODERN
FURNISHINGS

1930- 1960
o ART DECO
o 30s & 40s MODERN
o EAITIIES. NEISON. NOGUCHI,

SAAR/NEN, BERTOIA. AALTO
C H E RAIIAN IL4I LLE R/KNOLL
o JET AGE CUSTOM FURNISH/NGS
o /NTEB/ORS

25O OAK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA 94102

41 5-864-1 gso
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As interesting as some examples may be,

the poodle skirt is only one small part of the picture

(continued from page 27) shirts, and hand
painted blouses. Western wear also has its
devotees, but this is confined mostly to the
U.S. One of the most recent stars to ascend
on the international market is the vintage
skirt.

Mention skirts from the'50s and what
immediately snaps into many minds is the
'50s Poodle Skirt, almost a cliche by now;
however, as interesting as some examples
may be, the poodle skirt is only one small
part of the picture. Besides poodles, all
manner of flora, fauna (& everything else)
"grew" on the collectible skirts of the late
'40s and the '50s. When Dior's New Look

revolutionized the fashion silhouette in
the late 1940s, one of the most striking
changes occurred below the waist. What
was once short and straight was now long
and voluminous! Although Dior's New
Look "skirts" were part of a dress, the
silhouette paved the way for the separate
skirts that soon followed.

It was precisely because of this new
volume that skirt art flowered. A large
canvas was now provided and some very
creative people rushed in to work their
magic. For the first time ever, skirts (as

opposed to skirt lengths) could become,
and did become, the focal point of an
ensemble. What ensued was amazing, re-
flecting, as with other vintage collectibles
we've talked about, the exuberance, opti-
mism and affluence of their period.

Collectible full (and/or circle) skirts
can generally be divided into three catego-
ries: appliqued skirts, hand printed skirts,
and Mexican fiesta skirts. The appliqued
skirts have a wonderful three-dimensional
quality to them and the poodle is only one
of the many themes that were explored.
Frequently, though by no means always,
made of felt, which has a texture and
presence all its own, these beauties may be
found with multi-color felt appliques,
embroidered and studded accents, dan-
gling metal parts (see the "King & I" skirt),
"pearls" and other jewels, etc., sometimes
in amazing, ornate constructions, all done
by hand. Many bear designer labels.

Applique themes range from the afore-
mentioned poodles to rock'n roll dancers,
florals, bullfighters, underwater scenes,etc.
Colorful cotton versions with appliqued
native scenes were sold in such tourist hot
spots as Jamaica and Bermuda. Appliqued
skirts have been collected for quite a few
years, and the better ones are now de-
manding a tidy sum.

Generally speaking, the hand printed
skirts from this period are only now start-
ing to come into their own. Found prima-

rily in cotton but also in rayon, the themes
on hand printed skirts were endless, the
colors so brilliant they looked hand painted.
Skirts breaking away from the pack and
climbing in price are the cotton skirts with
vivid colors on dark blue or black back-
grounds, the skirts with unusual themes,
or examples of unusual construction such
as the multi-part, rare Martha Sleeper (of
Bakelite jewelry fame) skirt pictured on
the previous page.

Still underrated, in this writer's opin-
ion, are the Mexican fie5ta skirts, hand
painted and frequently hand sequined in
Mexico for the tourist trade. Fiesta skirts
can be encountered in two or three differ-
ent weights of cotton as well as a more
structured, heavy cotton velvet. The vel-
vet ones are usually black and almost
always found with elaborate Mexican vil-
lage scenes featuring churches, courting
couples, musicians, etc., strikingly hand
painted in luminous colors entirely out-
lined and accented in multi-color sequins.

However, it was on the various types
of drapey cotton skirts that Mexican skirt
painting as an art truly flourished. During
the past several years, nearly a hundred of
these beauties have been channeled thru
the MIX to knowledgeable collectors, and
we have been amazed at the seemingly
unending variety and beauty of these skirts.
We have had skirts with courting couples,
tropical scenes, large airbrushed flowers,
musical instruments, fish, Mayan and Aztec
figures and scenes, abstract designs,
mandala wheels, fighting cocks, bullfight-
ers, etc. Some of the skirts are hand
painted, some are airbrushed, many a

combination of the two and many are
further embellished with elaborate, color-
ful sequins like their velvet counterparts.
More than a few of these pieces of wear-
able art can be found with a heavier,
dramatic black cotton ground.

While the prices of fiesta skirts have
been rising the past few years, it is our
betief that, considering the quality of the
work, they are still underdeveloped. As
with any other vintage collectible, prices
vary on all types of skirts and the market
is very much in flux. Generally, prices on
the West coast tend to be higher because
San Francisco, and, especially, Los Ange-
les have long been vintage shopping mec-
cas for hip collectors and dealers. HuPpy
Hunting! IE
-Shawn Bradway is co-o'wner of American Mix, an

international aintage clothing business conducted

through mail order or by appointment, located at

1990 Filbert #4, San Francisco, CA 941-23 @15)
573-74s4.
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IO
50s

Furniture, Accessories, Rugs,
Art, Fabrics, Collectibles and

Decorative Objects of the
20th Century

Dining Room Sets,
Bedroom Sets &

Heywood Wakefield furniture

Buy-Sell -Rent

Peter & Deborah Keresztury
149 Gough St. (naar Marketl

San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 553-4500

Tues-Sun: l2-6 Mondoy: by Appointment

Specializing in:

E,ACOCK AI-I-EY

Offering a wide variety of Mid-Century Modern - '50s
Po Box 964, 35 Route 28, orleans, MA 02053 (508) 240-1804

Malitte Seating System

Arne facobsen Egg chair
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Clossic Modern Fumishings

1930 . 1960

(5t7) 494.5 414

TRIPIE PIER BXPO

AT|iTIQ[TES & C0rIICTIBLES

Stall New York's
Largest and Most
Comprehensive
Antiques Show!

lncludes lurniture, paintings,
bronzes, art glass, iewelry,

Americana, textiles,
ephemera, toys, fashions,
deco, modetne, and more.

Passenger Ship Terminal
Piers 88,90 & 92

48th to 55th Street and t2th
Avenue, New York City.

Admission; Sl0

Stella Show Management Co.
20t-384{)0t0

OVER 600 DIFFERENT EXHIBITS EACH WEEKEND

NOv. ll.l2 & lg.lg
PIER 88 PIER 90 PIER 92
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The Peerless
Show on the Piers...
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lnterview with Jens Risom
Jens Risom was one of the first designers to bring the
Scandinavian values of function and craftsmanship to Ameri-
can furniture manufacturing. After immigrating to the United

States in 7939, Risom worked
for the Dan Cooper Studio be-
fore collaborating with Hans
Knoll on Knoll's first furniture
line introduced in 19 42. \n 1946
Risom established his own fur-
niture design firm, Jens Risom
Design, Inc., which he piloted
until its purchase by Dictaphone
in 1971.. Today he concentrates
on independant product design,
marketing and consulting with
other architects and manufac-
turers. Last year, Risom was
the recipient of the third annual
B r o oklyn Mus eum I Mo der ni sm D e -

at his home in New Canaan, Connecticut
it is designed, or the rooms themselves. Furniture is de-
signed to be used.

I am uncomfortable, for instance, looking at a room full
of only Eero Saarinen's chairs (or other very decorative
pieces). Is furniture decorative or is it functional? It is both,
of course. But basically, it should, in my opinion, be based
on function. You buy a chair because you need something to
sit on, a cabinet because you need the storage sPace, and a

table to hold things. These pieces are not just to look at.

MJ: We've all read Saarinen's reason for designing his
pedestal group, "to eliminate the slum of legs." Definitely
more a form than a function goal.
JR: Yes. You do find a lot of legs in most rooms. But again,
you don't want everything on a pedestal either. But Saarinen
did have an entirely different and unusual style. And
perhaps his furniture was a bit too sculptural and decorative,
but I am still a great admirer of his - and of Charles Eames.

They were great designers and architects in every respect,
and they both "broadened the base" of modern design. Of
course their manufacturers, Knoll and Herman Miller, went
in the direction of producing various unusual designs from
architects, and they came up with equally varying and, in

sign Azaard for Lifetime Achier:ement. Jens currently resides in
New Canaan, Connecticut with his lovely wife, Henny.
Mark Jesperseh! In their book, Landmarks of Twentieth-
Century Design, Heisinger and Marcus claim you were "one

of the first designers to bring Scandinavian values and
traditions to the American Furniture market." Is this an

accurate statement?
JenS RiSom:t guess I was there earlier than most. Contem-
porary Scandinavian design was, and of course, is still based
on function, craftsmanship, and the use of good materials,
mostly wood. The head of Danish design when I was a

student was Kaare Klint (1885-1954). Teaching at the Royal
Academy, he was responsible for most of the great Danish
contemporary furniture up to 1937. Hans Wegner, Borge
Mogensen and I were classmates in Copenhagen from 1935

to 1938 at the School for Art and Applied Design.
I came to the States early in 7939, eager to learn about

conternporary American furniture, not realizing that it sim-
ply did not exist. And as it turned out, my Danish training
caught on and did help to inaugurate modern American
design, which, to a large extent was influenced by Danish
principles.
MJ: How would you describe your design philosophy?
JR: My personal philosophy and, I think, probably the
Danish philosophy, is that furniture should not be so deco-

rative and "exciting" that it overwhelms the people for whom
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many cases, exciting results. And this approach turned out
well for them, and it meant a lot to the overall development
of modern furniture design in this country. On the other
hand, I felt that what was right for my own company was to
maintain just one "handwriti.g" - or style, if you will.
MJ: In the early Thirties, D.]. De Pree switched Herman
Miller's traditional period furniture production over to Gil-
bert Rohde's new designs. Yet the general public reaction
was only lukewarm because the furniture was so different.
The company noted, however, that a high percentage of
those who were buying were architects and customers with
open minds who were eager to go in new "directions."
JR: Yes, that's right. The handful of progressive architects of
the time helped move things along in this direction and they
were very important to designers like myself. They were also
the first in this country to appreciate Aalto in the early 1930s.
In general, architects have always been strong supporters of
contemporary work, be it furniture or art.
MJ: Going back to your thoughts on the function of furni-
ture, Frank Lloyd Wright attended an exhibit of some of your
first furniture designs?
JR: Yes, we met early on. I was very young and "in awe" of
him. Yet he was very nice. I remember he said, "Oh, but what
do you think about my furniture? I said, "Mr. Wright,
obviously your furniture is marvelous. But if you ask me, it
is more architecture than furniture because you're not too
concerned about whether or not your chairs are comfortable,
as long as they fit into your overall design."

He said, "You're absolutely right. But keep in mind,
young lad, that God created the human body to stand up or
to lie down; not to sit. Therefore, being comfortable is not
important to me."

That was a good remark. Not quite good enough for
those who need good furniture, but fun. Wright's respect for
wood and craftsmanship was impressive, but his chairs were
not among his star performances - although not many people
would agree with me on this.
MJ: Especially the collectors who have paid so much for their
prized possessions.
JR: Of course. Anything by Wright. When you reach that
level as an architect, even a chicken coop becomes something
more than it is. But you know Wright's remarkable vision was
enormously influential in the development of good design.
And even though I think that architecture is probably the
most important art of all, the reason I decided to go into
product and furniture design was because an architect really
does not get to control production of the "end product."
Everybody can make changes without even asking. So I
wanted to do something that I could design, produce, and
seIl. And if it didn't work, I couldn't blame anybody but
myself.
ru When you arrived in New York, your very first
furniture designs were with Dan Cooper? Wasn't he in the
fabric and interior design business?
JR: Yes. The reason I got in with Dan Cooper inititally had
nothing to do with furniture. I had been given his name by
]ohn McAndrew/ one of the heads of the Museum of Modern
Art.
MJ: Cooper was looking for someone to create some new
designs for his printed fabrics?
JR: rugfrt. Cooper asked if I was interested, and I wasn't
about to say no to anything just then. So I quickly made up
a stack of sketches, which he apparently liked. So I borrowed
a big table up in his office in the tower of the Fuller Building
and got down to work on the full-size drawings.

Then on the third or fourth day, I said, "Look Mr.

Furniture should not be so decorative
and "exciting" that it overwhelms
the people for whom it is designed,
or the rooms themselves.

F

Above: Jens Rlsom C-12O chair in apricot vinyl and walnut
from the mid-195os and walnut coffee table Opposite page
top: Jens Risom 666 side chair, the first Knoll chair Opposite
page bottom: Risom's 666 chair in leather webbing

Cooper, you know I'm really basically a furniture designer.
Maybe together we could come up with some new furniture
designs for the architects who, I believe, are looking for this
kind of design direction." And that got him going.

And so we got some interesting projects. One particular
job was for a model house called "The Collier's House of
Ideas."
MJ: I read that Edward D. Stone asked you to design the
furniture for that house. It was your first major project in the
States.
JR: Yes it was. This single-family house was designed by
Stone and fully-built by Collier's Magazine right there on the
terrace hanging out over Fifth Avenue. It was beautifully
done - flat roof, redwood siding, lots of glass. And, for
people who had never seen a modern house, it was quite a
revelation.
MJ: Not to mention your furniture received critical acclaim
from Howard Myers and George Nelson, who were then
editors of. Architectural Forum?
JR: WeIl, I had started something in modern furniture
design, very influenced by Scandinavian philosophy and

Lt:l::rr"t, 
and my name had begun to be known a little

Yet, after two years with Cooper I was still earning only
$45 per week, so I decided I might do better by freelancing
on my own, continuing to work with architects and decora-
tors, as well as manufacturers for production.
MJ: And that's about the time you met Hans Knoll?
JR: Yes, we met in 1940 or 1941,. We were young and
ambitious. Nothing frightened us. And although neither one
of us had a business of our own, we continued on page 54

Interview by Mark Jespersen
Photographs by Sharon Occhipintl
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Ouarters
Sheila Steinberg's Manhattan apartment
reflects her love aFtair with 195Os design
''I TRIED TO BE AS AUTHENTIC
as possible," says Sheila Steinberg
of her 1950s-style apartment. We
think she succeeded. There's not a

trace of anything contemporary to
be found in the space - even the
television is an original '50s black

and white Sylvania.
Steinberg, a collector, dealer and

owner of Adelina Catalina Produc-
tions - a design firm which special-
izes in popular design of the 7940s,
1950s and 1960s - is also the co-

Clockwise from top: Sheila's 1950s living room with amoeba-shaped coffee
table, atomic-shaped sofa upholtered in fifties fabric and vinyl, and a Moss
Lighting Co. floor lamp featuring a spinning figurine; In the guest bedroom a
sea horse which served as an advertising display for a diner in Texas during
the '50s, and a Howard Miller clock hang above a turquoise vinyl lounge chair;
The kitchen is appointed with a round formica pedestal table, vinyl covered
chairs (the vinyl is signed and dated 1958) and fiberglass curtains with an
abstract airplane pattern; The living room also features a 1950s Sylvania black
& white television, a Sascha Brastoff blue pottery horse, a 1959 cone chair by
Vernor Panton, a triangular pendulum clock by john Disney for the Moss
Lighting Co., a circa 7949 kitsch painting and an Italian ceramic wall hanging
of a cocktail party; In the bedroom two side tables - one amoeba-shaped and one
a mosaic - holding a set of Moss lamps (complete with spinners and music boxes)
flank a bed sporting a 1950s fabric spread similar to a Calder mobile.
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Among tllc many line enmicists we ofter:

Gunnar Nylund Gustavsberg
Carl-Hary Stllhane Riiretrand
Willem Ktge Tobo
Axel Salto Royal Copenhagen
Eva Stehr-Nblsen Bing & Grsndahl
Berndt Friberg Saxbo
Arne Bang Palshus
Jais Nielsen Michael Andersen
201 Efden St. 1318. Herndon, YA?2O7O. (703) 86&5349

Mail Order Welcomel
E-Mai!: SCANTIK @aol.com

Featured At:
TWENTIETH CENTURY

LIMITED
89 Charles Street

Boston, MA 02114
(617) 742-1031

BOB EASTHOPE*

AARD\ARK DECO
BUY & SELL FURNITURE/COLLECTABLES from

20's - 50's

IN THE ANTIQUE DECOR 4OE-734.8747
I957 W. SAN CARLOS ST., SAN JOSE, CA 95'I28
e-moil: rhe@oordvorkdeco.com

clbbattt Arr,ttqrrcs

*Heywood Wokefield
*Hermon Miller
*Knoll
*Conont Boll
*Widdicomb
*John Stuort

362 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217 (71

Mid-Century Modern Design

855-8s66

FURNITURE FASHION & FUN

WITH BOOMERANG AND REVUE

/ ?cata?e Ooraqle*

6

E-
77*

6

 o-

81 6-531 -61 1 1

1415 W 39th Street
816-561-6059

Kansas City, Missouri . 64111
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Fabulous Fifties: Designs for Modern Liaing
(Schiffer Publishin g, 1993).

Sheila's love affair with the '50s began 1.2

years ago while combing flea markets for
her then-passion - country furniture.
Steinberg spied a 1950s flamingo brooch
on a dealer's table which simply took her
breath away, and a new romance began
with vintage jewelry.

From this point on her love for'40s and
'50s costume jewelry expanded into an all-
out obsession with all things '50s - Hawai-
ian shirts, ceramics, textiles, Iamps, glass,
furniture - you name it, Steinberg owns it.

When she moved into her present Man-
hattan apartment seven years ago, she
decided to get rid of everything she pos-
sessed which was contemporary and fill
the space exclusively with "a11of the won-
derful '50s stuff I'd been collecting."

Most of the furnishings she chose were
not "name" pieces - the amoeba-shaped
sofa came from a prop house, her bedroom
chairs were purchased for $40 at a street
fair, and many of the accessories were flea
market finds.

Steinberg decided on an airy, open fur-
niture layout to keep the space from feel-
ing cramped, which lends a sculptural,
gallery feeling to the interior. Her color
scheme - black, gold, pink and turquoise -
shouts FIFTIES, and is bolstered by the
appearance of poodles, harlequins, fish,
atoms and starbursts at every turn - on
upholstery, pillows, draperies, pottery,
wallhangings - even the guest towels sport
Parisienne poodles.

The combined effect of furnishings, color
and motifs creates a truly fabulous apart-
ment that looks as fresh and "modern" as
any contemporary interior today. [E

To order a copy of sheila steinberg's Fabulous
Fifties: Designs for Mo.lern Livino at the
special price of $55.95 + $4shipping, seethe
Echoes Bookstore on page 47.

To contact Sheila Stelnbe4E, wrlte to her at:
PO Box 975, Lenox Hlll Statlon,IfewYork,IIew
York 1OO21.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

t??5
September, October, Novemher, December

SEPTEiIBER
4 Antique Textile Extravaganza,
Sturbridge, MA (207) 439-2334
8-10 Metropolitan Antiquarian Book
Fair, NY (212) 463-0200
14 20th Century Design Auction,
Glenolden, PA (800) 449-0707
16-77 Metropolitan Ephemera
Show,New York, NY (212) 453-0200
16-17 Vintage Fashion Expo, San
Francisco, CA (415) 822-7227
22-24 Metropolitan Antique Textile
& Vintage Fashion Show, New York,
NY (212) 463-0200
23-24 gthWoburn Mass. Collectibles
Extravaganza, Woburn, MA (508)
s68-08s5
29-30 Cat's Pajamas Productions'
Vintage Clothing & Jewelry Show,
Elgin, IL (708) 428-8368
30-Oct. 1 Atlantique City Holiday
Fair Antiques & Collectibles Show,
Atlantic City, N] (800) 526-2724

OCTOBER
5 Sotheby's Photographs Auction,
New York, NY (212) 606-7000
5-6 Christie's Photographs Auc-
tion, New York, NY (21,2) 546-7000

5-SMehopolitan 20th Century Show,
New York, NY (212) 463-0200
7-B 20th Century Ltd. Show, Oak
Park, IL (708) 879-5603
7-8 Modern Times Show, Glendale,
cA (310) 4ss-28e4
14-15 Indianapolis Art Deco & Vin-
tage Clothing Show, Indianapolis,
rN (317) 261-740s
14-15 New York Coliseum Antiques
Show, New York, NY (201) 384-0010
20 Sotheby's Comics Auction, New
York, NY (212) 506-7000
2l-22 The Pier Show of Sanford
Smith, NY, NY (212) 777-521,5
23-24 Christie's Jewelry Auction,
New York, NY (212) 545-1000
25 Christie's Watches Auction, New
York, NY (212) 546-1000
25-26 Sotheby's Jewelry Auction,
New York, NY (212) 606-7000
27-28 ESCAPADE China, Pottery &
Dinnerware Exhibition, Laurence
Harbor, NJ (908) 738-5677
A Skinner's Art Glass & Lamps,
Arts & Crafts, Art Deco & Modern
Auction, Boston, MA (508) 779-6247
28-29 Vintage Fashion Expo, Santa
Monica, CA (415) 822-7227

"Georgia O'Keeffe" a gelatin-sihter
yint by Alfred Stieglitz, c.1933. Part
of the exhibition " Alfred Stieglitz at
Lake George" at the Museum of Mod-
ern Art through lanuary 2, 1995.
(212) 708-9400.

3 0 Sotheby's Watches Auction, New
York, NY (21,2) 606-7000

TIOVEiIBER
3-5 Metropolitan Antique Textile &
Vintage Fashion Show, New York,
NY (212) 463-0200
+5 Winnetka Modernism Show,
Winnetka, IL (708) 446-0537
11-12 Manhattan Triple Pier Expo,
New York, NY (201) 384-0010
12-13 Leslie Hindman Auctioneers
20th Century American & European
Design Auction, Chicago, IL (312)
570-0010
14-15 Christie's Contemporary Art
Auction, NY, NY (212) 545-1000
15 Christie's East Ocean Liner Sale,
New York, NY (212) 505-0400
77-19 Metropolitan Antiquarian
Book Fair, NY, NY (212) 463-0200
17-19 Sanford Smith's Modernism
Show, New York, NY (212) 777-5218
18-19 Manhattan Triple Pier Expo,
New York, NY (201) 384-0010

DECEiIBER
2-g Philadelphia Antiques Expo,
Philadelphia, PA (272) 255-0020
2-3 Art Deco-50s Holiday Sale, San
Francisco, CA (415) 599-DECO
6 Christie's Jewelry Auction, New
York, NY (212) 546-1000
V9 Christie's Art Noveau & Art
Deco Auction, New York, NY (212)
546-1000
10 Modern In Manhattan Auction,
New York, NY (800) 419-3060
30-Jan. 1 New Year's NY Coliseum
Antiques Show, NewYork, NY (201)
384-0010

otrcol]tc...
April25 - September 17 "Chicago Art &
Industry: Industrial Design In The Mid-
west 1910-1960" at the Chicago Ath-
enaeum in IL (312) 2514175
May 14 - September 17 "Arshile Gorky:
The Breakthrough Years" at the Na-
tional Gallery in Washington, DC (202)
737-4215

June 3 - October 22 "The Story of
TheDesigns of Mosaic Glass in Minia-
ture" at the Corning Glass Museum in
NY (607) 937-5371,

June 4 - September 4 "Piet Mondrian:
7872-1944" at the National Gallery in
Washington, DC (202) 737-4215

June 15 - September 25 "The United
Nations In Perspective" at the Museum
of Modern Art in NY (212) 708-9400

June 30 - October 1 "Latin American
Women Artists, 1915-1995" at the Phoe-
nix Art Museum in Arizona (602) 257-
1222

July 1 - September 30 "Fabulous Fifties
Fashions: Exhibition of California Style
From the 1950s" at the Anaheim Mu-
seum in CA (714) 778-330'1,

July 15 - September 10 "Jacob Lawrence:
The Migration Series" at the Denver Art
Museum in Denver, CO (303) 640-2793
August 2 - September 23 "Two X
Immortal: Elvis and Marilyn" at the
Cleveland Museum of Art in Ohio (216)
427-7340
September 5 - November 5 "Precisionism
in America 1975-7947: Reordering Real-
ity" at the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
in Lincoln, NB (402) 472-2461
September 7 - January 2 "Stieglitz at
Lake George" at the Museum of Modern
Art in NY (212) 708-9400
September 9 - ]anuary "Silver in America
1840-1940: A Century of Splendor" at
the Winterthur Museum in Winterthur,
Del. (302) 888-4600
September 22 - November 25 "]acob
Lawrence: The Migration Series" at the
Chicago Historical Society in Chicago,
rL (312) 642-4600
September - January 7 "Shaken Not
Stirred Exhibition" at the Milwaukee Art
Museum in Wis. (414) 224-3200
September 23 - lantary 7 "Arthur
Dove, Marsden Hartley, Iohn Marin,
Georgia O'Keeffe, Alfred Stieglitz:In The
American Grain" at the Phillips Collec-
tion in Washington, DC (202) 387-2157
October 1 - |anuary 23 "Piet Mondrian:
1872-1944" at the Museum of Modern
Art in NY (272) 708-9400
October 5 - December 3 "Neo-Dada:
Redefining Art 1958-62" at the Tufts
University Art Gallery in Medford, MA
October 12 - 27 "Chairmania: Fantastic
Miniatures" at Dayton's Commercial
Interiors in Minneapolis, MN (672) 343-
0868
October 13 - December 31 "Arshile
Gorky: The Breakthrough Years" at the
Albright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo,
NY (716) 882-8700
October 15 - January 8 "Two X Immor-
tal: Elvis and Marilyn" at the New York
Historical Society in NY (212) 873-3400
October 25 - February 25 "Craft in The
Machine Age: European Influence On
American Modernism 1920-1945" at the
American Craft Museum in NY (212)
956-3535
November 11 - April 28 "The Arts of
Reform and Persuasion, 1885-1945" at
the Wolfsonian in Miami Beach, FL (305)
531-1001
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Event Schedules are subject to
change. Please call to confirm

dates, locations and times.
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Venini: The Post-War Years
Text by Howard l. Lockwood Photographs courtesy Houtard Lockwood, Susan Lockwood, and a Priaate Collection

THE YEARS FOLLOWING THE SECOND
World War were rebuilding years for Italy, a

country that had originally, under Mussolini's
influence, sided with Germany and then later
with the Allies. The designers long pent-up
frustrations were soon to be released with a
new creativity. The subdued colors, so domi-
nant in the pre-war years, were replaced with
a new vibrancy that opened the designer's
palate to bright, primary hues. Leading the
group of Murano designers in this resurgence
were the designers at Paolo Venini, especially,
Gio Ponti and Fulvio Bianconi.

Immediately after the war, Paolo Venini,
in his desire to reopen the factory, turned to
his good friend Gio Ponti for help. Paolo
Venini had known Ponti since 7927, when the
two were members of the 7927 artistic group IL
Labirinto. In those days, Ponti was designing
cerarnics for Richard Ginori. He was also to
become famous for two events; initiating and
running the world-famous design exhibition
the Triennale of Milan, and publishing the
design magazine Domus. Ponti, responding to
Venini's request, came to Murano and created
a new look for the company. The first change that Ponti brought
about was in the use of color. Gone were the pastels and the earth
tones. In direct contrast to the pre-war days, he used a whole new
palette of primary colors. He also emboldened lighting, taking the
traditional Venetian multi-armed chandelier and changing each
arm to a different, primary color. He was most comfortable using
the colors red, green and blue.

In homage to the artist Giorgio Morandi, an artist known for
incorporating bottles into his still lifes, Ponti created the Mornn-
dinne bottle. [photo 1] It rekindled the incalmo technique, a
technique that Carlo Scarpa had experimented with in the early
1940s, the fusing of a transparent glass with an opaque glass. For
the Morandinne bottle, the technique required two glass blowers.
One glass blower would blow the transparent portion of the
bottle to the exact size of the second blower's opaque bottom,
then the two parts would be fused together. The stopper would
be made of the same opaque glass. Ponti also created some very
funky designs, including bottles and vases banded with crinoline
ribbons of glass. Though Ponti only worked at Venini for a very
short time, his influence in the immediate post-war years was
phenomenal. He reopened both Italian design and worldwide
design to the use of bright, primary colors. From a commercial
standpoint, his work was very popular and his chandeliers and
Morandiane bottles are still in production at Venini today.

Through another ex-IL Labirinto member, Carlo Visconti
di Modrone, Paolo Venini was to collaborate with the brilliant

designer, Fulvio Bianconi. Bianconi, a true
Venetian in spirit, created his first glass de-
signs in 1945. They were a series of four
perfume bottles, the Four Sensons, for
Modrone's perfume company. Venini was the
company chosen to do the production, and it
was one of the first commissions Paolo Venini
took where he produced glass for another
company. Through this collaboration Bianconi
and Paolo Venini would start a very creative
relationship. The first designs that Bianconi
did directly for Venini were the famous
Comruedia Dell'Arte figurines. He created this
series of twelve figurines for the Biennale of
7948. They were masterpieces of design and
captured the true essence of the traveling
troupes of actors and actresses that had be-
come symbols of Venice since the 17th cen-
tury. Bianconi's success with the figures was
due to the legendary workmanship of Arturo
Boboli Biasutti, one of the greatest glass blow-
ers to ever work in Murano. These figurines
were instant successes and became popular
throughout the world. In 195L, they were
sold in New York City at Macy's for the then-

steep price of $50 per figurine.
It was Bianconi's work that has become synonymous with the

collector's perception of both the low end and high end of Venini
glass. Though actually derivative of the 1930s "Pnper Bag Vase"
designed by Pietro Chiesa for Fontana Arte, it was Fulvio
Bianconi who is credited with designing the first Fazzoletto
(handkerchief) vase. These vases epitomize ones thinking of
"Murano" glass. The popular vase was to be copied in every
conceivable color by almost every tourist company in Murano.
Because of the great proliferation of inferior copies, the Handker-
chief vase has come to symbolize the low end of Venini glass.

The Pezzati, or patchwork, vase by Bianconi has come to
symbolize Paolo Venini's best known work. [photo 4] These
vases/ created in 11 shapes, made their first appearance at the
1951 Triennale. They consist of colored patches of glass fused into
a vase. There were three main color combinations, each named
after a city - the Parigi of red, blue, green and yellow; Stockholm
of pink, turquoise, purple and gray, and the Americano series of
green, black, yellow and straw. They have become so popular
with collectors that in the 1990s, the company that now owns
Venini misguidedly reissued four of the vases in the Parigi color
combination.

In 1951, at the behest of Meyric Rogers of The Art Institute
of Chicago, an exhibition of modern Italian decorative arts, ltaly
At Work, was organized. The exhibition traveled throughout the
United States, with stopovers at major continued on page 45

above from top: Fascle orrizontal dbslgned by Fulylo Blanconi, authol's collection; t urrin€ bowl designed by Rlccardo
Llcata for vonlnl, author's collection. Opposlte, clockwlse from top l€ft: f,rorandlane botfl€ by oto ponfi for ventni,
collectlon of susan Lockwood; ermaid vase by Fulvio Blanconl for veninl, prlvate collocflon; pezzati bot e.
vas€ deslgned bY Fulvlo Bianconl, author's coll€ctlon; tnciso botue deslened by paoto ventnt, author,s coloction.
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show updates

3

Michigan Modernism
The Michigan Modernism
Exposition/ an exposition
and sale of 20th century
design, was held at the
Southfield Civic Center on
April 29 and 30. A Gala
Preview party was held on
April 28 to benefit the De-
troit Area Art Deco Society,
offering hors d'oeuvres,
wine and entertainment for
those who attended. Com-
ments from those who

worked the
show were ty-
pical of deal-
er Bill Triola's
of Lansing,
Michigan. "It
was a good
show, great
preview."
Deco-50s
Over 200 dea-
lers selling
merchandise
from the 1920s
'30s, '40s and
'50s conver-
ged on the
Concourse
Exhibition

Center in San Francisco on
June 3 and 4 for the popular
Art Deco-'50s Sale produced
by Peter and Deborah
Keresztury. The dealers fea-
tured designer furniture,
decorative accessories, vin-
tage clothing, and Bakelite,
costume and designer jew-

Left from top: Plycraft
chair, iloguchi table and
walter von ilessen table
lamp at Michigan Modern-
ism; Aerial view of selling
floor at Machigan Moclern-
ism; A variety of seating
fills a booth at Michigan
Modernism; wall sculpture
by Frederick weinberg,
chest and clock designed
by Kem weber at Michigan
Modernism; French Art
Deco furniture shown by
Moderne of Philadelphia at
last year's Miami Modern-
ism Show; Aerial view of
show floor at Deco-'sos Sale

elry. The next Deco-'50s
Show will be held on De-
cember 2-3. For more infor-
mation call (415) 599-3326.
Deco Exposition
The Twelfth Annual Exposi-
tion of the Decorative Arts,
sponsored by the Art Deco
Society of Washington, was
held on June 1.1 at the An-
drew W. Mellon Audito-
rium. The fabulous show
featured over 55 dealers sell-
ing outstanding Art Deco,
Streamline, Moderne, Arts
& Crafts and Fifties col-
lectibles. As Jim Medeiros,
the show's organizer said,
"The Exposition may be one
of Washington's best kept
secrets." A jewel of a show!
Fashion & Textiles
September 22-24 will mark
the return of Metropolitan's
Vintage Fashion and An-
tique Textile show. Always
popular with collectors and
the trade alike, the show
will feature over 40 dealers
showing extraordinary vin-
tage fashions and accesso-
ries dating from the mid-
1800s through the 7970s,
including rare and collect-
ible quilts, antique textiles
from all periods and parts of
the world, buttons, laces,
linens and much more. The
show will open on Friday,
September 22 f.or early buy-
ing from 12-6prn, admission
is $15, and continue through
September 23, 77-6pm, $5,
and September 24, 77-5pm,
$5. The next scheduled Vin-
tage Fashion & Antique Tex-
tile Show is on November 3-
5. For more information call
(272) 463-0200.
20th Century Ltd.
The next 20th Century Lim-
ited Show is scheduled to be
held on October 7-8, 7995.
The show will feature furni-
ture and accessories from
the first 70 years of the
20th century, including Art

Noveau, Arts & Crafts,
Mission, Art Deco, Art
Moderne and Fifties. Over
35 national dealers are ex-
pected. Leslie Hindman
Auctioneers will be pro-
viding free verbal evalua-
tions of any 20th century
object throughout the
show.

The Chicago Art Deco
Society will be the host
and beneficiary of the
"Sneak Preview" event to
be held Friday, October 6,
from 6:30pm to 9:30pm.
The Chicago Art Deco So-
ciety will also be conduct-
ing its regular monthly lec-
ture at the show; "Art Deco
Ornamentation in Chi-
cago" by Kenneth Park will
be presented at 8:30pm.
Tickets for the preview
event are $20 and may be
purchased through the Art
Deco Society at (708) 297-
4440.

The 20th Century Lim-
ited Show is being held at
the Arts Center, 200 N.
Oak Park Avenue, Oak
Park, Illinois. Show hours
are Saturday 10-5pm and
Sunday 12-5pm. Admis-
sion is $S. For further
show information call
(708) 87e-5603.
winnetka Modernism
The Sixth Annual Modern-
ism Show is set for Satur-
day and Sunday, Novem-
ber 4 and 5 at the Winnetka
Community House in
Winnetka, Illinois. At the
show, the nation's top deal-
ers of 20th century design
will exhibit the finest qual-
ity Art Noveau, Arts &
Crafts, Prairie School, Art
Deco, Machine Age, Art
Moderne and Fifties, mak-
ing for an event that should
attract a record crowd.
Show hours on Saturday
are from 70-7pm, and on

continued on page 52
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LURNT€D

COLLECTIBLES

KNOLL
H.MITLER

JUHI.
ARLTO

NOOUCHI

VCNINI ,,,

IOIllffTTlIRTffi$I(I
Tel: (2141 880-0020
Fax: l2l4l 351-6208
3017-B Routh Street

Dallas, TX 75201
Booth #19 at Winnetka Modernism Show!

SIXIl[S

Furniture . Folkort . Czech Gloss . 50's

Itqlion Gloss qnd Pottery . Lighting .

Jewelry . Wqlches . Clocks .

Compocls ' Cookie Jqrs . Chrome .

Pointings . Children's Choirs . 50's
Wire ond Wrought lron . Unusuo!

Obiects, efc. . 1900 Thru 1960 . Buy .

Sell ' Rent . Contoct Robin Lowe.

75 Thompson St. (Broome-spring)
NYC I(x)I2

212-925-0932

- 1900 Thru 1960
- Buy - Sell - Rent

TrPO

II II I
I

art form + function

I930's - I960s
Lo m ps Gifts Collectibles Art

Cotologue ovoiloble

los ongeles co 90048 213 951 0620

Furnilure

no reproductions
iues-sot ll-7 sun l-5

83.I6 west third st

Mondoy thru Thursdoy by Appointment, Fridoy thru Sundoy l0-5
3rd ond Homilton Sr. in Phoenix Antique Complex, Allentown, PA (7I7]r 467-3365

Art Deco . Moderne .
'50s . '60s

Furnilure & Art
5,000 sq. fr. showroom

Tom Gibbs

41
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20th Century Furniture 7
*1

1478 Hertel Ave.,
Buffalo, NY 14216

(716) 837-3385 phone
(716) 497-9449 pager
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Chasing the Centaur
Text by Bnrbnra Endter Photographs courtesy Barbarq Endter nnd Arf Deco Modern, Tokyo
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SHINY CHROMIUM. GOLDEN BRASS.

Lustrous copper. All that glitters may not
be gold. Who cares? It might be Chase!

Chase shapes are the very essence of

Deco, frequently adorned with bakelite

trim. In addition to the chromium, brass,

and copper finishes, one also occassionally

finds nickel or silver plate, or - very rarely

- black nickel plate, which is truly elegant.

The Chase Brass & Copper Company

Inc. began fabricating items from brass

and copper in 1876 at their Waterbury

Manufacturing Co. clivision in Waterbury,

CT. In 1930 Chase introduced a line of

chromium housewares which are referred

to as "Chase Chrome" by collectors and

are highly sought after within the Art
Deco collecting field.

The Chase "Specialties," as these deco-

rative pieces were called, included a vari-
ety of inexpensive, smart-looking coffee

and tea sets, decorative accessories, lamps

and much more, all targeted towards the

depression-era American forced to do

more entertaining at home.
"In January of this year (1930), the

Chase Brass & Copper Co. Inc. made its

debut into the gift field with the opening

of their temporary office on the ninth
floor (200 5th Ave., New York City)." So

states the Cift and Art Buyer magazine
from July 1930. What follows is a glowing
description of the new Chase showroom
designed by Ruth Gerth with furniture
by Donald Deskey and Walter Von
Nessen. Armstrong flooring ads from
this period feature the showroom en-

trance with the Chase centaur logo inlaid
in the floor. It was quite a showplace.

In 1934 the New York showroom

was moved to 10 East 40th St., where

Chase occupied the top four floors of the

48-story building. F.S. Chase, president,

shattered a bottle of champagne on a

narrow ledge of the 45th story, dubbing
the building The Chase Tower. The cel-

ebration was attended by such notables

as Lurelle Guild, Emily Post, Helen Bishop

Dennis, Rodney Chase and other com-

pany officers. The Gerths designed and

decorated the two-story display room.

The entire 48th floor was designed by

Lurelle Guild, as a display area for his

new line of lighting fixtures.

Chase, as well as other companies of
the period, used well-known designers

in creating their line. The roster included
established industrial designers Ruth
Gerth, Lurelle Guild, Russel Wright, and

Walter Von Nessen, as well as relative

unknowns such as Harry Laylon. Harry
worked as a designer for Chase from 1933

to 1939 and was responsible for many of
the specialties (Squeeze-it bottle opener,

etc.). After leaving Chase, Harry did
design work for Samson United in Roch-

ester, NY. There he created several stun-

ning pieces, in addition to valuable war-
time work.

The combination of affordability and

sophisticated styling made the Chase

chromium products extremely popular,
encouraging the Chase Co. to open "Chase

Shops" in several major department stores

across the country.
How long did the Chase era last? The

last known Specialities catalog was dated

L942. By that time the company was into
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war-time production. I have seen ads for
planters by Levy Brothers of Philadelphia
that used the Chase small brass Tom
Thumb pot. Were these made after the

war especially for L"ry or were they stock-

piled from before the war? I'll probably
never know. In the early '50s Chase was

famous for their faucet aerators called
"Spring-Flo." They made other plumbing
supplies as well. I daily enjoy one of their
shower heads.

In 7957 Chase closed their fabrication
plant, the Waterbury Manufacturing Co.

So began a spiral of complicated plant
closings and sales. Today a Chase plant in
Montpelier, Ohio is all that remains. This
plant still produces goods worthy of the
Chase name, although under a different
owner.

Over the past ten years I have been

amassing material on Chase. New facts

continue to surface. The "chase" for Chase

information continues on.

There are three books available for
collectors on Chase. The first, published
in 1978 and now out of print, is Chase

Chrome by Gladys Koch. This book, re-

sponsible for igniting interest in the Chase

collecting field, contains the full Chase

catalog for 1937, and is still available for
sale by some dealers. The second book is

Art Deco Chrome, The Chnse Ern by Richard
Kilbride (Io-D Books, 1988). This book
contains the Chase catalog for 7941, and is

refered to by collectors as Kilbride I. The

third is also by Kilbride and is titled Arf
Deco Chronte Book 2, a Collector's Guide,

lndustrial Design in the Chase Era (lo-D
Books, 1992). In this book Kilbride under-
took the massive task of identifying as

many Chase designers as possible; the
result is a must for any Chase collector.

IDENTIFYING CHASE
A search of the object in question may
reveal a small centaur with a drawn
bow and the word CHASE below.
This was introduced as the Chase logo
in 7928, prior pieces would have been
marked with the Chase diamond. Look
carefully, this little mark can be in some
strange places - in grooves, under han-
dles, or on a screw head under the lid.

Suppose the item you find does not
have the centaur mark. If the dealer
tells you that he or she is certain it's
Chase "because of the style, the
weight, the finish, etc.," maybe it's
Chase and maybe it isn't. I have a

number of unmarked pieces that I am
certain are Chase because my father
worked for the company and he
brought them home. With sets, such as

a coffee pot, creamer, and sugar, it is
not unusual to find only one piece of
the set marked. One quick test - check
to see if it is magnetic (the Specialties
were never chromium-plated steel and
will, therefore, never be magnetic).

There were also fakes. One Chase
advertising man tells of finding some
knock-offs in a dime store near the
Chase Tower in New York City. It
would be wise for a novice collector to
avoid unmarked pieces, unless, of
course, you just like the piece.

Many times a chrome item will
appear bumpy on the surface. Take a

damp tissue and rub it (it's best not to
let a dealer see you spit polishing).
Often accumulated grime can cause this
rough effect and it can be easily
removed. In general, hot soapy water is
all the polish most chrome items need.
However, if the piece is heavily
corroded, this cannot be polished off.

Special note: if you find a piece that
says "Designed by Reiman" on the
bottom, in addition to the Chase mark,
this is a rare piece. They often bring
four-digit prices. There are still bargains
and thrilling finds out there to be had,
showing up at garage sales, flea mar-
kets and auctions. Enjoy the "chase!"

1

5

1. The Pretzel Man (please - he's not a bagel man) designed by Lurelle Guild. He designed
many items for Chase but this is my favorite. It also comes in chrome. 2. A piece most collectors
have probably never seen. The plate and coasters were made by the Bovano Company in
Chesire, CT. Bovano used Chase copper for their enameled ware until the mid-'50s. The plate
belonged to my father and was apparently a company presentation. 3. The Corn Set by Russel
Wright, which usually brings a high price in the marketplace. Frequently one can find the
pieces to this set separately and much cheaper; however, patience is required. 4. The Dolphin
Cigarette Box by Helen Bishop Dennis, and the Glow-Lamp by Ruth Gerth. You will see this
round base on other pieces and perhaps will recognize it as a toilet tank float. Chase was noted
for using existing tooling. 5. The Squeeze-it Bottle Opener by Harry Laylon (on left). A hearty
thanks to Harry for loaning so much of his time and material to Dick Kilbride. Without it,
Dick could never have written Art Deco Chrome Book 2. Harcy and his wife Olga have been
a great help to me in my research, and I am in their debt. The Gaiety Cocktail Shaker (on right).
You will see this often and therefore it is relatively inexpensive. Howard Reichenbach holds
both the design and mechanical patents for this. He was a long-time Chase employee and had
many patents in his name. Opposite page: The Blue Moon cocktail set c. 1930-7942.
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ITALY, AMERICA, AND BEYOND
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FIESTA PLUS
MICK & I..ORNA CHASE

3M THWKINSCRAWrcRDRD.
cooKE\nI.I.E,TN 38501

BI.NT (61s) 32{333 SELL

a I 7z I I ,:-Always actively
;t buying & selling:
.; " t.h. robsjohn-
', gibbings
.'* widdicomb

* dunbar
* tommi parzinger

,i:' * charak maudern';,. paul frankl
: 
* gilbert rohde

. * donald deskey
,. 

* scandinavian glass
. and ceramics
,*french&italian
. f urniture

,:;. decorative arts212. s98 . 9675

D A
90 east 1Oth street
new york city 10003
20th century design

buyo sell o rent
...1930s - 1960s...

"magazine table" by t.h.
robsjohn-gibbings "corroso

vase" by flavio poli
1 950
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American Modernist Textiles
(continued from pnge 25) for Radio City
Music Hall - including wallpapers, textiles
and carpets which Reeves and Deskey
designed - represent an important aspect
of American Art Deco. Most such furnish-
ings were for public or commercial interi-
ors like nightclubs, movie palaces, hotels
and business offices. Even before th.e 7929
Crash, use of the Art Deco or Moderne
style in homes and apartments was gener-
ally limited to the very wealthy. The style
never became a widely popular middle
class domestic style as did the American
Arts and Crafts style in the Stickley man-
ner.

Deskey's experiments with rayon and
other artificial fibers to create upholstery
for cars and airplanes and his tubular
metal furniture are typical of both Deskey
and Reeves'eagerness to accomodate mod-
ernist designs to mechanically mass pro-
duced items for decor. This willingness to
work with industry had been reinforced by
their French mentor, Fernand Leger. Leger
was of the "rationalist," "purist" branch of
modernism - the more Germanic version
of modernism which came into maturity
after 7925. Le Corbusier, the Bauhaus,
and other exponents of the "International
Style," were all disposed to the creation of
design prototypes with industrial machin-
ery, as were Deskey and Reeves. This
leaner style, relatively stripped of orna-
ment, suited the 1930s as the hand-crafted,
highly ornamented creations of
Ruhlmann, Puiforcat and other producers
of deluxe decor did not. The link between
American designers and the German
branch of modernism (as filtered through
Leger) allows for a segue to the role of the
Bauhaus and Scandinavian modernism in
American textile design.

After Hitler came to power in 1933 the
artists of the Bauhaus, many of whom
were Jewish or left-wing Socialists, liter-
ally fled for their lives. Their reception in
America in the 1930s and the prior ad-
vancement of their work during the 1920s
was the doing of three Americans, first
Katherine Drier ancl, later, after their 7927
visit to the Bauhaus, Alfred Barr and Philip
Johnson of the Museum of Modern Art.

Anni Albers, the most important tex-
tile artist of the Bauhaus, and her husbancl
were the first Bauhausler to make it to
America in 1933. They joined the faculty
of the Black Mountain College in North
Carolina which became an important
training ground for American designers
of modernist textiles. Annie Albers estab-
lished her Weaving Workshop there, em-
phasizing that students learned not only
the craft of weaving but how to aclvance
successfully in designing textiles for in-
dustrial mass production.

From the 1930s through the 1960s ancl
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'70s Albers wrote, lectured, taught and
exhibitecl her work with a tremendous
cumulative impact on American textile
design. Albers was invited to participate
in the 1939 San Francisco Golden Gate
International Exposition by the American
textile artist Dorothy Liebes (7899-7972).
Much influenced by the Bauhaus, Liebes
also internecl for a year at the French textile
rnanufacturer Rodier in 7929. Working
both in California and New York with
several major textile manufacturers, Liebes
designed both innovative woven anct
printed textiles frorn the 1930s to 1970. She
helped solve many of the technical diffi-
culties in adapting hand-woven prototypes
to mass production.

Another Bauhaus artist, Marli Ehrman,
organized and directed the Weaving Work-
shop at the Illinois Institute of Technology
from 7939-7947. Angelo Testa is the most
prominent modernist textile designer to
emerge from this branch of the Bauhaus
reconstructed in America.

The Cranbrook Academy, guided by
the Finnish architect Eliel Saarinen, devel-
oped a Weaving Department in 7928 and
1929 under the direction of Saarinen's wife
Loja. Their daughter Pipsan Saarinen
Swanson taught textile design at Cranbrook
and designed textiles for several major
American companies, including Gooclall
Fabrics, through the 1940s. The Swedish
Marianne Strengell joinecl the Cranbrook
faculty in 7937 and took over the Weaving
Departrnent in 7942. Jack Lenor Larsen,
Ed Rossbach and Robert Sailors are among
the eminent textile designers trained at the
Cranbrook Acaclemy.

Several exhibitions in the 1940s attest
to the triumphant acceptance of modernist
textiles in America. In 1940 the Museum of
Modern Art organized a competition and
exhibition to represent the best in Ameri-
can textile design. In 7944 there was an
"International Textile Exhibition" at Black
Mountain College in Greensboro, North
Carolina. In 7946 Cranbrook Academy
organized the "First Biennial Exhibition of
Contemporary American Fabrics and Ce-
ramics." Anni Albers was given the first
one-woman show devoted to a weaver in
7949 at the Museum of Modern Art.

As a final illustration to represent the
ascendancy of modernism in American
textile design, I would offer one of the
printed cottons Rockwell Kent designed
for Bloomcraft Inc. of New York in 1950.
This late example of the Moderne style
(Kent was 68 years old) is drenched in the
past as well as supremely of the moment i'n
1950. "Harvest Time," drawn still in the
manner of the 1930s, expresses the patri-
otic celebration of a victorious, post-WWII
America so characteristic of the late 1940s.
The farm in the design is Kent's own home
in the Adirondacks. In the foreground of

the design float traclitional icons of Peace
(the dove-like bird quoting both the Chris-
tian image of the Holy Spirit and the dove
bringing the olive branch to Noah's ark),
Plenty (the sheaves of wheat), and Rebirth
(the nests of chicks in the sheaves), against
Kent's archetypal image of the American
homeland deep in the design. "Harvest
Time" is as nationalistic as Raoul Dufy's
tragic 1941 tapestry "Le Bon Ete" from only
nine years earlier during WWII. In contrast
to "Le Bon Ete" the ancient symbols in
"Harvest Time" celebrate the very survival
of civilization itself beyond the one land
we recognize as our own well-blessed
home. Kent's design counterpoints the
survival of moclernism's best through the
tragedies of our century. EI
- Photo credits: Cheney Brtts. "Fttuntains" dnntask
courtesy the Bostort Museunr ttf Fine Arts

Venini: The Post-War Years
(corttirrued t'rom pnge 39) museums in Balti-
more, Houston, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh,
San Francisco, Chicago and New York.
The intent of the exhibition was to show
the rekinctling of the post-war Italian artis-
tic fervor. Venini was, of course, promi-
nently featured, especially the work of
Fulvio Bianconi. The work featured here
was totally different in conception to his
other work. At the exhibit, he introduced
his famous mermaid series which was a
series of sculptural, sensuous, headless
mermaids. [photo 2] They stretched the
concept of glass as a decorative art.

Though Bianconi left in the early
1950s, his creative output during his short
periocl of time at Venini was phenomenal.
Besicles his Conmredia Dell'Arte figurines,
the Pezznti vases, the Fazzttlettos and the
rnermaid series, he was clirectly respon-
sible for several other series of figurines.
Hrs Forsti series of pierced, asymmetrical
vases was derivative of the art of Jean Arp.
His fabulousFnsce Orizzontali vases of red,
blue and green horizontal stripes and his
many other catalogue items for Paolo Venini
all receivecl critical acclaim. The work of
Fulvio Bianconi was the high point of the
post-war Venini catalogue.

Paolo Venini was always looking for
new clesigners and new ideas. In the early
1950s he hired the young architect Massimo
Vignelli to create lighting for the company.
Vignelli not only created the lighting for
the famous Olivetti showroom in New
York City, which was based on Bianconi's
Fnsce Orizzttrinli technique and colors, but
he also created the hanging lamps in trans-
lucent cream, tan or white glass which had
the lower portion of the shade in Fasce
Orizzontali colors.

Riccardo Licata, another artist, came
to Venini in 1956 and became known for
incorporating small murrines of glass into
vases. [photo 6] He continued on page 52
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Auction Highlights
(continued frttm page 23) of Important
Watches, Wristwatches and Clocks. Among
the items offered were important examples
of classic designs by Cartier, Rolex, and
particularly Patek Philippe, as well as a

wonderful selection of pocketwatches and
clocks.

Featured in the sale were two of the
most important wristwatches to come on
the market in recent years. Of particular
note was a highly important and rare Gold
Cushion-Form Minute Repeating Wrist-
watch by Patek Philippe & Co., c.1935,
which was bought by Patek Philippe for
$519,500, setting a record price in the
United States for any watch by Patek
Philippe. Also, a rare Gold and Platinum
Rectangular Eight-Day Wristwatch by Patek
Philippe, c.1930, scored the second high-
est price of the sale, selling for $288,500 to
a Swiss private collector.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM SOTHEBY'S SALE
of 20th Century Decorative Works of Art
includecl a French silver flatware set de-
signed by Jean Puiforcat, c.7937, which
realized $60,250; a pair of Albert Cheuret
bronze and alabaster wall sconces cast as
stylized terns with a green patina, c.7925,
fetched $25,300; a Jean Royere woocl sicle
cabinet lacquered in mottled golden or-
ange and cream lacquer, c.7935, sold for
$7,475, and a set of eight Siie et Mare
carved mahogany upholstered dining
chairs with rouncled back, scalloped apron,
cabriole legs, and beige mohair velvet up-
holstery, c.7925, achieved $20,700.

BUTTERFIELD & BUTTERFIELD'S
second foray into the Vintage Hollywood
Movie Poster market, held on Sunday,
June 25 in Los Angeles, again proved a
resounding success. Science fiction/horror
titles fared especially well with King Kong
(RKO, 7933, French, 63 x 46") reaching a

final price of $6,900, Crenture from the Blnck
Lngoort (Universal, 7954, one-sheet) gar-
nering $4,887.50 ancl Cat Pettple (RKO,
7942, three-sheet) bringing $4,600. Abbott
and Costello Mect Frnnkenstein (Universal,
7948, six-sheet) also arousecl great interest
at $2,070 as did The Mar Who Reclnimed His
Hend (Universal, 1934, one-sheet) at $2,185.

Other highlights inclucled Enrperor

/ones (United Artists,7933, one-sheet), the
Paul Robeson vehicle coming in as the top
lot at $11,500, tl;te Hnrold Lloyd Lobby Card
Archiae (7927-38) achieving $8,050, Speedy

(Paramount, 7928, three-sheet) was cap-
tured at $6,900, anct the Japanese master-
piece The Seaerr Samurni (Toho, 7954,28 x
20") landecl as the second top lot at $8,050.

MORE THAN A HALF MILLION DOL-
lars was realizeci at a three-session auction
of Entertainment Memorabilia June 26 ancl

27, held at the Los Angeles gallery of
Butterfield & Butterfield. The sale featured
a broad selection of "old Hollywood," tele-
vision and pop music items.

Collectors of classic screen legend
images were particularly enthusiastic about
the celebrity portraiture by George Hurrell.
Fifty highlights from noted Hurrell collec-
tor Bill Chapman were offered, with the
images of Jean Harlow (selling for $1,035)
and Joan Crawford (which sold at $1,955)
leading the way.

An invoice (generatecl after her death)
and single sheet of Marilyn Monroe's per-
sonalized stationery fetched nearly three
times its estimate bringing $1,495. A white
beaded silk tank dress owned by Monroe
brought fi4,025, doubling its estimate.

Autograph material continued to fare
well. A black & white photograph of
Marlene Dietrich, accompanied by a note
which read: Plense get me this one M Dietrich
brought $1,380.

Celebrity caricatures from the Brown
Derby, the famed hat-shaped restaurant
that brought the corner of Hollywood and
Vine into vogue crcca 7929, sold at worthy
prices. A lot with a sketch of Myrna Loy
brought $7,265, an autographed sketch of
James Cagney went for $1,380, and a sketch
of Clark Gable brought $2,875, more than
double its estimate.

IMAGES FROM THE 1840s TO THE
1980s in just about every photographic
medium were offered at Swann Galleries'
April 4 Photographs auction. There were
buyers for works in every category, with
strong interest in 20th century material.
Plnce de ln Concorde on a Rniny Day, by
Andre Kertesz, 7928, realized $74,950; a

portfolio of Eudora Welty, from her origi-
nal negatives of the 1930s-'40s, published
in 1980, reached $10,350; a group of four
variants of Arthur Rothstein's notorious
image Skull, Bndlnnds, South Dakotn,7936,
achieved fi4,740, and a group of six views
by Cilbert A. Milne of the Allied invasion
at Bernieres sur l|v4er,7944 sold for fi3,220.

MATISSE'S ETCHING ORIENTALE
Assise, Voile sur ln Tefe, 7929, realized
$2,300 at Swann Galleries' May 25 Works
of Art on Paper auction. Other highlights
includecl a portfolio of six clrypoints by
Picasso illustrating Six Contes Fnntnsques
by Maurice Tosca, 1953, which brought
$3,910; Yasuo Kuniyoshi's lithograp!r.W ire
Cyclist, 7939, reached $4,740; Jolan Gross
Bettelheim's lithograph Benenth fhe Bridge,
7947, sold for $1,840, and James Montgom-
ery Flagg's charming charcoal'and wash
illustration Hozt: About Being My W ife? ,

7930, reached a final bid of $1,092. El
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Mid-Century Modern:
Furniture of the 1950s

by Cara Greenberg

Mid-Century Mttdern: Furniture of the 7950s,
the highly praised celebration of '50s de-
sign, has been intensely sought after by
collectors and designers since its original
publication in 1984. Reprinted for the first
time, the upclated eclition includes a new
preface by author Cara Greenberg and a
completely revisecl and expanded listing
of sources and manufacturers.

With the demand for '50s furniture
increasing at an exponential rate, the tim-
ing of this reissue couldn't be better. As
Greenberg states in her foreworcl,
"Occassionally you'll hear someone say
that '50s furniture is having a 'resurgence.'
That's no fleeting blip of cheap nostalgia
we're seeing. Furniture from the '50s has
been 'resurging' for at least fifteen years
now - and it shows no signs of abating.

That demand for this kind of furniture
has soared is reflected in the number of
new stores around the country that spe-
cialize in vintage furnishings of the period.
The source guide at the back of this book
has swelled from just a few to nearly
seventy retail outlets."

Highlights of the new edition include
the ten best chairs of the '50s, inside looks
at the homes of top collectors, and rare
photographs from the Herman Miller ar-
chives.

Mi d-Ceniury Modenr, 725 fullcolor and
100 b&w illustr., 776 pgs. $22.50 from the
Echoes Bookstore (reissuing late Sept.1995)

LA Lost And Found: An Architectural History of Los
Angeles by Sam Hall Kaplan...A fully illustrated evo-
cation of the rich architectural history that has given
Los Angeles its unique character. 224 pgs. 200 b/w
photos. 16 pgs. color photos. RH $i9.00

Contemporary: Architecture and Interiors of the 1950s
by Lesley Jackson...This book is the first to provide a
full definition and examination of the so-called "Con-
temporary" style that clominatecl architecture and de-
sign from the late 1940s through the 1950s. Far more
than a collection of nostalgia, this book provides an
entertaining and revealing survey of trends in taste
and interior design at the time of economic regenera-
tion that affectecl not only people's homes but their
communities ancl their public buitdings. 140 color, 80
b&w illustrations. 240 pgs. C fi49.99

@ ReetArt: Great Posters From The Golden Age
of The Silver Screen by Stephen Rebello and Richard
Allen...271 full color illustrations of vintage movie
posters arranged in a tiny folio format - the book
measures only 4" x 41,12"1. 288 pages. A $11.95

New York Deco by Carla Breeze...This wonclerful
book will take you through a tour of the fabulous Art
Deco architectural sights of New York City -- from the
top of the Empire State Building to the magnificent
lobbies of movie palaces! 96 pgs. R $19.95

Shelf Life: Modern Package Design 7920-1945 by Jerry
Jankowski...Lavishly illustratecl, this book clocuments
the humor, intelligence, and beauty of some of the
most arresting examples from the heyclay of moclern
packaging clesign. 120 pgs. C $13.95

Spin Again: Board Games Ftom The Fifties and
Sixties by Rick Polizzi and Fred Schaefer...This book
tips a hat to the artwork and design of American games
from the'50s and '50s, highlighting the weird and the
wonderful -- game boxes, boards, ancl playing pieces.
Full color photographs accompany humorous anec-
clotes ancl fascinating facts, offering nostalgic fun for
family and friends. 120 pgs. C $14.95

Fabulous Fabric Of The Fifties (And Other Terrific
Textiles Of The '20s, '30s and '40s) by Gicleon Bosker,
Michele Mancini, and John Gramstacl...In this nostal-
gia-packed celebration of textile clesign during its
riotous micl-century years, over 170 striking full color
photographs accompanied bv a lively text and cletailecl
captions document the bolcl new patterns and unprec-
eclented color combinations that had taken over Ameri-
can clecor. 120 pgs. C $14.95

Signs of Our Time by Emily Gwathmey ancl John
Margolies...The first comprehensive, highly illustratecl
survey of the best in American outdoor signs, ranging
from the 1920s to the 1960s. 96 pgs. 250 illust., 200 in
full color. A $21.95

The Fifties by David Halberstam...An inclepth histori-
cal look at the clecacle which spawned the radical 1960s.
800 pgs. RH $27.50

@ Charles and Ray Eames: Designers of the
Twentieth Century by Pat Kirkham...Kirkham inter-
prets the work of the Eames's in depth, probing the
lives behind the designs, reevaluating Ray's role in
their work, examining their early careers, their multi-
media presentations, exhibitions, films and their role
in popularizing the computer. 199 illustrations, 10 in
color. 400 pgs. M $50.00

Over My Dead Body: The Sensational Age Of Ameri-
can Paperbacks 1945-1955 by Lee Server...Chronicles
the brief but gloriously subversive era during the '40s
and '50s when pocket-sized paperbacks sportecl lurid
covers ancl shocking titles, and writers such as Mickey
Spillane got their start. 108 pgs. 100 photos. C $15.95

Turned On: Decorative Lamps Of The '50s by Leland
and Crystal Payton...This enlightening volume pre-
sents a wonclerful look at the funniest and most
outrageous clesigns favored by lamp makers in the
1950s. 250 illustrations, 200 in color. 96 pgs. A $21.95

@ C"pper Art ]ewelry: A Different Luster by
Matthew L. Burkholz and Lincla Lichtenberg
Kaplan...Over 300 color photos show hunclreds of
examples of collectible copper art jewelry. Original art
work, advertising, identifying marks and anecdotes
round out this exhaustive stucly. 176 pgs. S $49.95

Radical Rags: Fashions Of The Sixties by Joel
Lobenthal...A visually dazzling popular history of the
revolutionary fashions that accompanied ancl expressed
the cultural revolt of a turbulent decacle. 256 pgs. 200
illust., 75 in color. A $14.98 (limitecl quantities)

@ Popular'50s and'60s Glass: Color Along the
River by Leslie Pina...A fascinating study of commer-
cial glass production along the Ohio River Vatley in the
'50s and '60s. Companies such as Blenko, Viking,
Pilgrim and others made free- and mold-blown pro-
duction glass in modern shapes and vibrant colors.
Fillecl with over 400 color photographs of the beautiful
glass, its labels, catalogue pages, company histories
and a price guide. 776 pgs. S $29.95

The Sixties Art Scene in London by David Mellor...The
sixties saw the emergence of many of Britian's most
important artists, including David Hockney, Anthony
Caro and Briclget Riley. This acclaimed book explores
the explosion of styles and techniques that character-
ized the decade. 240 pgs. 100 b&w illustrations, 100
color. C S35.00

Heywood-Wakefield Modern Furniture by Steve and
Roger Rouland...This new collector's guide features
vintage advertisements, photographs, catalogues and
an iclentification section all clevotecl to the collectible
"modern" furniture made by the Heywood-Wakefield
Company. Virtually every piece of modern furniture
the company produced between 1936 and 1965 is
illustrated ancl identified by moclel number, descrip-
tion and years manufactured. 352 pgs. CB $18.95

Popular Art Deco: Depression Era Style And Design
by Robert Heide ancl John Gilman...A survey of
examples of "mociernistic" design in consumer items,
from clime-store rouge pots to radios. Z2B pgs. 410
illustrations, 200 in color. A $39.95

Streamline: American Art Deco Graphic Design bv
Stevc-rr Heller and Louise Fili...Nearly 200 illustrations
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BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE
of advertising and product packaging -
promoting everything from fashion,
food, and automobiles to interior design
and over-the-counter drugs - recall the
heyday of American modernist styling
in this tribute to the uniquely American
art deco design known as "Streamline."
184 color illus. 132 pgs. C $16.95

Industrial Design: Reflections of a Cen-
tury by ]ocelyn de Noblet, preface by Sir
Terence Conran...400 pgs. 600 illustra-
tions, 275 in color. A $65.00

Going, Going, Gone: Vanishing Ameri-
cana by Susan Jonas ancl Marilyn
Nissenson...Examines over 70 objects
and ideas from over the last 50 years
which once were taken for granted ancl
have now vanished from the American
scene, including bomb shelters and
automats. 192 pgs. 150 b/w illustrations.
c $16.95

Pastime: Telling Time From 7879 to
7959 by Philip Collins...This book
chronicles clocks of almost every imag-
inable variety -- a dazzling collection of
vintage and modern clocks, tangible
reminders of the styles and fads of by-
gone years. 108 pgs. C $14.95

Italian Art Deco: Graphic Design Be-
tween The Wars by Steven Heller ancl
Louise Fili...An exquisite showcase of
modern Italian graphic design. More
than 500 trademarks, labels, posters,
packages, calendars, and book and maga-
zine covers display the streamlinecl im-
agery, Futurist influence, and political
propaganda which came together to cre-
ate an extraordinary period of creative
vitality. 132 pgs. C $14.95

Dutch Moderne: Graphic Design From
De Stijl To Deco by Steven Heller an<l
Louise Fili...This is the first English
language book to document the elegant
typography and streamlined imagery
representative of Dutch Art Moderne
between the two World Wars. 200 color
illustrations. 132 pgs. C $16.95

riod memorable. Instant Expert ex-
plains fashion trends and the reasons
behind them, ancl explores fashion's
link with Hollywood and influential
people. This book also includes infor-
mation to help collectors get started or
expancl their collection such as lists of
show promoters, auction houses and
stores which specialize in vintage fash-
ion. 4" x 8 112". 153 pgs. AL $12.00

Fabulous Fifties: Designs For Modern
Living by Sheila Steinberg and Kate
Dooner... From furniture and lots of
textiles to Hawaiian shirts, poodle skirts,
vinyl handbags, gabardine jackets, rayon
dresses and more, nearly every aspect
of modern Iiving in the 1950s is shown
in full color. 770 color photographs. S

$55.95 Special price!

Art Deco by Richarcl Striner...A pocket-
sizecl sampler, showcasing the essence
of the Deco look in everything from
houses to train stations to diners and the
best of industrial clesign. 4 518" x 6" . 96
pgs. 55 illustrations. A $12.95

The Legend Of The Lighter by A.M.W.
Van Wert...Drawing from the collection
of the Dutch Cigarette Lighter Museum,
this book traces the history of the ciga-
rette lighter from its predecessor, the
tinder box, to the fashionable and ex-
quisitely decorated lighters of the 20th
century. 792 pgs. 150 full color illustra-
tions. A $45.00

]ackets Required: An Illustrated
History of American Book Jacket De-
sign, 1920-1950 by Steven Heller and
Seymour Chwast...Book jackets of the
1920s, '30s and '40s emerged during a

unique periocl in American commerical
clesign history as one of popular culture's
most vital graphic media. This fascinat-
ing ancl evocatively illustrated volume
presents a superb collection of 270 jack-
ets promoting a wide range of books,
while showcasing the talent of some of
the era's most exciting illustrators and
clesigners. 744 pgs. 270 full color illus-
trations. C $19.95

Heavenly Soles: Exttaordinary Twenti-
eth-Century Shoes by Mary
Trasko...Your favorite collection of
elegant, fanciful, and quirky 20th cen-
tury shoes. 132 pgs. 163 illustrations,
125 in color. A $19.95

Ruhlman: Master of Art Deco by Flo-
rence Camard...Back in print after sev-
eral years, this book details the life and
work of Art Deco master Jacques-Emile
Ruhlman. Regarded as the standard
reference on Ruhlman and his works.
312 pgs. 487 illustrations. 67 color pho-
tographs. H $65.00

Chairs reprinted, with an introcluction
by Ceorge Nelson, new introduction by
Stanley Abercrombie...When Chairs was
originally published by Interiors maga-
zine in 1953, the chair was a major
instrument for the introduction of Mod-
ernism in the home. George Nelson
assembled a significant collection of seat-
ing furniture for the book - over 300 - he
himself stating "I believe it is safe to
claim that within these pages there are
assembled more contemporary designs
for accommodating the posterior than
one would have believecl possible." The
impressive designers and design firms
included in this volume make it invalu-
able to the 20th century collector. 184
pgs. 350 illustrations. AC $55.00

Isamu Noguchi by Bruce Alt-
shuler...Presents a thorough survey of
the artist's life and work, as well as

statements by the artist, an illustratecl
chapter on technique, a chronology,
lists of exhibitions and public collec-
tions, an annotated bibliography and an
index. 128 pgs. 115 illustrations, 48 in
full color. A $22.95

Fifties Glass by Leslie Pina...Includes
artist and designer biographies, com-
pany histories/ an illustrated glossary,
an illustrated section on signatures and
labels, and a price guide with special
emphasis placed on Italian and Scandi-
navian glass. 378 color photographs, 4
black & white photographs. 224pgs. S

$49.95

Everyday Elegance: 1950s Plastics
Design by Holly Wahlberg...Traces
plastic's whirlwind rise from wartime
sham to postwar miracle, including all
the major manufacturers and trade
names. 112 pgs. 250 color photographs.
s $19.9s

Googie: Fifties Coffee Shop Architec-
ture by AIan Hess...This book traces the
evolution of these early postwar designs
in a lively yet learned essay profusely
illustrated with both color and black and
white photography. 144 pgs. C $14.95

Design 1935-1955: What Modern
Was...Selections from the Liliane and
David M. Stewart Collection of The
Montreal Museum of Decorative Arts,
with an essay by Paul Johnson. 416 pgs.
530 illustrations. 60 color photographs.
H $49.50

George Nelson, The Design of Modern
Design by Stanley Abercrombie...The
clefinitive work on this noted architect-
clesigner and design clirector of the
Herman Miller Company. M $55.00

Close Cover Before Striking: The
Golden Age of Matchbook Art by H.
Thomas Steele, Jim Heimann, and Rod
Dyer...Packed with 468 full color illus-
trations and fascinating information
about this unique collectible. 96 pgs. A
$21.95

Landmarks of Twentieth Century De-
sign: An Illustrated Handbook by
Kathryn Hiesinger and George
Marcus...This volume establishes the
definitive list of this century's clesign
milestones. Graphics, lighting, furni-
ture, textiles and more from the Ameri-
cas, Europe and Japan are included in
this must-have reference for individuals
interested in 20th century design. 432
pgs. 400 illustrations, 100 in full color. A
$ss.00

@ Architecture In Detail: Eames
House, Pacific Palisades, 1949, Charles
and Ray Eames by James Steele...The
Eames house was one of Charles Eames
few experiments with architecture, and
one of the most important of the "Case

Stucty" series of buildings. A most sig-
nificant building of the post-war era. C

$29.95

Architecture In Detail: Hoover Fac-
tory, London 1931-8 by Wallis, Cilbert
ancl Partners...Only recently saved from
destruction, the Hoover Factory on the
Great West Roacl is one of the most
colorful and characterful landmarks at
the western entrance to London. De-
signed in the 1930s to exemplify the
commercial confidence and prowess of
the Hoover company, this building is

@ rvtachine Art: Sixtieth-Anniver-
sary Edition with a new preface by
Philip Johnson...In 1934 the Museum of
Modern Art opened a landmark exhibi-
tion of machine-inspirecl design. Some
100 pieces in this show formed the basis
for the museum's renowned collection
of the best in modern design for indus-
trial, commercial and <lomestic objects.
On the 60th anniversary of the exhibi-
tion, the museum has republished a

facsimile of the original catalog. 122

b&w illustrations, 120 pgs. H $12.95

Instant Expert: Vintage Fashion & Fab-
rics by Pamela Smith...This inde-
spensible book chronicles the history of
fashion by periocl, and the designers
and manufacturers that made each pe-
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Women of Fashion: Twentieth Century
Designers by Valerie Steele...224 pgs.
200 illustrations, 100 in color. R $45.00

Art Plastic: Designed For Living by
Andrea DiNoto...228 pgs. 250 illust.,
144 in full color. A $55.00

Fit To Be Tied: Vintage Ties Of The
1940s and Early '50s by Rocl Dyer and
Ron Spark...This clelightful book pro-
vicles a colorful narrative story and vi-
sual feast of outlanclish ties cluring their
golden age in wartime & postwar
America. 682 vintage ties illus. in full
color. 96 pgs. A $27.95

The Bakelite Jewelry Book by Corinne
Davidov and Ginny Redington
Dawes...The greatest assemblage ever
seen of the colorful and clynamic jew-
elry that flourishecl as a Depression-era
craze. 1,56 pgs. 160 illustrations, 150 in
full color. A $45.00

Eames Design: The Work of The Office
of Charles And Ray Eames by John
Neuhart, Marilyn Neuhart, ancl Ray
Eames. 456pgs. 3,504illustrations. 2,107
color photographs. H $95.00
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one of the world's finest Art Deco struc-
tures. C 529.99

Montage and Modern Lifet 1979-1942
edited by Matthew Teitelbaum... The
development of photomontage tech-
niques during the early 1920s and 1930s
had a profound influence on contempo-
rary art and mass meclia. Through
unexpected juxtapositions and discon-
tinuous images and some of the most
sophisticated and least-cultivatecl im-
ages of montage, this book demonstrates
the way a common set of social and
cultural themes was broadly articulated.
100 illus. 208 pgs. M $15.95

Hats: Five Centuries of Status, Style
and Glamour by Colin McDowell...224
pgs. 280 illustrations, 200 in color. R
$s0.00

@ colt"ctor's Encyclopedia of
Sascha Brastoff by Steve Conti, A.
DeWayne Bethany, Bill Seay... With the
collaboration of life-long friends, rela-
tives and admirers, this stylish biogra-
phy provides a picture of the brilliant
career and works of one of the most
prolific contemporary artists. It's filled
with newspaper clippings, hundreds of
vintage photos, Ietters, mementos, pho-
tos of Sascha's home and personal art
collection, and great Hollywood stories.
There's also a special collectors section
featuring over 300 color photos with
current values. 320 pgs. C $24.95

Art and the Machine: An Account of
Industrial Design in 20th Century
America by Sheldon Cheney and Martha
Cheney... Art and the Machine is the
definitive theoretical statement of the
essential place of art and design in in-
dustrialized America, originally pub-
Iished in 1936. Reprinted, with over 150
b/w photographs, this volume traces the
emergence and evolution of industrial
design in all its manifestations. 325 pgs.
157 illustrations. AC $49.95

Rhinestones! by Nancy Schiffer....
Illustrated with nearly 300 color photo-
graphs of hunclreds of examples of gor-
geous jewelry never publishecl before,
this study focuses on the rhinestone
industry, personalities and ctesigners.
160 pgs. S Sale price $11.95!

In The Deco Style by Dan Llein, Nancy
A. McClelland and Malcom Haslam...288
pgs. 346 illustrations, 236 in color. R

$40.00

Mexican Silver: 20th Century
Handwrought Jewelry and Metalwork
by Penny Chittim Morrill and Carole A.
Berk...Extensive research sheds new
light on the life and art of William
Spratling, Margot van Voorhies, Fred
Davis ancl Hubert Harmon, and on the
artisans who worked for them, making

this book the definitive study of Mexi-
can silver jewelry and decorative ob-

iects. 272 pgs. 440 photographs, 405 in
color. S $59.95

Plastic Handbags: Sculpture To Wear
by Kate E. Dooner...Over 300 color pho-
tographs are used to reveal the beauty of
these works of art, with separate sec-
tions for each manufacturer. 112 pgs. S

$24.95

50s PopularFashions for Men, Women,
Boys & Girls by Roseann Ettinger...The
day ancl evening dresses, suits, sports
clothing, sweaters, ties, socks, and
sleepwear so typical of the Fifties are
pictured in this bright and catchy book
of everyday fashions for men, women,
boys and girls. Over 600 color photo-
graphs ancl sales catalog advertisements
bring the clothes right into your living
room. A glossary defines terms as they
were used in the Fifties, and the index
will help locate your favorite article. 160
pgs. 633 color photographs. S $29.95

Modern Furniture Classics by Miriam
Stimpson...This compenclium of inter-
national furniture classics of all types
offers data on 325 of the most influential
pieces from 1855 to the present. Ar-
ranged chronologically and stylistically,
the book includes indexes by designer,
piece, manufacturer, distributor, gal-
lery and museum. 330 halftone illus., 45
line clrawings. 208 pgs. WG $35.00

@ rn" watch of rhe Future by
Rene Rondeau...The complete story of
the world's first battery-powered wrist-
watch, developed by the Hamilton
Watch Company, is told for the first
time. Also included is an illustration of
every production model of the Hamilton
Electric Watch, a clescription of the most
collectible watches, and a special chap-
ter of advice on collecting, repairing,
evaluating and maintaing these unique
watches. 170 illustrations. 168 pgs. RR
529.95

Railway Posters 7923-1947 by Beverly
Cole and Richard Durack...160 pgs. 250
illustrations, 200 in color. R $29.95

Contemporary Classics: Furniture of
the Masters by Charles D. Gandy,
FASID, and Susan Zimmermann-
Stidham. . .This elegant volume contains
superb photographs of masterpieces in
furniture design along with scaled line
drawings of their clesigns and a detailed
text. 172b&willus. 176pgs. WG $16.95

Pottery, Modern Wares 1920-7960 by
Leslie Pina...This book explores pro-
duction pottery, the factory made and
hand decorated wares procluced by se-
lected American and European compa-
nies, such as Cowan, Susie Cooper,

Clarice Cliff, Roseville Futura, Fiesta
and American Modern. 240 pgs. 582
color photographs. S $49.95

Forties and Fifties Popular lewelry by
Roseann Ettinger...Thousands of ex-
amples of costume ancl semi-precious
jewelry from this era pack these pages in
full color photographs and identifying
text. Wonderful advertisements of the
period add a graphic sense of the cloth-
ing styles with which the jewelry was
originally worn. 160 pgs. 510 color
photographs. S $29.95

Elvis + Marilyn: 2X Immortal introduc-
tion by Davicl Halberstam...This fasci-
nating book explores Elvis's and
Marilyn's transformation into myth and
symbol in 120 works of art by Andy
Warhol, Keith Haring, Robert
Rauschenberg, ancl others. Essays by
experts from art history, psychology,
feminist criticism, ancl popular music
and culture examine aspects of icon-
making in contemporary society. 172
pgs. 130 illustrations, 80 in color. R
$25.00

Philco Radio: 192&1942by Ron Ramirez
and Michael Prosise...A superb refer-
ence book on Philco, the leading radio
manufacturer during radio's "Golden
A9"." Specifications given for each
model, along with a year-by-year look at
Philco's radio line. 160 pgs. 87 b& w
photographs, 464 in color, 277line draw-
ings. S $29.95

In And Out of Fashion by William
Klein...William Klein is one of the most
influential American photographers of
our time, but until now he has been
better known to a mass audience in
Europe than in the United States. His
fashion photographs for Vogue in the
fifties and sixties reflected his roots in
tabloids and B movies, and his use of
wide-angle lenses and an "open flash"
technique was innovative for his time.
256 pgs.9L duotone plates, 74 full color
plates. RH $65.00

@ Toy Bop: Kid Classics of the '50s
& '50s by Tom Frey...This exciting vol-
ume contains over 350 exquisite color
photos of cherished toy classics from
pop culture's most celebrated era. Filled
with fun facts and behind-the-scenes
anecdotes, it's a valuable ancl enjoyable
reference for both collectors and nostal-
gia buffs. 180 pgs. FD $39.95

A Stiff Drink and a Close Shave: The
Lost Art of Manliness bv Robert Sloan
and Steven Guarnaccia...An entertain-
ing book showcasing typical men's
trappings of the 1930s, '40s ancl '50s -
including shaving brushes, barware,
poker chips, and cigarette lighters -

complete with advertising images ancl

product designs of a bygone era. 96 pgs.
150 full color photographs. C $12.95

Between Transcendence and Brutality,
American Sculptural Drawings From
The 1940s and 1950s by Douglas
Dreishpoon, Tampa Museum of Art...
109 pgs. 139 black ancl white photo-
graphs, seven color plates. T $15.00

The Herman Miller Collection (1952)

furniture designed by George Nelson
and Charles Eames, with occasional
pieces by Isamu Noguchi, Peter Hvidt
and O.M. Nielsen, with a new intro-
duction by Ralph Caplan...The collec-
tion of furniture offerecl through the
1952 Herman Miller catalog had been
clescribed in its time as the most impor-
tant collection of modern furniture in
America. The furniture has been highly
sought after as has the scarce catalog
itself . The Herman Miller Company has
endorsed the reprinting of this previ-
ously harcl-to-find classic, once again
making available this essential refer-
ence for furniture collector, scholar, ancl
home furnisher alike. 124 pgs. 11x8.5
in. illustrated. Cloth, dust jacket. $37.50

@Machine Age to Jet Age:
Radiomania's Guide to Tabletop Ra-
dios 1933-1959 by Mark. V. Stein...The
most comprehensive pictorial guide on
tabletop raclios to date, with over 1,400
radios inclividually picturecl, iclentified
and valued. 1,400 halftone illus. 255
pgs. RM $24.95

Trademarks of the '40s & '50s bv Eric
Baker ancl Tyler Blik.. .156 pgs. C $14.95

Collector's Guide to LuRay Pastels by
Bill and Kathy Meehan...This colorful
book inclucles a history of the company,
a comprehensive guide to the many
colors and shapes of LuRay Pastels, as
well as Vistosa, Coral Craft, Conversa-
tion, Versatile, ancl Pebbleford. Vintage
ads and catalogs are also reprocluced.
176 pgs. CB $18.95

@ Ctatt In The Machine Age: 1920-
1945 The History of Twentieth Century
American Craft Edited by Janet
Karclon...Focusing on one of the most
dynamic, fertile periods in American
clesign, this book clisplays superb works
in ceramics, glass, metal, textiles ancl
woocl by artists such as Russel Wright,
Frederick Carder, Charles Eames, and
Viktor Schreckengost which reveal the
interplay between craft and technology.
A team of experts discusses the major
practitioners of the era, and an exten-
sive reference section is inclucled. 257
illustrations, 90 in color. 304 pgs. H
$49.50 (available late October 1995)
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Collectible Glassware from the '40s,
'50s and '50s by Cene Florence...This is
the only book available that deals exclu-
sively with the mass producecl glass-
ware from the 1940s through the 1960s.
Over 58 patterns with complete descrip-
tions, sizes and dates of production.
192 pgs. CB $19.95

Design In America: The Cranbrook
Vision 7925-1950...265 illustrations, 62
in color. 352 pgs. H $49.50

Collector's Encyclopedia of California
Pottery by Jack Chipman...This com-
prehensive reference and value guide
details over twenty-six companies with
complete histories ancl background in-
formation. 168 pgs. 300 color photos.
cB $24.95

Collectible Aluminum by Everett
Grist...An informative guide including
over 430 photos featuring hancl wrought,
forged, cast, and hammered aluminum.
Everything from ashtrays to smoking
stands, jewelry to tables and hundreds
of serving pieces. 160 pgs. CB $16.95

Collector's Guide to Transistor Radios
by Marty and Sue Bunis...lncludes in-
formation on over 2,000 clifferent tran-
sistor radios representing over 248 com-
panies. Over 200 full color photographs
with complete descriptions and current
values. 256 pgs. CB $15.95

Pocket Watches by Leor-rarclo Leonardi
and Gabriele Ribolini...From the Bella
Cosa Library comes this exquisitely de-
signed small-format book featuring
watches by Longines, Roles, Breguet,
and other renowned manufacturers.
5 712" x 6 1,12". 144 pgs. 117 full color
photographs. C S12.95

and racing. 5 ll2" x 61.12" . 744 pgs. 113

full color photographs. C $12.95

Details of Frank Lloyd Wright: The
California Work, 1909-7974 by |uclith
Dunham...The first book to feature
Wright's interior details in an expan-
sive, photographic format, offering a

comprehensive look at each of the 24
California homes and public buildings
designecl by Wright over a 60 year pe-
riocl - including the celebrated Barnsclall
and Sturges residences and the Marin
County Civic Center - down to indi-
viclual clecorative cletails such as furni-
ture, lighting and clraperies. 144 pgs.
175 full color photographs. C $29.95

@rne Martini: An lllustrated His-
tory of an American Classic by Barnaby
Conrad III... The first book of its kincl to
explore the drink's wicle appeal, this
volume serves up a fabulous cocktail of
martini-inspired art, cartoons, col-
lectibles, advertisements, and film stills
that reveal how cleeply this classic has
permeated every aspect of American
culture. Complete with bartending lore,
traclitional martini recipes, literary ex-
cerpts, memorable movie scenes and
more, The Mnrtini offers a toast to this
intoxicating symbol of the American
clream. 150 color, b&w and line draw-
ing illus. 1.32p9s. C$24.95

Character Trademarks by John
Mendenhall...Classic traclemark char-
acters from the past century, including
Sally Shopwell and Elsie The Cow. 132
pgs. C $14.95

Snapshot Poetics: Allen Ginsberg's Pho-
tographic Memoir of the Beat Era by
Allen Cinsberg...96 pgs. C $12.95

Coast lazz of the '50s & '50s - The
Album Cover Art...eclitecl by Craham
Marsh ancl Glyn Callingham, Foreword
by William Claxton. ll2 pgs. C $24.95

Vintage Volkswagens: Photography by
the Flat 4 Proiect...120 pgs. C $14.95

American Jukebox: The Classic Years
by Vincent Lynch...120 pgs. C $16.95

Made In Japan: Transistor Radios of
the 1950s and 1950s by Roger Handy,
Maureen Erbe, and Aileen Farnan
Antonier...108 pgs. C $16.95

Dorothea Lange: American Photographs
essays by Sandra Phillips, John
Szarkowski, and Therese Thau
Heyman...Perhaps best known for her
documentation of migrant families in
the 1930s, Dorothea Lange has long
been acknowleclgecl for her unforget-
table photographs of twentieth century
American life. This volume traces the
artist's career from her first work captur-
ing the effects of the Great Depression
through the 1940s and 1950s. Features
over 100 cluotone images, many never
before published, ancl three interpretive
essays. 156 pgs. 140 duotone photo-
graphs. C $24.95

Le Corbusier: Ideas and forms by Wil-
liam |.R. Curtis...Le Corbusier has been
one of the clominant forces in twentieth
century architecture, and many of the
forms he created have become arche-
types of Modernism. This highly ac-

claimecl book provides a comprehensive
ancl objective survey of Le Corbusier's
career and his imaginative and philo-
sophic activities. 240 pgs.31 color,21,2
b&w illustrations. C $29.95

Art of Rock: Posters From Presley To
Punk by Paul Crushkin...Electric, out-
rageous, erotic, blatant, vital - 1500 rock
concert posters from the 1950s through
the 1980s are reprocluced in their origi-
nal blazing colors in this complete visual
history. 512 pgs. 1500 full color illustra-
tions, 150 b&w photographs. A $49.98

@collector's Encyclopedia of Met-
lox Potteries by Carl Gibbs Jr....This
three-part volume begins with the his-
tory of Metlox Potteries, following with
a massive section on the dinnerware
lines, chronologically listing every item
of each pattern by name ancl division.
Finally there's a section on the artware
lines - the Walt Disney figurines, etc.
Also featured are original brochure re-

prints, current collector values ancl 250
full-color photos. 288 pgs. CB $24.95

Dashboards by David Holland ...The
lure of the classic car is undeniable, and
one of the quintessential features of any
classic car is the dashboard. Through
expert photography of over fifty cars,
this book presents the reader with an
array of luxury and inventiveness, from
the engine-turned metal of the 1937
Cord to the sporting pedigree of the
1953 Aston Martin DB 214 with its
plethora of gauges and switches, con-
trols and lights. Each dashboard is
lovingly photographed and described
in cletail. 224 pgs. 169 color illustra-
tions. C $39.95

Modern American Designby The Ameri-
can Union of Decorative Artists and
Craftsmen, edited by R.L. Leonard and
C.A. Glassgold, with a new introduc-
tion by Mel Byars...Reprinted for the
first time in six decades, this rare vol-
ume shorrycases the works of the mem-
bers of The American Union of Decora-
tive Artists and Craftsmen, whose ros-
ter included such design giants as Donald
Deskey and Gilbert Rohde. 290 illus.
208 pgs. AC $70.00

American Art Deco by Alastair
Duncan...502 illustrations, 233 in full
color. 288 pgs. H $60.00

@ cottectible Plastic Kitchenware
& Dinnerware 1935-1955 by Michael
Goldberg...This book covers the decades
of plastic's first technological develop-
ment, its transition from military to
domestic production, ancl its take over
of the popular market. A price guide is
inclurled. 428 color photographs. 192

pgs. S $29.95

The American Design Adventure by
Arthur J. Pulos....375 illustrations, 456
pgs. M $30.00

Women's Hats by Aclele Cam-
pione...From the Bella Cosa Library
comes this small-format reference book
showcasing fabulous hats fashioned
from 1880 to 1969, complete with a

glossary of hat making terms. 5112" x 6
112". 144 pgs. 103 full color photo-
graphs. C $12.95

The Bicycle by Fermo Galbiati and Nino
Ciravegna...From the Bella Cosa Library
comes this charming small-format refer-
ence book which focuses its attention on
vintage, pre-1950 bicycles. Full color
photographs survey the evolution of the
bicycle and present an extraordinary
range of models - from taxi bikes ancl
fireman's bikes to those usecl for touring

@ Nu* York Hot: East Coast |azz
of the '50s & '50s - The Album Cover
Art...editeci by Craham Marsh and Clyn
Callingham. 112pgs. C $24.95
also available...California Cool: West

*<
Orders to:

Deco Echoes Publications
PO Box 2321, Mashpee, MA 02649
Make checks payable to: Deco Echoes, US funds only, no cash or coD's
Quantitv Title Price each Total

order Total*Foreign orders call for adcli
tional shipping charges

Allow 3-O weeks for delivery

5o/o tax (MA residents only)
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Art Deco Shop
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Nashville, Tennessee 37204
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Carpets
Handmade carpets from the '20s . '50s.

Arts & Crafts, Art Nouveau, Art Deco,

Jugendstihl, Art Moderne. Send color
photographs with sizes to gallery

address below.

F.J. Hakimian
136 East 57th Street, NY, NY 10022

212-37 1-6900 (Fax) 2 1 2.753.027 7
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Furniture by
Eames,Knoll,
Nelson,Aalto,

Dunbar,
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Specializing
in Art
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Paintings
Sculpture
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Reproduction Fiberglass
Lampshades

Many styles & colors

1-900-276-3723

To inquire about wholesale
distributorship

or a retailer near you call
I

@oa(3o60e
"Furnishings for the Modern Family"

At Lakeside Antiques 14866 Red Arrow Hwy. Lakes
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venini: The Post-war Years
(continued from page 45) developed a 31

character alphabet of these small murrines
and utilized wide bands of murrines
separtaing translucent glass in vases and
bowls. He never mixed several alphabeti-
cal letters in one piece and never spelled
words or phrases.

Paolo Venini himself became famous
for three series of glass. The first was the
lnciso series. lnciso glass is a very thick,
heav/, clear glass with very finely etched
horizontal lines throughout the surface.
What makes inciso different is the inner
core, or cores, of a second or third trans-
parent color in a sommerso technique. The
lnciso series made an appearance at The
Corning Museum's New Glass exhibition
of 7959. Inciso glass proved to be very
popular, and was used to create perfume
bottles and vases. [photo 3] The company
still produces examples of the technique.

The second, more esoteric series and
much rarer than the lnciso series, are his
murrine vases from 1954. These pieces
utilize very small pieces of fused glass, in
the case of the illustrated vase, [photo on
pg.6l in green and red glass, put together
in an opaque web. This series was done in
several different colors and shapes.

The third series Venini is credited
with creating was the Mosaica Filigrana
series. This series was a resPonse to
Archimede Seguso's Merlatti lncalmo se-
ries and is comprised of a very fine, three
dimensional netting of glass suspended
within a thick-walled vase. These pieces
usually came in turquoise blue, black or
white on clear glass.

In 1.958, Carlo Scarpa came to Paolo
Venini to ask a favor, to introduce his son,

Tobia, to glass. Tobia Scarpa was a natural
designer with a'60s flair, and took many of
the dormant ideas of his father and brought
them into fruition in what was to become
a '60s feel. He used murrines, small pieces
of glass, fused into a larger form, to perfec-
tion. His Occhi series, or Eyes, is highly
sought after. The technique consisted of
small squares of clear glass framed by a

second (or even a third color) to form a

windowed vase. He also utilized murrines
in plates, bowls and vases, some with a

carved exterior.
Paolo Venini, who had been in the

glass business since 1927, died in 1959,but
he was to leave one last legacy. Shortly
before his death, arrangements were made
for a young American, Thomas Stearns, to
study at Venini on a Fellowship. In 1960,

Thomas Stearns arrived at Venini to find a

new director, Ludovico de Santillana.
Santillana, Venini's son-in-law, an archi-
tect, had taken over the company.
Santillana encouraged Stearns to experi-
ment. Stearns learned the techniques of
glass from Paolo Venini's great glass mas-
ters. With the help of the young master,
Checco Ongaro, Stearns started experi-
menting in ways never tried before. His
work was radical in design and was the
true forerunner of the Studio Glass Move-
ment which was to start in the late 1960s.

The work of Thomas Stearns was so fan-
tastic and great that Santillana featured
Stearn's work in a single case of six vases
at the 1961Biennale of Venice. Stearns and
Venini won the much-coveted GrandPrize
for the work. Unfortunately, in one of the
great travesties of justice, the judges, when
they found out that Stearns was not an
Italian, rescinded the award.

After Venini's death, the factory con-
tinued its work, but it had lost its guiding
spirit. This was not due to Santillana. He
worked hard to stay in touch with the
times with creative new work. He hired
new designers, both young and old. He
brought in Tapio Wirkkala, the great Finn-
ish designer, to work for the first time in
colored glass. Toni Zucchieri created great
designs, especially his Guinea Fowls. Toots
Zynsky, the American ex-patriate also
worked at the factory. Santillana should be
credited with helping found the Studio
Glass Movement, not only by encouraging
Thomas Stearns, but also by inviting three
young Americans to Venice to learn the
techniques of glass: Dale Chiluly, Jamie
Carpenter and Richard Marquist. They
have gone on to epitomize the Studio
Glass Movement.

Unfortunately for Santillana and the
company, the problem was that the times
had changed. The emphasis throughout
the world was not on design but on mass
production. Design and individual work-
manship did not have the importance and
the premium it once had. The times were
different, and no company could survive
in the way Venini once had.

The company still exists on the island
of Murano, though there are no family
members in residence. It is a subsidiary of
a large, bottom-line oriented, corporate
parent. They try to exist on the old
designs of Venini. Hopefully, they will
wake up and start encouraging and find-
ing the new, young Fulvio Bianconi's and
Carlo Scarpa's to lead them into the 21st
century. E
- Howard Lockwood is the publisher and editor of the

auarterlu newsletter Vetri: ltalian Class News.

Show Updates
(continued from page 40) Sunday from 11-

5p*. Two-day admission is $7 in advance,

$8 at the door. A Sneak-Preview Party
benefit will be held on Friday, November
3, from 6-9pm; tickets are $35 Per Person/
which includes a two-day show admis-
sion.

Pre-Show events include "Frank Lloyd
Wright in Oak Park/River Forest," a walk-
ing and driving tour of some of Wright's
most stunning masterpieces. The tour is
scheduled for October 25 from 9-3pm.
Tickets are $50, including lunch, reserva-
tions are limited. Then, Gregory Wittkopp,
director of the Cranbrook Academy of Art
Museum in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan,
will present "Saarinen House and Garden:
A Total Work of Art." This slide lecture is
set for October 29 at 2prn Tickets are $10.

The Modernism Show, which is pro-
duced by volunteers, benefits the Winnetka
Community House, a non-profit institu-
tion serving North Shore community in-
terests. For further information on the
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show or pre-show events call (708) 446-

0537.
Triple Pier Expo
Mark your calendar! Stella Show Manage-
ment Company's incomparable Manhat-
tan Antiques & Collectibles Triple Pier
Expo (with over 600 exhibitors each week-
end) returns to New York City's Passenger
Ship Terminal Piers for two glorious week-
ends in November 7995 - November 77-12
and Novmeber 18-19. Each weekend fea-
tures a completely different show, with
totally different merchandise on hand.
Show hours are Saturday 9-6pm and Sun-
day 1,7-7pm. Admission is $10. For further
show information call (212) 685-4647 or
(201) 384-0010.
Miami Modernism
The Third Annual Miami Modernism Show
is scheduled to take place January 79-21,,

7996 at the James L. Knight Center in
Miami, Florida. In just two years, Miami
Modernism has become an internationally
recognized exhibition of the highest cali-
ber, due to its unparelleled roster of 70

nationwide dealers.
Virtually every major fine art and de-

sign movement from 1900 to 7970 is repre-
sented, including Art Deco, Moderne, Art
Noveau, Cubism, Bauhaus, WPA, Social
Realism, Arts & Crafts, Machine Age,
Surrealism, and Fifties and Sixties.

Miami Modernism takes place Janu-
ary L9-21, 1996, the weekend after the
annual Miami Beach "Art Deco Weekend."
Plan ahead to enjoy a full week in Florida!
For complete discount travel, hotel and
Miami Modernism ticket packages, call
ARTours International at 1 (800) 226-6972.
Show hours are Saturday 11-8pm and Sun-
dry 1.1-6pm, with the Friday evening
"Early Buyers Preview" from 6pm-9pm.
For further show information call (313)

886-3443. IE

- For additional upcoming show dates and
locations, consult the Calendar of Eoents found
on page 37
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Jens Risom
(continued from page 33) wanted to develop
new furniture. So we decided to do some-
thing together on strictly a freelance basis.
And this we did over the next five or six
years.

The basic plan was I would design and
be responsible for production with the sub-
contractors who would make it for us. With
his connections, Hans would sell it, and
keep the thing going if I was drafted into the
army.

In July, 7947, H.ans, his first wife, my
wife, and I drove across the country for three
months to see what was going on in the
design and architectural field, and to see
where we should concentrate our efforts
with architects. Thanks to Howard Myers,
who introduced us to a lot of the leading
architects and designers around the coun-
try, we were well received.
MJ: In December of that year, the Japanese
invaded Pearl Harbor.
JR: Yes, and I knew it wouldn't be long
before I ended up in the army along with
everyone else. And so to keep things mov-
ing, we hurriedly got a small showroom
ready to present the first group of designs,
the 600 series.
MJ: You invited people in for a showing?
JR: Yes. We put together loose-leaf sets of
mounted black and white photographs as

catalogues and then mailed these to a rather
select group of architects and designers. The
stores were just not interested, being quite
content for the most part with their more
easy-to-sell traditional pieces.

Soon after we began showing our line it
was pretty obvious that we had hit on ex-
actly the kind of furniture that was needed
by the USO and the military: inexpensive
furniture that would stand up under all
kinds of conditions.
MJ: So, you had that in rnind? That this new
furniture should be functional and fairly
durable, to be used by the arrned services?
JR: Yes. This furniture was strictly for
lounges, and for service centers, of which
there were a lot. You see, there was no
furniture available. Every furniture factory
had gone into war work. Herman Miller was
making glider parts, laminating wood frames.
The only way we could produce furniture at
that time was to work with non-critical and
inexpensive materials. For example, we used
parachute webbing for chair seats and backs.
MJ: Who came up with that idea?
JR: This kind of chair webbing design had
been done for a long time in Europe. It's a

sirnple thing. And about the easiest way to
make a chair seat. But webbing was not easy
to come by. Then we learned about all this
parachutewebbing that didn'tmeet the speci-
fications of the military. Here we had a

material that wasn't good enough for "float-
ing" a G.I. down to the ground, yet it was
just fine for our chair seats. And so that's
what we used. It was sheer luck.
MJ: a review of the 1940s architectural
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and interior design journals clearly indicates
how popular this furniture was with leading
architects.
JR: Yes, the designs were acceptable and
there wasn't much else available for the
consumer. PIus, Hans Knoll was trernen-
dously ambitious in sales and rnarketing. It
was a good combination.

By the time I carne back from the army
in1945, Hans Knoll's future wife-to-be, "Shu"
(Florence Shust) had moved in. They had
met, worked together, and were about to tie
the knot. It was quite obvious that Shu
would be the "guiding spirit" as design direc-
tor. And she would be a good one. Looking
back, I don't believe Hans and I would ever
have started a company together, so this was
a good solution and I was very pleased for
both of us. I had a great respect for Shu. In
any case, Hans asked me if I would work
over some of my earlier designs, so I "carne
back" for a while.
MJ: And you helped with a small project
that involved the first Saarinen chair, the
Grasshopper chair?
JR: One Saturday in 7946, Saarinen and I
rnet at the office and he sketched out the
chair, full size, making the overall profile.
And I was supposed to draw it up in detail.
It did seem to work, and a nice Saarinen
chair, their first, was the result.
MJ: That doesn't sound like the kind of work
you would want to do on a regular basis.
JR: No, but it was pretty obvious that nei-
ther Hans nor Shu would want to continue
with my designs alone. And with her rela-
tionships with so many other designers, she
could attract and bring in all the big narnes
to their new company. And the result, of
course, was an exciting organization which
I'rn pretty sure I respected rnuch more than
they did my own company later on.
M[ Shu was an ambitious woman. She
made Knoll.
JR: Yes. They were perfectly matched for
each other. Both were enormously arnbi-
tious. And Shu had a tremendous flair for
design and interior planning.
MJ: Jeffrey Osborne, who headed up Knoll
Design fuom \977 to 1987, told me recently
that Harry Bertoia's wife, Brigitta, contacted
the Knolls by letter saying Harry was not
getting a fair shake for his work with Eames.
And when Shu saw, among other things, the
Eiffel Tower base that Bertoia had designed
for the Earnes wire chair, she irnmediately
decided that Bertoia must come east and
work for Knoll.
JR: Yes, Shu got what she wanted. They
worked out a good arrangement for Harry,
and a aery gLtod one for thernselves.
MJ: Although it probably took a little longer
than they expected, his wire chairs were
certainly worth the wait. They've become
great classics in chair design.
JR: Of course. And don't forget Bertoia's
sculptures. You see, Shu had great instincts.
She also had the design and architecture
background, having grown up with the

Saarinen family, and then studying at
Cranbrook alongside Bertoia and Eames,
and under Mies van der Rohe in Chicago.
MJ: So you left Hans and Shu in 1946 and
formed your own company, Jens Risom
Design?
JR: Hans wasn't very happy to see me
become a competitor. But I needed to be on
my own. So that was that. In any case, by
then, by name meant even a little more. And
for one or two reasons, I guess I survived
quite nicely.
MJ: So now you could futfill your dream of
designing, manufacturing and selling your
own line of furniture?
JR: Yes. And just as my association with
Hans at that time, it was only a small begin-
ning. The pieces were subcontracted and we
had a small core of craftsmen and shops who
did excellent work. But then you didn't need
much in1946 to get started; the country was
growing very fast. Of course nothing is ever
that easy, but actually, Jens Risom Design
grew quite rapidly.
MJ: In the mid-1950s you ran a national
advertising campaign with stylish photos by
Richard Avedon with only a single line of
copy/ "The answer is Risom."
JR: Yes, that campaign looked good, and it
became sort of a trade mark for us. And I
think we were very parallel, if not in size, at
least in type of design production, quality,
and performance with Knoll and Herman
Miller. We were considered the Big Three in
good modern furniture. Yet we were suffi-
ciently different in our designs. And some-
how, we got along well, covering fairly
different markets.
MJ: There seems to be a growing interest in
good modern furniture. Perhaps it's because
these pieces are coming into the realm of
"antique/collectibles," and so they are be-
coming even more valuable to a broader
group of consumers.
JR: I believe you are right. And, well, any-
way, I always took the viewpoint that our
contemporary design really appealed to only
a very small percentage of the population.
But when you start out with 250 million
people, even a very little percentage of that
is pretty nice. You know, it was enough to
feed us, and quite a few others. [B

- Author Mark lespersen is currently a senior writer
rnith MEDED, a pharmaceutical adaertising agency
in Connecticut. He was preoiously a creatioe director
with Milo Baughman, the contemporary designer for
Thayer-Coggin furniture. Coincidentally, I espersen' s

great uncle, Gustao W einreich, a Danish woodcaroer
and craftsman, owned the furniture company AIS
Normina zohich produced top-quality furniture in
Copenhagen from L930 until 1960, some of uthich
was designed by lens Risom.

-Photographer Sharon Occhipinti is n graduate of
Pratt lnstitute and currently a senior art director
with McCann Erickson in New York.
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Classifieds

RATES:
Every Echoes Reporl subscriber is entitled to one
free classified ad (maximum 15 words).

Rates are25 cents per word, with a $5.00 minimum.
Phone number counts as one word, no charge for zip
code. Payment must accompany ad (US funds only).
Please type classified ads, thank you.

Deadlines for insertion are as follows:
February 1st, May 1st, August 1st, November 1st

Send classified ads to: Deco Echoes
PO Box 2321
Mashpee, MA 02649

Or fax with credit card number, expiration date
and signature to:

(508) 428-0077 24 hours

Wanted: Noguchi for Herman Miller,
Fin-leg table, stool, sofa, also Akari
lamps. Call (301) 699-9248.

Wanted: BAKELITE FRUIT & FIG-
URAL BOXES. Phone Diane (314)
664-7572.

Wanted: Books on vintage denim.
M. Disimile, 814 Washington St.,
Hoboken, NJ 07030.

Wanted: Lindbergh/Spirit of St. Louis
and other aviation memorabilia.
JoenaMeier, 1 Millwood ManorLane,
Jacksonville, lL 62650. (217) 243-
7032.

Wanted: Fiesta small dessert bowls
and 2 Heywood-Wakefield bow
chairs. Selling: '50s ceiling light fix-
tures. (813) 748-0680.

Wanted: Lady Head Vases, one or
whole collection. Micha el, 642loma,
Long Beach, CA 90814. (310) 439-
0509.

Wanted: Advertising figures! Buy,
sel l, trade. Atomic Age, 222 Almonle,
Mill Valley, CA 94941. (415) 388-
581 B.

Wanted: Pillin pottery, private col-
lector. Kathy, 614 Pear Tree Circle,
Columbia, MO 65203. (314) 442-
4210.

Wanted: 1960s leather miniskifts,
microskirts, and hotpants. No suede
or vinyl. Steve Hannan, 141 East
Central St., Natick, MA 01760.

Wanted: We buy early 20th century
furniture, pottery, glass and quality
lamps and chandeliers. (408) 624-
8245.

Wanted:'30s/'40s/'50s/early'60s
kitchen items and appliances in fair
working condition and/or informa-
tion on finding such gems. Any items
or ideas are appreciated. Send pho-
tos and prices to: Babs, 6109
Princeton, Glen Echo, MD 20812.

Wanted: '40s and'50s mens clothes.
Bowling shirts, Hawaiians, cowboy
boots, etc. Fiesta, 3322 Magazine,
New Orleans, LA 701 15. (S04) 899-
4469,leave message.

Wanted: Paul McCobb Ladderback/
Shovel chairs from Planner Group.
Keith (504) 522-2226.

Wanted: Eames furniture for Evans
Products Co. & Herman Miller -

chairs, tables, storage units, screens.
Also any unusual items including
toys, radios, wire sofa, letters. Call
(301) 69s-9248.

Wanted: Posters that feature the
name "Nora." Nora Rawlinson, 125

Congress St. #2, Brooklyn, NY
11201.

Wanted: Plastic radios by Kadette/
lnternational Radio Corp. David
Mednick, Fort Lee, NJ. (201) 461-
3082.

Wanted: ltems by Donald Deskey;
items from the Normandie. John
Antonelle, 309 East 87 St. #6L, New
York, NY 10128.

Wanted: Zeppelin shaker; Nor-
mandy pitcher; Polaroid lamp; Spar-
tan radio. Curt Hamilton, 2035
Wagner Road, Glenview, lL 60025.
(708) 657-7416.

Wanted: Outdoor lounging f urnitu re
- '60s poolside. Pueblo Deco, 10N
Calle Primorosa, Tucson, AZ 85716.

Wanted: Norman BelGeddes 1g33
black & chrome five-drawer highboy
with original finish, pulls and paper
label(s); Heywood-Wakefield har-
monic china cabinet with original
wheat finish. (61 7) 354-61 07.

Wanted: Penny arcade, Pinballand
Coin-operated games from the 1 g30s
to '50s. lf it costs "l c or5c to play, l'm
interested. Larry Bieza, 1 446 Albany
Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55108. (612)
644-9473.

Wanted: Hammered Aluminum -

Buy, Sell, Trade: Cellini, Armour,
August, Smith and others. Please
contact Kris - 1164 Snapper Dam
Road, Landisville, PA 17538. (717)
898-7504.

Wanted: Deco, Noveau - Porcelain
Figurines (nudes, dancers, posers,
etc.) by Goldscheider, Lenci,
Keramos, Katzenhutte, Dux, etc.
Collector/historian also seeks publi-
cation quality photos (4"x6"+) from
your personal collection for inclu-
sion in book. Contributions acknowl-
edged in print. lnclude size, manu-
facturer, signatures, markings, con-
dition (damaged o.k.). Deco Pris-
oner, Box 31728, Philadelphia, PA
19147.

Wanted: Russel Wright ware and
pottery. Bauer ringware. Patti
Shapiro, 3805 Dundee Road,
Northbrook, lL 60062.

Wanted: 1950s salt & pepper shak-
ers and kitchen decorations. Joseph
Stremlau, 34637 Wood, Livonia, Ml
48154.

Wanted: CASH PAID - Men's
Watches. Pre-1 965 Rolex, Hamilton,
Gruen, LeCoultre, Movado, others
(no Timex). Timekeepers, Box
151044-RE, Columbus, OH 43215.
(614) 866-3566; fax (614) 861-1 996.
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Wanted: Robots and space ships
from '50s and early '60s. Please
write to: S. Bradford ,2401C. Street,
Sacramento, CA 95816-3001. No
phone calls please.

Wanted: George Nelson "thin edge"
for Herman Miller. Full or queen (?)
size. Call Jim (617) 338-5046.

WANTED ART DECO CARPETS
Handmade carpets from the'20s-

'50s. Arts & Crafts, Art Noveau, Art
Deco, Jugendstihl, Art Moderne.

Send color photographs with sizes
to gallery address below.

F.J. Hakimian
136 East 57th Street
New York, NY 10022

21 2-37 1-6900 (fax) 2 1 2-7 53-0277

DO YOU PREFER BLONDES??
WE DO!! We buy/sell Heywood-
Wakefield - '30s to '50s. Located in
DC, but will travel! (202) 387-6980.

Wanted: FRANKART LAMPS and
other Art Deco Nudes as well as
Robj. Perfume Lamps. Send photo
and priceto: PO Box596553, Dallas,
TX 75359. Tel: (21 4) 824-7917.

Wanted: Coffee cups and mugs
wanted from diners, drive-ins, donut
and coffee shops, restaurants, etc.
Larry Spilkin, PO Box 5039,
Southfield, Ml 48086. (810) 642-
3722.

Buyers of 20th Century Design:
Steuben, Daum, Galle, Lalique,
Chihuly, Orrefors, Kosta Boda, ltalian
Glass, Venini, Barovier. Tel: 1 (800)
BUY-2SELL.

Wanted: Fornassetti Coffee Table.
Top dollar! Please call at anytime!
(305) 522-1646 or (4o7) 982-3528.

Wanted: lnformation on Flexiclog
shoes; also 1940s/1950s hair
accessories (no hats) barettes, etc.
Vanessa Ramsey, PO Box 291072,
Hollywood, CA 90029.

Junk For Joy buys new/old fashion
surplus, accessories, costume
jewelry from 1950-1970. Bulk lots
only! Send samples, quantities,
prices to: Junk For Joy, 3314 W.
lvlagnolia, Burbank, CA 91505. (818)
892-2323 Ron.

Wanted: Looking to paint a repro or
copy of your favorite Art Deco
painting in the medium of your
choice on canvas. Negotiable
prices. Call Audrey (914) 534-7071 .

Wanted: Women's rubber rainboots
ofthe 1950s. D. Segraves, PO Box
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23988, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
(510)e34-4848.

Wanted: Women's clothing: Mod-
scene and footwear of the 1960s.
Mike Hlasney, 41 8 Hanover Avenue,
Allentown, PA 1 81 03-21 50.

ATOMIC LOUNGE - Modern & Post-
[i/odern Fall-Out. At Echoes Of Time,
Virginia Beach. (BO4) 428-2332.

Wanted: McCobb "Directional
Series"; anything Bel Geddes; neon
& illuminated signage; bar items,
signs & kitsch '30s-'60s. (617) 437-
9582.

Wanted: Sinclair dinosaur ashtray;
plastic Essoman bank; unusual
seltzer bottles; '50s & '60s Teen
Exploitation; Horror/Sci-fi, and J.D.
It/ovie Memorabilia. Call (602) 579-
8064.

Wanted : Chase Diplomat tray. [t/ ust
be chrome rim/black base. Also
looking for good '30s lulodernist
lighting/rugs. Andrew (617) 876-
3727.

Wanted: Art Deco or Streamlined
bar, 6-8ft. long. Chrome with formica
and/or mirrored. I will pay your price.
Roy Avvocato (718) 921-5603.

Wanted: Old telephones; Unusual
bakelite art pieces like Jumo lamp,
Singer Ribbonaire fan, Elmi or Philips
(English) loudspeakers, Polaroid
desk lamp, etc. Gary Prato (800)
818-7362.

Wanted: Finn Juhl Chieftan chair
and Ero Arnio Gyro chair, and any
other wonderful 1960s merchan-
dise. (212) 477-o116.

Wanted: Noguchi chess table,
ebonized or blond; Nelson home/
office desk, blond pretzel chair,
miniature chest, chaise with tray arm,
ottoman, blond corner storage chest.
Call anytime (301) 699-9248.

Wanted: Czechoslovakia and
German pottery with geometric
designs. CherylGoyda, PO Box 192,
E. Petersburg, PA 17520. (717)569-
7149.

Wanted: Gilbert Rohde "2" stools;
clear lucite furniture; modern gothic
furniture/accessories. Call (21 2) 369-
8229.

Wanted: Bubba Louie - Quick Draw
McG raw's sidekick (stuffed Knicker-
bocker toy, 1959). Call (708) 961-
1127.

Wanted: Jensen Silverware (to fill
in) Bernadotte; also china compatible
service tor 12 (1930s, decorative
pattern). Call (41 0) 889-4483.

Wanted: Russel Wright serving
pieces, Simtex textiles (R.W.
design), Glidden, Heywood-
Wakefield upholstered chairs, Lloyds
chrome tube furniture. Call Eileen or
Chuck (412) 243-4703.

Wanted: Grasshopper chair. Call
Ken (212) 627-1007.

Wanted : Post-War li/odern Fu rnitu re
labeled: Dunbar, Charak Modern,
Parzinger Originals, Widdicomb
Modern. Chris Kennedy (800) 366-
3376.

Wanted: 22 yards of 1940s/'50s
vintage fabric with large floral or
abstract pattern; 1950s chrome di-
nette set with 4 chairs in very good
condition, reasonable. Call (508)
420-1507.

Selling: Four white fiberglass
"Tooth" (Molar) chairs. $495 each.
Chuck Bader (503) 344-1008.

SELLI NG :(OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK).
"the herman miller collection:
furniture designed by George
Nelson, Charles Eames, lsamu
Noguchi, Paul Laszlo." By Nelson,
George: cloth, very good condition,
Zeeland, Michigan: Herman Miller
Furniture Co., 1948, 1st edition, 1st
printing, price list for August 1948 is
included, $550.00, call or write for
current catalogues with 1000's of
out-of-print and period titles on
[Vlodernism and Post-Modernism,
DESIGN REFERENCES, PO Box
92305, Rochester, New York 14692
(716) 889-7848.

Selling: "United" bowling clock as
seen in "BowlORama" $85. Also
miscellaneous bowling kitsch. Write:
5100W.76th Street, P.V., KS66208.

SELLI NG :(OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK).
"lvlid-Century ltilodern: Furniture Of
The 1950s." By Greenberg, Cara:
cloth with dust jacket, very good
condition, New York: Harmony
Books, 1984, 1st edition, 1st print-
ing, $75.00, call or write for current
catalogues with 1000's of out-of-print
and period titles on Modernism and
Post-Modernism, DESIGN REFER-
ENCES, PO Box 92305, Rochester,
New York 14692 (716) 889-7848.

Selling: Knoll diamond chair cover,
lvy, $30. Saarinen pedestal chair
cushions, Qty. 4, $40 for all. Call
(913) 648-4251 .

SELLING: (OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK).
"Jt/obiliTipo." by Aloi, Roberto: cloth
with dust jacket, lvlilano, ltaly: Editore
Ulrico Hoepli, 1956, 1st edition, 1st
printing, lllustration descriptions in
Italian, French, English and German,
primary text in ltalian, 31 9 examples
of mid-century American and Euro-
pean furniture are shown, this is an
outstanding period source, $275.00,
call or write for current catalogues
with 1000's of out-of-print and period
titles on Modernism and Post-Mod-
eTnism, DESIGN REFERENCES,
PO Box92305, Rochester, NewYork
146e2 (716) 889-7848.

Threshold Antiques 1900-1950
On display: Clarice Cliff "Biarritz,"
Gibson tea set "Cube," Verilys,
Cowan, Frankart, etc...at: Arrow
Street Antiques, 10 Arrow Street,
Cambridge, MA 02138 (Harvard
Square). (617) 497-0390. Office:
(617) 244-8605.

SELLING: (OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK).
"Wiener Werkstatte: Design ln
Vienna 1903-1932." By Schweiger,
Werner J.: cloth with dust jacket,
very good condition, New York:
Abbeville Press, 1984 (1982), 1st
American edition, 1st printing, this is
currently the best English title on the
subject, $225.00, call or write for
current catalogues with 1000's of
out-of-print and period titles on lvlod-
ernism and Post-Modernism, DE-
SIGN REFERENCES, PO Box
92305, Rochester, New York 14692
(716) 88s-7848.

Selling: Aladdin Lamp - "font" type,
alacite base, complete with instruc-
tion manual, cross-section diagram,
registration card from 1922, lock-in
chimney, wick cleaner, lvlodel 1 1-8.
Call (612) 225-9938 6-9pm week-
nights for picture.

Vintage Clothing Books: Two re-
printed complete and original vol-
umes of "Draping and Designing
With Scissors and Cloth, 1920" and
"Draping and Designing With Scis-
sors and Cloth, 1930." lllustrations
and instructions to drape clothing
on the body or dress form in the
true Art Deco mode. 8112 x 11

inches, paperback, 56 pages,
$18.95 each plus $2 postage each.
Antiquity Press, 1734 Scott Street,
St. Helena, CA 94574. Visa/MC
(707) e67-e162.

Selling: '30s to '70s cool stuff and
other alternative retail de-luxe! Call
or stop by World Of tvlirth, Rich-
mond, Virginia (804) 358-3348.

Selling: Vintage costume jewelry,
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Lea Stein, Paris. Fabulous selection
including the Fox. Susan Marks, Oh
My, PO Box 148375, Chicago, lL
60614. (312) 477-7782.

Selling: New line of geometric wood
and metal clocks with Deco and '50s
design inf luence. Great complement
to mid-century vintage interiors.
Send $2.00 for color brochure to:
Modern Artifact, PO Box 233, Grand
Ledge, Ml 48837.

Join The Art Deco Society of
Cleveland. 24page Quarterly News-
letter. Call (21 6) 721-2274 or (2'16)
382-3283

Fine Restoration and Repair of
lVlodern furniture. Patenge & Co.,
Lansing, Ml (517) 485-7831 .

Selling: Rare Russel Wright lmpe-
rial twist water tumblers. 12 total.
$300.00 for each set of four. Call
Kelly (512) 474-1653.

Selling: Large comic book collec-
tion 1950s, '60s and '70s featuring
X-Men. Respond to: "Deb O'Nair,"
PO Box 1007, Philmont, NY 12565.
(518) 672-6426.

Selling: Original mod Beatles suit
(NEMS licensing patch andverycool
lining with Fab-4 caricatures). Call
(310) 826-3439 for more informa-
tion.

20th Century Collectibles Busi-
ness For Sale. Main St. location,
upscale North Shore waterf ront com-
munity. Established in 1979 - profit-
able and growing. Well-known for
Art Deco-'S0s furniture and furnish-
ings, designer jewelry and Bakelite.
Phone (508) 465-2983.

Selling: Harris Strong - two 41"x9"
tiles on walnut depicting "Queen"
and "Jester." Original paper labels.
Excellent condition. $650 for both.
Leave message for Ron (703) 256-
0707.

The Barn Sale, 63 W. Main Street,
Conway, NH sells antiques and
collectibles including restored
furniture, glassware, jewelry, dishes,
knic-knacks, clothing, books and
more.

Selling: CHASE, low prices. Send
SASE for list of pieces: PO Box
10792, Lancaster, PA 17605-0792.

Selling: House and children's
portraits by lndiana artist Sharon
Hdlyoak, from your photo. Call 1

(800) 875-7002.

New Shop! Village Green, 306
Main, Port Washington, NY 11050.

The Radio Broker - Deco
accessories, radios, clocks, books.
Beaver Creek Antique Market,
Hagerstown, MD (301) 739-8075.

Taji's 20th Century Studio.
Wakefield, Rohde, McArthur, Eames
at the Golden Nugget A.C., Suite
210, Lambertville, NJ. Callfor list of
current inventory. (609) 784-5017.

Selling: 1939 New York World's
Fair - See the fair in 3-D! Rare 35mm
3-Dimensional slides. $30. 3-D
viewer $5. Call Doctor 3-D at (619)
365-0475.

SELLING: (OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK).
"Applied Arts Review: A Publication
of the School of Applied Arts,
University of Cincinnati." By Barone,
P.V. editor, boards with Art Deco
coverdesign by Homer Lange, 1 934,
lst edition, 1st printing, very good
condition, this is an annual review of
architecture, landscape design,
freehand drawing, interior
decoration, industrial design and
ceramics as conceived by the
graduating class for the year 1934
from the School of Applied Arts at
the University of Cincinnati, nearly
all the designs shown are
representative of American Art Deco,
$125.00, call or write for current
catalogueswith 1 000's of out-of-print
and period titles on Modernism and
Post-Modernism, DESIGN REFER-
ENCES, PO Box 92305, Rochester,
New York 14692 (716) 889-7848.

Troy P. Walker Design Services
Interior design incorporating mod-
ern classic furniture and ideas.
(415) 6e5-7957.

Catalogue Reprints For Sale!
1937 Royalchrome Distinctive Fur-
niture, 47pp. $1 5.00; 1 934 Herman
Miller20th Century Modern Furni-
ture, Dsigned by Gitbert Rohde,
1 6pp $t 5.00;1937 Revere Chrome
Catalogue w/designer attribution,
60pp. $ 1 5.00; 1 939 Troy-sunshade
Chrome Furniture, 70pp $15.00;
1 930-31 Frankart Catalogue, 82pp.
$25.00. All Catalogues are postpaid.
Call 1 (800) 775-5078.

J. Middleton - Mid-Century Modern
- Art Deco. 3949 Gravois, St. Louis
(314)773-8096.

Mood lndigo - Vintage clothing &
accessories, old furniture, house-
wares and collectibles. 1 21 4 U Street
N.W., Washington, DC 20010

I & J Cartage
Specialist in Moving
Arts and Antiques

Marco Fabian Josh Bell
100 N.E. 38th Street

Miami, FL 33131
Local & Coast to Coast, free esti-
mates on request. Tel: (305) 538-
1609 or (305) 573-0109. Beep:
(305) 837-3783 or (305) 956-0889.
Fax: (305)538-1734. New YorkTel:
(212) 477-0116.

Selling: Raymond Loewy
Rosenthal China, Plaza Pattern.
Eight 7-piece place settings, cof-
feepot, sugar, creamer, veg. bowl,
and two round ashtrays. Lists for
$1600, our price is $1200. May
have Sunburst pattern by Loewy
coming in. Call for details. Sascha
Brastoff Coffeepot, teapot, sugar
and creamer plus 12-inch square
divided platter. Full signature. Pink/
gold/cream glaze. $575 for all.
Caseylynn Antiques (941) 682-
2857 Lakeland, FL. Shipping and
insurance included. Money order
or M/C-Visa add 4o/".3-day return
priviledge. Mon.-Sat. 10am-Spm or
leave message.

Selling: John Risley "Man/VVoman"
whimsical wire furniture - side chair,
lounge, settee, low table, ca.l 958.
Call Andy Lin, Lin/Weinberg Gal-
lery, NYC (212) 219-3022.

Selling: '50s Knollfurniture by de-
signer Ladislav L. Rado. lllustrated
in House Beautiful's November
1955 issue. Call (504) 948-9143 or
(504) 949-7619.

Earn Extra $ if you enjoy thrift
stores, become a vintage clothing
buyer for our company. Call (213)
892-8488 for more information.

Selling: Warren McArthur cata-
logue reprint, ca.l 930, 70 f ull page
photos, $35.00 + postage/sales tax.
To order Call (703) 549-4672 or
Fax (703) 549-4733. Also: We are
actively buying vintage Warren
McArthur. Call us todayl

Selling: About the most deco tele-
phone: practical 1940s deskphone
w/horizontal lines. Polished, ready,
use it! $59. As found: $29. Many
others. Catalogue, call: (608) 582-
4124.
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Shop owners - sell The
Echoes Report and earn
extra profit! Join the
hundreds of shops across
the country which sell The
Echoes Report and make
extra profit doing so,
with little or no effort.
You'll receive a high-
quality acrylic disptay
stand with your first
order, to make displaying
the magazine a breeze,
and low minimum
q uantities are available.

call (508t 428-2324
for more information
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ceramics, furniture, jewelry
and more

612 & 1/2 w addison chicago,
6061 3
31 2-549-5405

fine and fun
20th century deslgn
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Bill and Kristi Lewis
303-744-2174
800-853-7864

Antique Center on Broadway
1235 So. Broadway

Denver, CO 80210
(303) 744-1857

ato

zOT1l CEI{IURY PROP$
American '50s Designer Furniture
Eames . Bertola r Noguchi r Breuer
Antique Fans . Small APPliances
Lamps r China : Collectibles

^a
ilA0]llllto[Gt
I V I

Sales + Rentals
354 Congress Street Boston MA 02210
617.482.0048 Wed thru Sat 12-5

ODERN

T' MES
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oort
1538 N. MILWAUKEE AVE., CHICAGO, IL 60622

312-772-8871
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0ctober 27f'& 28ft, 199s

St larutnce Puidr Cciler-Laumnce lhrbor, Nf

Show Houn: tri, 6- 10, Sat"l0 -4

Spuial Guest Aufi or -Harvey Duke

for hformalion or Dircdions, Cill- (90S) 73b55n

Occo lc Spaco-figc

Specicrlizing in
HAMIUION

Elqtric Wcrtches
of the 1950's.

Expertly rqstored/

Rondeau - P.O. Box 391
Corte Madera, CA 94976-0391

Tel: 415-924-6534 Fax: 415-924-8423

ll i nl a g e l0 r i sl w al c h e s

millennium decorative arts

- 20th century antiques -1528 u st, nw 202-483-1218
mon 4-8pm r thurs, fri, sat & sun 12-8pm

STUDIO U DOWNSTAIRS!

deco .

CALENDARS v BOOKS v DINERS
HOLIDAY CARDS v JEWELRY

T-SHIRTS v TIES v CERAMICS
GLASS v BETTY BOOP v CANDLES

POSTERS vVIDEOS v FRAMES
ORNAMENTS v NOTE CARDS

and other fun stutf!!!
Call or write for catalog

vCATALOG OF ART DECO DESIGNv

THIHGs DE,O,D
130 E.18 St.v Suite 8F' NY NY 10003

212-362-8961

DIOO THf HAttSI
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VINTAGE LIGHTERS INC.

Bought

Sold

Traded

lra Pilossof
P.O. Box 1325 River Rd. Station

Fair Lawn, NJ O74 lO Tel/Fax 701.797.6595

PAST
PLEASURES
ANTIQUES
Art Deco - Buy & Sell

Inside Antique Emporium

7l2O Little River Tirrnpike
Annandale, VA 22003

shop (703) 256-6688
home (ZO:) 719-0896

Donald J. Selkirk Hours 11-5 Wed-Sun

V

Vintage
Co.ktril Skrk"r*

St"pL"n Vi".Lry
PO Box 1517

West C.lJor"ll, NJ

07o07

B.ry - S"ll

(sra) ss2-s64o

Be seen ln the publlcotlon thot's known coost to coost
ond oround the world for being the leoder ond best

source for Mid-20th century style & designl

C

(508).428a 24

Russel W right Bakelite Jewslry Chrome Accessories
Cocktail Shakers 1939 NY Worlds Falr

Prince St., Soho, trlY, NY 1OO1212121254-1176
Diana Potipas

Fiestawaro

181

we sell the most
unique furniture
at the most
competitive
prices.

Featuring clesigns by
charles Eames, George Nelson,
Heywood wakefield, Alvar Aalto,
Fornasetti, lsamu Noguchi,
and many others.

815 Woshington Avenue
Miomi Beoch, FL33l39

1'8OO.CO8€419

Specializing in fine 2oth Century
Furniture from 1930 to 1960.SENZATEMPO

We pay the haghest
prices for desiEner
furniture, unusual
shaped furniture and
archatectural laghtanE

Russell Wright Fiesta Eva Zeisel
California Potteries Sascha Brastoff

5OB - 385-8626 427 Main St, Dennis, MA 8 fax 385-7589

20rk Ce nrru Ry Drsiqm Clnssics

ORIGINAL ART DECO POSTERS, PAINTINGS
CHRISTMAS CARDS, BUSINESS LOGOS,

!NVITATIONS, RUBBER STAMPS,
AND LIMITED EDITION PRINTS BY

STEPHAN
award winning artist-in-residence of
The Art Deco Society of Califomia

99O Fulton Ste. 401
San Francisco, CA 94117

orrrlc to $cptun at
call:41$3{$0365
tex 415-21.8002

o a
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DUNBAH

CHRIS KENNEDY
800-366-3376
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"smalls" - bits of news, happenings, trends, and interesting information from around the world

recent revivals
Inspired by New York's RCA
Building, Eileen Gray designed
her sleek RCA Cabinet in 7929.
Recently revived by ClassiCon,
the 7'2" eight-door cabinet is
perfectly suited to serve as a

wardrobe or office storage.
Available from Manes St. in
New York (21,2-684-7050).

Warren McArthur's 1933 Coat
Rack has also been revived by
ClassiCon. The streamline alu-
minum rack features a bounti-
ful 1L arms - lending it a sculp-
tural quality too stunning to
hide with coats!Available from
Stuart Parr in New York (272-
437-0732).
Also, 11 of T.H. Robsjohn-
Gibbings' designs produced by
Widdicomb between 79 47 -7957
have been reissued by interior
designer Michael Formica.
Available through Dennis Miller
in New York (212-355-4550).

restoration secrets
Ever wonder where the muse-
ums and high end dealers turn
when they need to restore an
important item from the mid-
20th century? Well, some of the
best turn to Center Arts Studio,
a restoration workshop in New
York City. The workshop, origi-
nally founded in1919 by Shigeo
Nakagawa, was purchased in
the early eighties by Naka-
gawa's apprentice Lansing
Moore. Moore expanded the
services to include the restora-
tion of 20th century pieces, such
as works by Eileen Gray, Frank
Lloyd Wright and ]ean-Michel
Frank. Center Arts Studi o (21,2-

247-3ss0).

telephones thru time
Open since September of 1994,
and widely acclaimed as one of
the finest telephone museums
in America, the Roseville Tele-
phone Museum in California
features four galleries display-
i^g phones, switchboards,
phone books and rnore, dating
from 1890-the present duy.
Open Saturdays 70-4 (91.6-786-
7621).

saturated south beach?
One would think that the last
60

thing Miami's South Beach
needed was another hotel;
however, that's exactly what it
got when the Delano recently
opened. The 7947 Art Deco
landmark, underwent a two-
year renovation to transform
into a self-contained resort com-
plete with bars, restaurants,
entertainment and pools allhar-
nessed within the pink stucco
facade. This self-sufficiency for-
mat is quite different from the
lack of activities available at
most other South Beach hotels,
making the Delano a refresh-
ing and welcome addition to
the Miami Beach landscape.
Reservations (800-555-5001).

everything's for sale
Taking the idea from his Lon-
don and Paris locations across
the pond, shoe designer Patrick

sion in Internet and computer
on-line services has finally
reached the antiques world.
Collectors and dealers now
have an on-line service dedi-
cated to their needs and inter-
ests - Collector Online. Their
service offers an avenue to buy
and sell antiques, exchange in-
formation, meet other collec-
tors and more, all through your
computer. Collector Online
(800-546-2941). Extra! - if you
have World Wide Web access,
be sure to check outThe Echoes

Report Home page at the Col-
lector Online site (http://
together. net/-collect/).

textile revival
Clarence House has recently
reissued two important textiles
- La Vigne, an Art Deco design
of stylized bunches of grapes
created

happening in America at the
same time - Rudi Gernreich's
image of the future, the Pop
movement of the mid-'60s, and
more. What results is a blend of
all the facets of Mod - creating
a look that says '60s while be-
ing very of-the-moment; clas-
sic, not dated.

tokyo's mot
After almost 13 years of plan-
ning and construction, the To-
kyo Museum of Contemporary
Art ("MOT") is finally open.
Housed within the museum's
75,250 square feet of exhibition
space are a computer informa-
tion systeffi, d vast library, a

video theater and 3,500 works
of art. Included in the collec-
tion is Roy Lichtenstein's Girl
with a hair ribbon (1965) and
Frank Stella's Quathlamba
(1964). This fall the museum
plans to present a temporary
exhibition entitled "Revolution
in Contemporary Art: The Art
of The Sixties" which will in-
clude Japanese, European and
American art.

poster of preservation
The Art Deco Society of Wash-
ington is offering for sale a full-
color poster of the Greyhound
Terminal Preservation Project.
The poster features a water-
color painting of the streamline
Deco terminal by Richard
Striner, the founding president
of ADSW. The poster, printed
on the highest quality poster
stock, measures 18" x 24". To
order, send a check for $14 to:
ADSW, PO box 11090, Wash-
ington, DC 20008.

modern on nantucket
Yes, the Mid-20th century mar-
ket has even stretched out its
arm to touch this tiny island in
the middle of the sea. Modern
Arts, located at 44 Main Street,
celebrated the start of the sum-
mer season with a fabulous
gallery opening party on June
30. Attendees were dazzledby
the wonderful display of Deco-
'60s and contemporary items,
and champagne flowed way
beyond the scheduled closing
hour of 9p*. A bon fete indeed!

Cox has appointed
his new Madison Av-
enue store with an-
tique collectibles

in 7925 by
Sue et Mare,
and Circus

1950s collectibles to be
exact, following the
rnodern metropolis
theme of New York.
Besides the thrill of
sitting in a Jacobsen
Egg Chair while trying
on a pair of heels, custom-
ers have the novel option of
taking the chair home! That's
right, etserything in the space
is for sale - right down to the
lamps, mirrors and seating
Check it out!

fee wars
Competition for business is
fierce between the two auction
superhouses - Christies and
Sothebys. In an unexpected
move intended to increase their
advantage in attracting sellers,
Christies has lowered the fee
they charge sellers from the
traditional flat 10% commission
to a sliding fee schedule rang-
ing from 9o/o for sales less than
$99,999 to 2o/o for sales of $S
million or over (the buyer's fee
structure has not been altered).
Sotheby's has yet to make a
responsive move.

caught in the net
The impact of the recent explo-

Circus, a1928
fabric featur-

ing woodblock
images of el-
ephants, gi-
raffes, acro-
bats and more

on an lvory
background.

Clarence House
(272-752-28e0).

it's a mod, mod world
That's right - the'60s Mod look
is back again, making a strong
presence in the fall collections
of Calvin Klein, Paul Smith,
Richard Tyler, Gianni Versace
and many other designers.

Mod - the look which flour-
ished between t962 and 1966,
began in Britian, with the Mods,
a group of blue-collar boys
from London's East End who
made the early'60s Italian style
of dressing their own signature
look. From there the girls of
London picked up the Mod
look, dressing in leather boots,
short skirts, simple dresses,
boxy jackets; rimming their eyes
in black and cropping their hair
short.

The Mod look of fall 1995
mixes the true British Mod
with the trends which were
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VENINI . BAROVIER - MARTENS

Do you know their value? Do you know how to identi$
them? We will give you the most upto-date prices and
information from around thc world for $40 a year. For
subscription information and a sample iopy ptease wr ite:

VETRI: Italian Glass News
P.O. Box l9l

Fort Lee, NJ 07024

VISTOSI -AVEM-SEGUSO

ACQUIRING BY
PIECE OR
COLLECTION

R-L:B. \
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Borboro Normon
P.O. Box 251382

W. Bloomfield, Ml 48325
(810) 8ss-7766

TOBTHI 
'A{ART'HOPPTR

3854 N. LINGoLN
Cxrceco, lLL. 606lg

3 r 2-348-75,40

TRYE

Featuring American and European Designer Furniture

and Decorative Accessories from the'40s.'60s

255 Lalayette Sr. NYC,ltlY 10012

212.226.6290

zoth CEiITURY
DESIGITIS

H EYWO O D.
WAKEFIELD

I.I TV
EST. t826
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CHRIS KENNEDY
800-366-3376

DT(D(D D(DtrJ{EArt Deco, Antiqrres, G-iFts
Winlo e \A/crtctres

DOL,G RA/VISEY
I O5th \Nest For.rrtlr

Roycrl Ocrk, ltr{,a 48067
(ar o) s47-333o
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STEVE STARR STUDIOS

ART DECO FURNISHINGS AND PHOTO FRAMES
2779 NORTH LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60614

312-52Ss30
CEI..EBRATING ITS 28TH ANNIVERSARY IN I995

B[I\CK
slu\N

DO Dox 9l2O
Speneer, vyY 2O27O

(3O4) 927-0064

Art Deco
Franlrart

Ozeoh Art
Glass

ehase

fhe Class Flamingo
Deco and Fifties
FURNISHINGS

ART er COLLECTIBLES

46 Baltimore Avenue

Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

(to2) 225-1t56

George Ehrmann * Bill Sine

Opcn AII Year

strcrriie rnodem to classic SOs

Iues-w€ds l6 . Thur$,Frt t-7 . Sot l2-s
2337 Wesr I I ST. CtEvELAND, OH 441t3

216 241-5495
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Last Loolr
Toward the end of the
194Os, a relatively new
material (plasticl, a new
technology for dealing
with it, and a fresh
(postwarl aesthetic led
to a new version of an
old artifad - the handbag.
Of course, handbags - or
pocketbooks - went on
being made out of cloth
and leather, but by 195O
the new tucite bag, as it
was sometimes called,
was a big success. lt was
sleek, it was clean, and
Jot a short time it was
classy. ln 1950, sporting
a plastic pocketbook was
an easy, highly visible way
for a woman to look up-
to-date, even fashion-
able. Hourever, in 1950,
nobody - not their manu-
facturers, not their
purchasers, certainly not
observers of fashion -

recognizecl these bags as
the wildly imaginative,

even beautiful obiects we
recognize them to be
today.
Cloclrwise from top left:
creen lucite bag with
metallic threads from
Myles originals, ca. 1952;
Silver metal bag with
clear lucite handle, cover
and latch, possibly by
Dorset Rex, Ga. 1955-57;
Tortoiseshell lucite bag
with clear handle by
Floricla Handbags, ed-
1955-56; Yellow mother-
of-pearl lucite bag with
rhinestone detailing on
lid from Patricia of Miami,
ca. 1954-57; Barrel bag
with a clear carvecl lucite
center and tortoiseshell
lucite sirles and beads, by
Llewellyn, ca. 1953-56;
three-tler accordion bag
with charcoal marbleized
lucite by wilardy, Gd.
1954.

Text excerpted znith permission from the introduction to " A Certain
Style: The Art of the Plastic Handbag, 1.949-59" by Robert Gottlieb
and Frank Maresca (Alfred A. Knopf , 1988). Photographs, adapted

from the same title, courtesy Frank Maresca and Edward Shoffstall.
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todular lllners + t gsot Sty/"

rhe ultimatG in $tainlGs$ steel IIinGts
<) True 1950s Beproductlon Dlners
. AII steel constructlon
. Dellvered to your site fully equipped, and ready for operation
o 90-day dellvery (can be shtpped worldwtde)
o Seatlng 20-150, many plans to choose from or create your own
o Priced from $162,000 to $400,000
. Lease flnanelng avallable for quallfled appllcants

For a eomplete information
package including photos,

floor plans, etc. send $12 to:

Deeo Eehoes Diner Co.

P.0. Box Z32l

Mashpee, MA 02649

e*//,
508429-2124

Limited edition serigraphs of works by Tamara de Lempicka are
now available for purchase. The richness of color and innovative
brushwork of this legendary Art Deco artist makes these seri-
graphs an important addition to your collection. Each timited
edition serigraph is accompanied by a letter of authenticity,
hearing the Lempicka Estate Crest and the signature of Baroness
Kizette de Lempicka (daughter of Tamara). Clockwise from top
right:

The Musician 42x27 in. edition of 195 $3000
Beautiful Bafaella 25x36 in. edition of 195 $2500
Auto Portrait 31.75x25 in. edition of 400 $2400
Das Model 42x27 in. edition of lg5 $2200
Printemps 13x17 in. edition ot 175 $1600
Femme a la Golombe 13x17 in. edition 0|'175 $1600

?

Oeco Echoes is an auth0rized distributor for D.K. Art Publishing lnc,To 0rder: Deco Echoes Publications Tel: (508) 428.2324 Fax: (508) 428.0077
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TIMELESS INTERIORS
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13752 Venturq Blvd., Shermon Ooks, CA 91423
Phone (8 I8) 906-8 I33 Fox (8 l8) 906'7367
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